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By MARH.YN HENRY

^jHINGTON — The gold
to~y and denial fillings of con-
cation camp victims were
£d with the bank gold plun-
ed by the Nazis, then resmelted

Si traded abroad. That was one
f the conclusions of the long-
waited American report on Nazi
'old released yesterday.

However, it could not be deter-
mined how much of the victims’
Kgold is at stake, nor was there evi-

dence that the neutral states knew
they were baying tainted gold,
according to the report of ) 1 fed-

eral agencies, conducted under the

leadership of Undersecretary of
Commerce Stuart Eizenstat

The neutrals' acceptance of
stolen gold helped sustain tire Nazi
regime and prolong its war effort

long past the time when these

countries had- any legitimate rea-

PM’s
Office:

No spy

in US
gov’t
By MICHAL YUDELMAN,

HILLEL KVTTLER,
and news agencies

Israel vehemently denied that it

is involved in any kind of espi-

onage in the United States,

responding to yesterday’s

Washington Post report that die

FBI is probing “whether a -senior

US government official has been

passing highly sensitive informa-

tion to the Israeli government.”

At the same time, an intensive

effort is being made to find the

source of the Washington Post

report
According to the report a US

official is suspected of passing

sensitive material to Israel on the

basis of a conversation intercepted

i arrives, Page 2

areS

eqide National Security Agency

Teen an Israeli intelligence

Per in Washington and bis

irvisor in Israel.

J
Israeli officer referred to a

ource, code-named “Mega

aid that Israeli Ambasssuior

hu Ben-Elissar had asked

:> ask Mega to get him a sea-

iitivc American document The

locument was reportedly &e

*crct letter of assurances

ner secretary of state Wanen

^hristooher
' eave Palestinian

\uthority Chairman Ya^rAraf«

ifter the completion of the Hebron

•vacation agreement

Washington Post wp®"®* “}
^cording to a source who viewed

, copy of the NSA transcript ofThe

ronversation. the intelligenc

*r. speaking in Hebrew.

.The ambassador wants W 8

.0 Mega to get a copy of this Je

ter.” The source said the sup*™

sor in Tel Aviv
^

rejected™

request saying. “This is not

a.irg we^se Mega for
offi(

. jals

U1G
,

Prime Minister

Netanyahu declined 10
J. sman

an the report but spok

strongly denied it- “Th®1®

.

a
shred of truth to it It «s simply

fabrication,” the spokesman
said. •

Continued on Pag® 2

son to fear German invasion, the
report said, noting that the Swiss
were the principal

. bankers and
financial brokers for the Nazis,
handling vast sums of gold and
hard currency.

The victims were not only vic-

tims of the Holocaust Eizenstat
said at a State Department brief-
ing, “but of the sad combination of
indifference on the part of neutrals
and inaction on the pan of the

Allies”

However; the report says, the US
has “no desire to single out a
country that is a robust democra-
cy, a generous contributor to
humanitarian efforts, and a valued
partner of the US today.”

Eizenstat stressed that the 207-
page report was a search for the

facts that “seeks neither to defend
or offend any nation.”And it does
not seem to do either. While virtu-

ally all neutrals and the Allies

came in for some criticism in the

Eizenstat report, it was fairly mild,
highly qualified and shy of any
major discovery.

In many ways, it appeared that

the revelation was that the

American government had just

discovered some of the Allied role

US Commerce Undersecretary Stuart Eizenstat CAP)

in the Holocaust
“No country, including the

United States, did as much as it

might have or should have to save
innocent victims of Nazi persecu-

tion - Jews, Gypsies, political

opponents, and others,” said the

report But it also noted that “none
of these nations caused Worid War
n or started the Holocaust”
The Eizenstat report which is

“preliminary and incomplete,”
offers no policy guidance and does
not suggest future American action

other than a possible international

conference of historians. But
Eizenstat called for a “substantial

portion” of the $70 million in so-

called residual gold to be used for

the victims ofNazi atrocities.

Switzerland officially welcomed
the report “Switzerland has made
it clear from the outset that we
want to know the truth,”

Ambassador Thomas Borer said.

Jewish Agency demands
West return Nazi loot

Jewish Agency Chairman Avraham Burg yesterday demanded
that Western nations investigate their World War II activities.

Tt is dear that a lot of different governments around (he worid
were involved in one way or another, and the immediate reaction

is to seal all of the Western vaults, central or private banks with
looted assets and to return them to Jewish hands.” Burg said.

“The veil which for50 years shrouded crime layered upon crime,
the looting of the dead, is beginning to rise

”

Bing spoke after the release of a report, compiled by US
Commerce Undersecretary Smart Eizenstat, that criticized

Switzerland for using its neutrality as an excuse to do business
with Nazi Germany and faulted American officials for not nego-
tiating stronger to force the Swiss to make reparations. Burg said

governments involved in the postwar transfer of Jewish funds
should finance an effort “to locale all assets and their legitimate

heirs” through a “comprehensive investigation of the millions of
documents in archives worldwide ” Jerusalem Post Staff

Comptroller: A grave report
ByBATSHEYATSUR

State Comptroller Miriam Ben-
Porathas given Attorney-General

Elyakim Rubinstein information

about three incidents in which
crimes may have been committed,

that were uncovered during the

research for her annual report, she

told a news conference yesterday.

She added that she is still consid-

ering whether to do the same in

three other cases. In general, she

said, the 47th annual State

Comptroller’s Report, released yes-

terday, was one of die most serious

she had ever issued, particularly in

die area ofgovernment corruption.

Ben-Porat was speaking after pre-

senting her report to President Ezer

Weizman and Knesset SpeakerDan
Tichon. The 1.105-page report

summarizes audits conducted of the

activities of ministries, state agen-

cies, and the defense establishment,

during 1995 and 1996.

Ben-Porat would not disclose

which cases had been referred to

the attorney-general. But Israel

Radio reported that one involved

the prime minister's adviser on

immigrant affairs, who was said to

have directed funds to an associa-

tion for immigrant teachers that he

bad founded. According to an

unconfirmed report, another case

involved the attempt to appoint

Yoaz Ben-Ari as legal adviser to

the Prime Minister's Office.

The instances cited, she said,

related to both to the present gov-

ernment and the previous one.

Other report highlights;

The appointment ofunqualified
political activists to senior posi-

tions continues. The Prime

Minister’s Office and the Housing
Ministry under the current govern-

ment were cited in particular for

this.

• The IDF’s battle readiness is

dropping. Reserves are poorly

trained, and ammunition, weapons,

and other vital equipment Is badly

maintained in army warehouses.

Nearly halfthe population does not
have updated gas masks.
• Officials in various ministries

responsible for approving alloca-

tions from bequests to the state

were often involved with the orga-

nizations whose applications they

approved.
• Granting Intel $600 million to

build its plant in Kiiyat Gat was a

waste of public funds.

• Schools regularly violate safety

guidelines on school trips. This
report was researched and complet-

ed several months before the

March 13 massacre of seven

schoolgirls at Naharayim.

Continued on Page 2

State Comptroller Miriam Ben-Porat presents a copy of her annual report to Knesset Speaker Dan Tichon yesterday. (Isaac Harm)
Fufl comptroller report coverage, Pages 8-12

Analysis: Tze’eiim ghosts haunt Barak, Page 2

Israel,
the world’s 2nd

healthiest country

Bv JUPY SIEGEL

Despite dire warnings by politi-

cians and doctors of the mediral

system's impending

lapse, Israel is the second healthiest

country in the worid, according toa

statistical analysis compiled by the

Economist Intelligence Unit m
London and published in the

Healthcare International quarterly.

Only Sweden came out ahead of

Israel in the analysis, which

weighted a dozen different healm

care indicators, rather than just

relying on life expectancy.
Them-

fficluded deaths fiom^
infections, and hart aiKl t&pmto-

rv disease, the HTV infection rate,

{he number of doctors and dutsk

100,000 resdents. tmmunga-

tion rates, and maternal and rnfarit

very highrating 'even *oughthrs

articular state is a regular target

^terrorist attacks.”

dent rates were not included in

^-ven deve.oj*d and

developing
rountnssww^sJ^

509007

South AD1CO. -

rate was the least healthy

SSing India, with m high

Sand maternal mortal^-

The United Kingdom
- where the

conducted -served

an embarrassing verdict of “the

least healthy country in Western

Europe,” largely due to its high

cancer and heart disease rates,

which are blamed on a poor diet;

overall, it took 15th place. The UK
came right after Taiwan, which has

a low incidence of AIDS and a

younger population.

Mexico, assisted by high immu-

nization rates and a lower incidence

of cancer and heart and respiratory

dfcreiMR, came out just ahead of the

US, which was in I3th place.

The report generally found no

connection between the number of

doctors in each nation’s health sys-

tem and the quality of health care,

with the major exception of Israel,

which has one of the highest per-

capita rates of physicians in the

world. But Italy, with 478 doctors

foreach 100,000 Italians, had only a

middling performance in the ratings.

Healthcare International con-

ceded that most ofthe figures were

provided by government sources,

thus itwas possible that figures on

disease rates may have been

skewed so as not to harm tourism

and investment.

The Economist Intelligence Unit,

established 50 years ago by The

Economist Group (which publishes

The Economist) in London, is an

information provider for companies

establishing and managing nnetna-

’ tional operations.

Peled: I didn’t

equate IDF, Nazis
By MARGOT DUDKEVfTCH

Deputy Education Minister

Moshe Peled was surprised yes-

rerday to learn that cabinet sec-

retary Danny Naveh demanded
he retract statements comparing

the IDF to the Nazis.

“Naveh doesn’t know what

Yitzhar setters rebuild

demolished structures,

Page 2

he’s talking about,” Peled said

last night, adding that he was
absolutely amazed to hear the

charges.

Peled at first appeared unsure

as to what Naveh was referring

to. “Perhaps he meant the radio

interview on Army Radio this

morning?”
Naveh, who heads the govern-

mental - forum against anti-

semitism, claimed that Peled,

referring to the demolishing of
houses in the settlement of
Yitzhar on Tuesday, said that the

treatment of the settlers by IDF
troops was similar to the way
the Nazis treated the Jews.
Naveh demanded an immediate
retraction from Peled, claiming

that such statements were not

becoming of anyone, especially

the deputy education minister.

“I said that I was deeply and
profoundly saddened by the hor-

rifying film footage showing the

evacuation ofYitzhar, especially

as it took place just a day after

Holocaust Remembrance Day,”
Peled said.

“The mother holding a baby in

her arms as blood ran down her

face, deeply saddened me,” he

said. “But I would never ever

..say such a thing against anyone,

especially the IDF.”

Maccabi again... again
Maccabi Tel Aviv beat Hapoel Jerusalem 86-83 to win its 27th bas-

ketball championship in the last 28 years. Maccabi swept the capital

squad in three straight games.
Story, Page 14

Ben-Porat mulls
Barak probe

State Comptroller Miriam Ben-Porat reopened a Pandora’s box
yesterday, when she told reporters she is considering a new probe
inlo whether MK Ehud Barak, a contender for leadership in the

Labor Party, acted properly in the training accident at Tze'elim in

1 992, when he was chief of general staff.

Ben-Porat said she has completed her investigations into the

military aspects of the Tze’elim B incident, but still has serious

doubts about whether to ay to determine if Barak acted correctly

with regard to evacuating the wounded.
She said that “five years have elapsed” since the accusations

that Barak and his deputy left the scene before all the wounded
had received medical attention.

Ben-Porat said she 'had been approached “by the families, by
the former chief of general staff, and by others concerned” to

examine the issue.

“[Barak] absolutely begged me to cany out an investigation,”

sire said. “I am aware of the heavy shadow cast upon him” by the

accusations. “He is someone who may perhaps one day lead the

country. Peoples’ fates are dependent on this.”
s

But Ben-Porat said that any investigation would now require a
“confrontation process among witnesses ... some prolonged legal

action, [Barak] says one thing and there are those who say the

exact opposite.

“It is not yet clear whether we will present a report and make
suggestions,” Ben-Porat said. T hope there is no basis to allega-

tions that a chief of general staff left his wounded behind. Ifthere

were, however, I would not hold back. I have serious difficulties

in getting to the bottom of the matter.And without facts, there can
be no justice."

In r&ponse, Barak said that he had asked that the matter be
investigated. “I am convinced that the truth will be good for me,
and 1 am also sure that since the facts are quite clear-cut, this

investigation can be very speedy.” Batsheva Tsur
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Settlers rebuild demolished houses
By MARGOT OUDKEVTTCH
and WCHAL YUOELMAH

Settlers in Yitzhar began
rebuilding three houses on a hill-

top some 800 meters east of the

settlement yesterday, less than 24
hours after security and civil

authorities forcibly evacuated

about 30 protesters and demol-

ished the structures. No IDF
troops were present.

Meanwhile, yesterday's security

cabinet meeting turned into a

stormy political debate, as a num-
ber of ministers sharply criticized

the demolition.

Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu and Defense Minister

Yitzhak Mordechai both came
under fire. They reportedly

assured the ministers that the

demolition did not indicate a
change of policy.

Yitzhar secretary Yehuda
Liebman said three temporary
structures, made from wood and
canvas, had been erected so that

three families would be able to

move in. One of the families has

10 children.

He said a steady stream of visi-

tors arrived at the site to show sup-

port “The phones didn’t stop ring-

ing.*' he added.

But the only politician to show
up was MK Rehavam Ze’evi

(Moledet). who told Israel

Television: This government car-

ried out whatno other government
before dared to do.”

Yesterday morning, leaders of
the Council of Jewish
Communities in Judea, Samaria,

and Gaza informed Netanyahu
that they would not show up for a

scheduled meeting. “The council

regards the demolishing of bouses
as an extremely serious incident,

especially when people live in

those houses,” secretary-general

Aharon Domb said in an interview

on Anitz 7 radio.

But, he added, “It appears that

although Netanyahu supports

Women carry their young children past a partially rebuilt home in Yitzhar yesterday, as settlers work to rebuild the three ille-
gal homes demolished by authorities on Tuesday. iRewett

Mordechai, he was totally
unaware of the events taking nfac*
in Yitzhar.”

Domb said the demolition was
obviously planned to coincide
with the meeting that took, place
on Tuesday night between
President Ezer Weizman and
Palestinian Authority Chairman
Yasser Arafat

A toast to celebrate Independence
Day, organized by OC Central
Command Maj.-Gen. Uzi Dayan,
was also boycotted by most of the
invited local and regional council

heads in Judea and Samaria.

“How can I look Dayan in die

eye and toast Independence Day
after the present he gave us,”

Domb said.

Netanyahu reportedly told the

security cabinet that ’“One event
no matter how regrettable, should
not be taken out of proportion. The
general policy of this government
is to strengthen communities in

Judea, Samaria, and Gaza."
However, Agriculture and

Environment Minister Rafael

Eitan, Education Minister Zevulun
Hammer; National Infrastructure

Minister Ariel Sharon, and
Industry and Trade Minister Natan
Sharansky expressed outrage at

Mordechai’s decision to demolish
the buildings.

Mordechai declared that the ille-

gal buildings bad been built on
State land drat was outside the set-

tlement’s boundaries.

Countering claims that

Palestinians continue to build flle-

gally without any threat of demo-
lition, Mordechai said that 144
illegal dwellings were demolished
in 1996 and 72 had been demol-
ished so far this year, 12 in die last

few days.

Ehan said that when he saw the

pictures of the brutal evacuation,

be almost cried. “I was so

shocked; it reminded me of pic-

tures of the Holocaust If another

government bad acted this way,

we would have screamed to high

heaven and created an explosion,”

he reportedly said

“If this government can do such

tilings, what is the justification for

forming it?" Sharon reportedly

said

Netanyahu expressed reserva-

tions about the way the demoli-
tion was carried out, but gave
Mordechai his full support He
said the demolition had nothing

to do with the Weizman-Arafat
meeting.

Hope grows as

Ross arrives
Jerusalem Post Staff

and agencies

US envoy Dennis Ross arrived

yesterday for meetings with Israeli

and Palestinian leaders, amid

hopes For an American initiative

that might break the two-month

impasse in peace talks.

Media reports said Ross brings

proposals that include tradeoffs

such as an Israeli freeze on settle-

ment construction and Palestinian

Authority Chairman Yasser Arafat

resuming the sharing of intelli-

gence information, which was cut

off in March.
Ross made no comment as he

entered the Prime Minister's Office

last night for talks with Prime

Minister Binyamin Netanyahu.

Cabinet secretary Danny Naveh.

and advisers Dore Gold and

Yitzhak Molcho joined them for the

first part of the meeting.

Ross is to meet with Arafat and

Egyptian President Hcsni Mubarak
today, after meetings with President

Ezer Weizman, Netanyahu, Defense

Minister Yitzhak Mordechai, and

Foreign Minister David Levy.

Senior Netanyahu aide David
Bar-lllan said yesterday he

expects Ross's presence would
lead to progress.

"Whenever Ross is here there is

some movement in the peace

process and it is usually positive."

Bar-Elan said, while cautioning

against expecting a breakthrough.

"There jre efforts ro create

mutual trust." Levy said of

Ross visit. “We are encouraging

and supporting this."

Palestinian negotiator Sub
Erckat said that. "The solution «
in the hands of Dennis Ross ... ftfe

hope he is coming to save the

process."*

Talks stalled in March after

Israel broke ground for Har Hotna

in Jerusalem. Arafat has said Israel

must stop the construction before

ralks can resume. Meanwhile,

Israel is insisting that the PA crack

down on terror and reestablish foB

security cooperation.

Ross's visit comes a day after

Weizman met with Arafat. After

that meeting. Weizman said Arafat

agreed to resume contacts between

senior security officials, but the

Palestinians conditioned this on

the presence of US officials at all

meetings.

“It is not bilateral coordination,

it is trilateral, with coordination of

the United States." Arafat said

yesterday.

Media reports said Israeli and

Palestinian security officials, as

well as representatives from the

Central Intelligence Agency,

would meet today.

A government source said the

presence of the Americans is

mainly in order to enable the

Palestinians to “save face.”

Settlers, political Right:

We’ll still support PM

ANALYSIS

By SARAH HOWG

Tze’elim ghosts continue to haunt Barak

MK Ehud Barak, front-runner in

the Labor leadership contest, last

night welcomed State Comptroller

Miriam Ben-Porafs interest in

probing deeper into his role in the

Tze'elim B tragedy.

Barak said he wants “the truth to

come out 1 am sure that thecomp-
troller's examination of die events

would exonerate [me]. A short,

quick examination could bring the

truth to light.”

No other reaction could be
expected from Barak. He all but

had to say what he did, his political

allies said.

But the fact is, it was agreed in

most party quarters that there is no
way the comptroller’s words added
to his political health. An aide to

(Hie of Barak’s rivals in the June 3
party leadership primary said yes-

terday that Barak wanted and
needed the controller’s 'probe
about as much as Prime Minister
Binyamin Netanyahu wanted the

police investigation into his role in

the Bar-On Affair. Netanyahu, too,

said the aide, had to call for an
investigation, exuding confidence

that he would be vindicated.

The few sentences the comptrol-
lerdevoted to foe Tze'elim B affair

yesterday were enough to cause

ripplesrof excitement throughout

the party. The consensus was that,

even though it was certain that the

comptroller would have no find-

ings by primary day, the nuances

of Barak's problem, it was said,

was that he was not letoffthe hook
and, worse, that the comptroller

brought back to the surface an
event which he had hoped would
have by now sunk far beneath the

current political agenda.

As things stand now, the cup for

him is both half full and half

empty.;

Barak booster MK Haggai
Merom pointed to the former yes-

terday, noting that, “after all, the

comptroller did not make accusa-

tions. She has no overwhelming
compelling evidence against him.

Nothing had been proved.”

Merom is technically right. But,

as he spoke, anti-Barak forces in

the party were eagerly pointing to

the empty half of tine cup. While
they were careful not to pronounce

Barak guilty, they referred to him
as “soiled."

Their argument between now
and June 3 would be to put a ques-

tion marie on Barak's suitability to

go forth as Labor's candidate for

prime minister. They will warn that

in the event that Barak wins the

nomination, he will be open to

unceasing attacks from the Right

for his behavior on the day of the

Tze’elim tragedy, as well as on his

overall responsibility for the short-

comings that led to what happened
and for the ensuing coverup.

Labor, their argument would be,

needs a candidate who is unen-
cumbered by such baggage and
whose past will not divert attention

from current issues.

Will this argument work to

Barak’s detriment? The bet around
Barak is that it won't- not as far as

the primary is concerned. In an

actual future election, the matter

may come back to haunt him, but

even then it will only underscore

prevalent tendencies and will not

tilt the pendulum one way or the

other. The press will not go after

Barak and it will be left to his

political foes to unleash this

weapon.
In the final month before the pri-

mary, the feeling in Barak's

entourage is that the extent of the

shadow die Tze'elim B affair will

cast on him depends solely on the

eye of the beholder. Those antago-

nistic to Barak’s aspirations will

perceive a dark shadow, while, to

those who firmly supported Barak
from the outset, it will be largely

invisible.

By MARGOT DUDKEV1TCH

Some 800 people gathered last

night to air their views regarding

the present government at a confer-

ence sponsored jointly by the Land
of Israel Front and the Council of

Jewish Communities in Judea,

Samaria, and Gaza at the Jerusalem

International Conference Center.

Amid calls to oust Defense
Minister Yitzhak Mordechai,
who was called directly respon-

sible for the demolition of three

houses in Yitzhar on Tuesday,
the general consensus was to

support the present government
and point Prime Minister

Binyamin Netanyahu in ‘the right

direction.

“People view Mordechai as

being directly responsible for the

ami-settlement sentiments in foe

government." said council spokes-

woman Yehudit Tayar. “The idea

was to gather and allow people to

air then- views.”

Speakers included MK Benny
Elon (Moledet), who called the

government foe “best of the worst

we have to fear"

MK Michael Kleiner, head of

the Land of Israel Front, stressed

the importance of keeping contin-

uous pressure on Netanyahu, “so

he will not bend.”

“Netanyahu must.be forced to

rejoin the national camp and be

forced to strengthen building

throughout Judea, Samaria, and
Gaza and not destroy them,” Tayar
said.

SPY
Continued from Page 1

Ben-Elissar vehemently denied
the claim, calling the story
"absolutely baseless."

"Israel is not involved in any
form of trying to obtain intelli-

gence on the LIS. Maybe we are
dealing with a malicious source
whose intention is to damage foe
good and friendly relationship
between Israel and foe LIS.”

“Israel does not do things of this

nature" Foreign Minister David
Levy told reporters. "Our diplo-
mats throughout the world, and in

particular in (he United States, of
course, do not deal in things like

this. They have clear instruc-

tions."

GRAVE
Continued from Page 1

• Thousands of habitual traffic

offenders remain on the roads,

even though they are twice as like-

ly to be involved in accidents.

People who have their licenses

revoked for life have at times had
them reissued.

• Thousands of people have been
waiting for years for subsidized

rental housing, while Housing
Ministry companies have failed to

identify and assign available apart-

ments.
• The Health Ministry’s efforts to

prevent the spread of AIDS are

uncoordinated and often ineffec-

tive.

• Over half of those applying for

income maintenance from the

United Israel Appeal of Canada, Inc.

pm mjpa mmwon
its Officers and Staff

extend sincere condolences to

Mildred and David Devor
on the untimely passing of

AVIVA 5"T

Max Blanksteln

Chairman, IRC

Amnon Shlnar

Director General

In deepest sorrow we announce the sudden loss

of our beloved

AVIVA (Varady) DEVOR
David S. Devor
Mildred Devor
Marshall Devor and family

Nissan and Elaine Varady and family

Shiva at 8 Mew Hsmatawak, French Hi, Jerusalem. TeL QM81-4941.

National Insurance Institute lie on

their applications but succeed in

getting the allowances anyway.

The Trans-Israel Highway will

increase pollution, ruin the central

region's landscape, and still not

solve the traffic bottlenecks it is

meant to solve.

• The program to get computers

into die schools is being misman-
aged, with some schools still wait-

ing for computers and others using

obsolete machines.

Justice Minister Tzahi Hanegbi,

who heads the Ministerial State

Control Committee, said the report

had been studied at a series of

intensive meetings. The ministers

had already made 23 decisions

with regard to the 60 bodies and

ministries that came under review,

he said, adding it is not always

possible to make improvements

immediately.

“We will deal with ail issues of

political appointments. They have

existed under previous govern-

ments, but they must no longer be

the norm," he said. “With regard to

public funds, we will assure that

they are distributed according to

foe regulations and that they reach

their targets." he added.

Lieu Collins adds:
The Likud is to debate the Slate

Comptroller's Report at a special

Knesset session today. A
spokesman said foe party in partic-

ular condemns foe fact that bodies
affiliated with the previous gov-

ernment were granted greater

funding by the. Meretz-nin
Education Ministry. The Likud
also accused former attorney-gen-

eral Michael Ben-Yair of using a
double standard in deciding not to

prosecute officials of the previous

government.

MK Dalia Itzik, bead of foe

Labor Party response team, said:

“The grave report by foe state

comptroller determines that

[Prime Minister BinyaminJ
Netanyahu has failed in foe admin-
istration of his office and bureau
and he should immediately
resign.”
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The President that you left behind is in. .

.

- DEEP TROUBLE
- Under investigation for CORRUPTION
- Involved in SEX SCANDALS

Your Talents Are Wasted Here!
Any success in your mission
To emasculate Israel and

To create a second Iran in the Mediterranean,

Will not help your President ONE BIT!

LEAVE US ALONE!
Presented as a public service by:

Gamla Shall Not Fall Again ' The Committee for the Abolition ol the Autonomy
Please send comments and contributions to help us continue our activities to:
POB 18608, Jerusalem 91184; Telemesser - 02-629-4444, Fax. 02-536-1852

Visit our website at: http://www.gamla.org.il E-mail: moshe@gamla.org.il
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funds
By DOUGLAS DAWS

LONDON — The $89 million joint US-
‘

Israeli project t0 develop a high-energy laser
response to short-range rocket and artillery
attacks requires a further $50 million if it is
to result ina fully deployable system, accord-
ing to US Army officials quoted by the
London-based Jane's Defense Weekly yester-
day.

- TheUS iscurrently contributing $59.5 mil-
lion to the project, while Israel’s share is

Nahal and
Gadna to

combine

$50m. required for testing, radar capability
S29.5 million.

The pilot program was initiated last May to
help Israel develop a deterrent against
Hizbullah rocket and artillery atracks horn
south Lebanon. It followed the earlier

Nautilus project, which was a limited effort

to test the effectiveness of lasers as tactical

air-defense weapons.
The main contractor for the program is the

US firm TRW, which is making and testing
the initial operating system.

Officials at the USArmy’s Missile Defense

and Space Technology Center- said, funding

for the current program, which is scheduled

to conclude next March, relates only to test-

!

ing at TRW's site in California. .

The additional hinds are necessary to test

the system at the US Defense Department
facilities and in Israel, a necessary precondi-

tion for the system’s integration into Israeli

command and control structures.

In addition, while the test model draws on
components of the Arrow anti-missile sys-

tem, the operational anti-rocket laser weapon

would require its own radar capability.

US officials also note feat agreement bos

yet tobe reacted with Israel on fee terms of

the technology transfers that win be involved

in completed systems that are delivered to

Israel. Army officials are quoted as saying

thatsome of the technology is highly classi-

fied and cannot be transferred without safe-

guards against transfer to third countries.

Israeli sub-contractors in - fee project

include Israel Aircraft Industries, Rafael and

Ihdiran.

ByABflSH O’SULLIVAN

In an effort to cut out duplica-

tion, IDF Chief of General Staff
LL-Gen. Amnon Lipkin-Shahak
has ordered that the Nahal Brigade
and the pre-military Gadna youth
movement be combined.
The ruling follows an investiga-

tion into IDF units having overlap-

ping functions, the IDF said.

Nahal and Gadna are to be consol-

idated under one “special com-
mand,” which is to focus its efforts

cm reaching out to Israeli youth.

Shahak also ruled that the Nahal

'

Brigade and members of Nahal
settlement groups are towork with

youth “as pan of an overall effort

to strengthen the link between the

IDF and Israeli youth before their

conscription.”'

According to fee IDF, fee Nahal
Brigade is lobe subordinate to the

Central Command and not spread

across the country as it is now.
Defense Minister Yitzhak

Mordecbai approved fee changes,

which are to be implemented
shortly, fee IDF said

'

The changes follow a revamping

of fee Defense Ministry’s Youth
and Nahal Branch, spearheaded by
reserve “ brigadier Yehuda
Duvdevani. Among his main goals

were to. spotlight national values

to fee youtiu ro increase identifica-

tion with the IDF, and to boost

motivation among youth before

they are drafted.
•

Thp.Nah^wingoftheIpF nrixes

£fmy&Nickwiih settfeiteiirahd is

sWpjwfted
1

'^yot^^/nchreirients.

But fee .number of Settlement

groups orgroups of youthsconsol-

idated from youth movements
serving in Nahal has dwindled to a

minority in fee corps.

Border Police

anti-infiltration

unit displayed

ByARCH trSULUVAN

The Border Police showed off

its special anti-infiltration unit,

some operating on ATVs, in the

latest edition of the IDF weekly

Bamahane. -The unit, called

Matilan, tries to catch

Palestinians trying to sneak

across the Green Line and has

been operating for the past year.

Matilan is an acronym for the

Hebrew words for intelligence,

lookout, firing, combat, and-

mobility. .

“These are small and quick

units,” said Cmdr. Yisrael Sadan,

head of fee Border Police. “They

are aided with new high-tech

equipment and cany out night

ambushes using ^advanced cam-

ouflage methods."
'

The unit was set up following

changes in fee deployment of the

Border Police, whose task is to

patrol the 360 kilometer-long

Green Line.

,
-Tiling to Bamahane, each

.contains a small number

teams made up of both

border policemen serving their

three-years of mandatory military

service and members of the per-

manent force. All have been

trained at fee Border Police com-

mando school and gone through a

course in military intelligence.

The unit functions around the

clock, supplying irfonnation to sol-

diers and police guarding me bor-

der. While most of those trying to

sneak into Israel are Palestinian

laborers without work permits who

come looking for jobs, some

infiltrators trying to carry o

attacks or pass on infonnatioa*

“The units’ main goal is to sup-

ply intelligence information-

they also have the capability to

onJn fire ” Sadan was quoted as

Levy tweets Austrian foreign minister

Visiting Austrian Foreign Minister Wolfgang Schussel (left) is greeted by Foreign Minister David Levy yesterday. Schussel is

to meet today with President Ezer Weizman and Prime MinisterBinyamin Netanyahu. (Biyan McBumey)

NEWS
in brief

Woman bums to death in ear crash
The charted body of 23-year-old Hadass Meirav was found in

her bumed-out car yesterday morning near Moreshet in the

North. It is believed that while driving back to Safed early in the

morning she drove into a tree and ter car caught fire.

All Education Ministry programs in Safed to celebrate

Independence Day were cancelled due to the tragedy. Her father,

Uzi Meirav, is the principal of a Safed school.

In a collision near Tiberias yesterday morning, one person was
killed and three injured. The injured were taken to Tiberias's

Poriya Hospital. him

kirkey: Navy exercises with Israel no threat
Turkey said yesterday feat joint naval exercises in fee eastern

Mediterranean it plans to hold soon wife Israel and the US do
not pose a threat to neighboring countries.

“We have said many times feat this type of cooperation is

being carried out without targeting any country in the region. We
think it would be usefiil to underline this again,” Foreign
Ministry spokesman Sennet Atacanli told reporters. Iran and
much of the Arab world have expressed unease at Turkey's
growing defense ties with Israel. Atacanli said the exercises
would be carried out this summer. Reuter

Jordan to giveM copies of land documents
Jordan is ready to hand over to the Palestinian Authority

copies of maps and real estate registration documents for fee

West Bank. Ibrahim Mismar, director-general of Jordan's Lands
and Survey Department, said yesterday fee decision was made in

response to a Palestinian request. He said the Palestinians earlier

this year asked for help in distinguishing between land claimed

by families and public or unclaimed land that would be under

the PA's control. AP

US: Palestinian death threat disturbing

The State Department said it would be “very disturbing” if a
Palestinian Justice Minister Freih Abu Mcdein threatened to

impose fee death penalty on any Palestinian who sold land to

Jews. “We have seen the reports of statements made by
Palestinian officials on that subject," spokesman John Dinger said

Tuesday. “We are looking into fee matter, but cannot confirm it at
“

the moment. If true, clearly that would be very disturbing.” AP

Colombian president meets Netanyahu, Arafat
Colombian President Ernesto Samper met yesterday wife Prime

Minister Binyamin Netanyahu in Jerusalem. The Prime Minister's

Office issued a statement saying Netanyahu briefed Samper on fee

peace process. Samper also held talks wife Palestinian Authority

Chairman Yasser Arafat in Gaza. Jerusalem Post Staff

Machpela open today to Moslems only

Because of the Moslem New Year, the Machpela Cave will be
open only to Moslem worshipers between 4 ajn. and 9 p.m.

today. Jerusalem Post Staff

Lety to visit Jordan
ByWCHAL YUDELMAN

Foreign Minister David Levy has

been invited to visit Jordan and the

date of Ins trip will be set within a

few days, he said yesterday.

Expressing optimism about

Israel’s relations wife Jordan and

resuming talks wife the Palestinians,

Levy said. “There is no crisis wife

Jordan andfee whole thing [fee can-

cellation of Tuesday's memorial cer-

emony at Naharayim] was blown

out of proportion. Hie joint interests

are real and important to both coun-

tries. I'm pleased with fee state-

ments made by Crown Prince

Hassan and fee prime minister and

foreign minister of Jordan, which

indicate they are interested in

strengthening fee peace and believe

we can solve any problem.”

Levy also hinted there may be
progress in the talks wife the

Palestinians before long, saying,

“There is do alternative to the peace
process and both rides know it and
want to advance it I hope the oppor-

tunity to do this is veiy close. We
must resume the talks and the meet-

ings of fee jointcommittees, because

there is no choice.”

Palestine International Bank

r NAZARETH ILLIT

MUNICIPALITY

i wisTi to express my deep gratitude to the

following organizations for their generous

contributions to the building of the

,(Nof Ha'emek" Senior Citizens
1 Home

in Nazareth lllit:

* Clore Foundation

A: Sacta Foundation

iSr Claims Conference

* Joint, Israel

Menachem Ariav

Mayor of Nazareth lllit

recently

open fire," Sadan

saying.

The units were

equipped wife ATVs to give them

.
of movement,

the weekly said. .
. f

Border Police peisonnel chiet

Asst.'-Cmdr- Dani Lau
^quoted

as saying feat the new un

sootr be opened to women, but

this depends on future

Despite the establishment^^
1

unit, many living in

along the Green Line have com

pfchfed that hundreds and e

thousands of Palestinians weak

across wife apparent ease every

day

COMMON DESTINY
A memorial ceremony organized by AT1D - the Partnership

of Pluralistic Zionist Youth Movements, composing the

Israeli Scouts - Tsoflm, HadassatVs Zionist youth movement

- Young Judea, and the Federation of Zionist Youtti of_Great

Britain will take place on Thursday, May 8, 1997 (1 Slvan

5757) ,'at
Ammunition Hill, Jerusalem, at 7:30 p.m.

Parallel events will be held simultaneously by ATID In New

York and London

Live Internet broadcast of the evert. at

http://www.viftual.co.il (dick "ATID )

KILLED DEFENDING ISRAEL

fj^fnew dtmm in Banking Services,
bringing

about change opportunity and progress.

falpdinp Intpnarinml B»w1r A! Bfoeh ~ RamaOah Palestine

Listen to Arul* 7. 71 1 1143 AM 105 FM
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UN convicts Serb for war crimes
First such guilty verdict since

Tokyo, Nuremburg tribunals

THE HAGUE (AP) - A
Bosnian Serb was convicted of

crimes against humanity yester-

day by a UN court in the first

international war crimes trial

since World War II.

The Yugoslav war crimes tri-

bunal found Dusan Tadic guilty

of 1 1 of 31 counts of war crimes

and crimes against humanity for

atrocities committed during
Bosnia’s war.

He was acquitted of all nine

murder charges against him.

The 4 J -year-old karate expert

and former cafe owner - charged
with murder and torture in and
around three Serb-run camps in

northwest Bosnia in 1992 -
stood impassively as the verdicts

were read, scribbling notes on a
pad.

Tadic, wearing a dark suit,

striped shin and Ted tie. was
escorted out of the court by two
UN guards and sent back to his

detention cell. As he left, he
waved to someone in the public

gallery.

The three-judge panel's ver-

dict was the first following an
international trial since military

tribunals in Tokyo and
Nuremberg sent 17 Axis leaders

to the gallows. It came a year to

the day after the trial began.

Tribunal spokesman Christian

Chartier hailed yesterday’s 301-

page verdict as “a judicial con-

demnation of the ethnic cleans-

ing policy.”

Though Tadic was cleared of
the murder charges, he was
found guilty of 10 charges of
beatings, some loosely consid-
ered as torture, and was convict-
ed of a broad charge of persecu-
tion which included the killings

of two Moslem police officers.
For that count, he was not
specifically found guilty of mur-
der.

The Hague tribunal has no
death penalty, and it was unclear
whether he would face a maxi-
mum life sentence for the deaths
covered by the persecution
count
Tadic’s lawyer, Milan Vujin,

said be would appeal. Tadic told
his lawyer* he wasn’t satisfied

because Tm not guilty,” Vujin
said.

Both sides have 30 days to
appeal the verdicts, and Tadic’s
decision to contest it appeared
likely to delay a July 1 sentenc-
ing hearing.

Tactic had pleaded innocent to

all charges, claiming he was a
victim of mistaken identity
swept up by authorities frantic to
find scapegoats for atrocities in

Bosnia.

A complete acquittal would
have raised doubts about the UN
tribunal’s ability to gather iron-

clad witness testimony on atroc-

ities that happened during the 3
1 /2-year Bosnian war, which

ended in 1993.

Mina Hajric, an adviser to

Alija Izetbegovic, the Moslem
president of the joint Bosnian
presidency, said the verdict con-

firmed the Bosnian govern-

ment’s claims “that the Serbian

regime has been undertaking, in

an organized manner, crimes
against humanity and genocide.”
“Tadic was a hand of the geno-

cide, but the brains— Radovan
Karadzic and Gen. Ratko Mladic— are still at large,” Hajric said.

“As long as they are free,

chances are small for the Dayton
peace accord to be implement-
ed.”

“Although this is the first

trial conducted by the interna-

tional tribunal and thus has
some historic dimension, the

goal of the trial chamber was
always first and foremost to

provide the accused with the

fair trial to which he was enti-

tled,” said presiding judge
Gabrielle Kiri: McDonald of
the United States.

“This, we believe, has been
done.”

Tadic was acquitted of a mur-
der charge stemming from a
now-infamous case in which
prosecutors allege he forced one
Moslem inmate to bite off anoth-

er’s testicle.

But the court mled he was
there, and found him guilty of
war crimes and crimes against

Nicola Kastic (left) and Milan Vujin, defense lawyers, look on at the start of the Yugoslav War Crimes Tribunal’s session In The

Hague yesterday. The court convicted their client, Dusan Thdic, for war crimes and crimes against humanity. (AP)

humanity for beatings that led to

the sexual mutilation.

Among the indicted suspects

still wanted by the tribunal are

former Bosnian Serb leader

Radovan Karadzic and bis

wartime army chief, Gen. Ratko
Mladic. Both have been indicted

twice for genocide for their

responsibility for atrocities com-

mitted by Bosnian Serb forces

during the war.

But Serbian authorities refuse

to extradite any of their citizens

to the UN court, which was set

up by the Security Council in

1993 and has no police force to

go out and arrest suspects. The
majority of indicted suspects are

Serbs.
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Central America at peace

looks to Clinton
By ELOY ti. AGUILAR

SAN JOSE, Costa Rica (AP) -
Eight years ago at a summit of
Central American leaders.

President Bush called

Nicaragua's Daniel Ortega an
“unwanted animal at a garden
party."

It was 1989, the last time a US
president met with the region’s

leaders. Manuel Antonio
Noriega, the Panamanian dicta-

tor, was in his last months in

power as the United States pre-

pared to invade.

El Salvador's leftist rebels

were about to launch their

biggest urban offensive. And the

Guatemalan army was fighting it

out with guerrilla groups.
Today, Nicaragua’s

Sandinistas and - Noriega are

gone from power. A peace treaty

was signed in El Salvador, and
the rebels recently won the elec-

tion for mayor of the nation’s

capital.

In Guatemala, the government
and the guerrillas put an end to

their 30-year war.

President Clinton arrived in

Costa Rica last night from

Mexico, and the Central

American presidents who will

meet with, him today hope that

the United States will help them
in peace as much as it did in the

region’s wars.

“Central America has become
democratic,” former
Guatemalan President Ramiro
de Leon Caxpio said. “We have
overcome electoral fraud,

authoritarianism and war. We
now have an incipient democra-
cy, but a democracy neverthe-

less.”

The meeting Bush attended in

1989 was organized by former
Costa Rican president and Nobel
Prize winner Oscar Arias to

mark 100 years of democracy in

Costa Rica.

The United States was openly
backing the Contra rebels fight-

ing Ortega’s Sandinista govern-

ment while providing military

aid to the Salvadoran regime.

At the meeting. Bush had to

shake hands with Ortega, who
showed up in his military uni-

form, prompting Bush to call

him “a boy scoul”
Last week in Managua, Ortega

said: “It was a different situation

then, and that was why our rela-

tionship was tense.”

The region encompassing
Guatemala, Belize, El Salvador,

Honduras. Nicaragua, Costa
Rica, Panama and 29 million

people, is now at peace after

decades of civil wars in which
either governments or the rebels

that tormented them depended
on the United States for military

hardware.
Panamanian President Ernesto

Perez Balladares declined the

invitation, claiming it did not
have any significant role for

Panama.
His decision is not seen as a

snub but an effort to emphasize
Panama’s ties to South, not
Central, America.
“We have high hopes for this

meeting,” added de Leon
Carpio, one of the architects of
the Guatemalan peace treaty.

“The United States has helped
us in war. but does not help us in

time of peace.”

The states want partnership in

the North American Free Trade
Agreement, which now includes

the United States, Canada and
Mexico.

Quebec
leader

planned
secession
QUEBEC - Quebec’s then-pre-

mier Jacques Parizeau would have

declared the province's indepen-

dence from Canada days after a
separatist win in Quebec's 1995
referendum, according to excerpts

published yesterday from his

memoirs.
The revelation, excerpted in the

Quebec City daily Le Soleil. con-

tradicted promises by Parizeau in

the campaign for the Oct 30,

1995, Quebec referendum, which
the separatists lost by less than one
percentage point
Parizeau resigned the day after

the referendum, after blaming
“money and the ethnics” for the

defeat

During the campaign, Parizeau

agreed to wait about a year to

negotiate the terms of separation.

Le Soleil quoted Parizeau 's book

For a Sovereign Quebec, to be
published in French this week, as

saying that Parizeau agreed with

France that sovereignty would
have to be implemented “in the

week or in the 10 days following a

majority for the yes.” The French

embassy in Ottawa declined com-
ment yesterday.

French support would have been

key in ensuring Quebec's recogni-

tion by other nations such as the

United States, Parizeau wrote.

“One week before die referen-

dum. the operation meant to end
up with the recognition of Quebec
by Fiance had begun ” (Agencies)

BEZEQ The Israel Telecommunications Corp. Ltd.

Tender Description Option Last Date
for Proposals]

Cost of

Documents
Tel tor

Inquiries

25/97/101/0 Electrical

Work
See
tender

Documents

24.6.97 NIS1.000 02-539 5616/429

Tour ter contractors on Thursday, May 29, at 10 a.m. - at Coresh Atef telephone

exchange, Rehov Yehuda Halevi, comer Rahov Lincoln, Tel Aviv. Participation

obligatory.

Tender Description Last Oats
lor Proposals

Cost of
Documents}

Tel for

Inquiries

25/96/1 50/0 Modular air

conditioning system,
ot

it units

24.6.97 NIS1000 02-5395616W29

89/97/630 Plugs and sockets -

supply agreement
24.6.97 NISI000 02-S396615M

The following general conditions apply:

1. Pre-conditions:

a. Parties submitting bids must comply with all laws,

including the requirement to keep account books, be an
authorized trader, hold valid licenses to trade, and comply

with ad relevant standard specifications.

b. Willingness to provide a guarantee, as explained in the

tender documents.
c. For these tenders, there are additional minimum

conditions, which are explained in the tender documents.

d. The tender documents are available in Hebrew only.

2. The tender documents can be obtained from the Tenders and
.

Ordering Department of the Purchasing Division, 15 Rehov

Hazvi, Jerusalem, between 9 a.m. and 12 noon, Sunday to

Thursday.
, ,

..
The tender documents will be provided on submitting a receipt

of payment of the above sum.
,
_ •

,

In Israel, payment should be made into Bezels Postal

Bank account no. 5-311757.

•k Overseas suppliers should make payment into Bezeq s

account no. 12-901-97633/64, at the Jerusalem main

branch of Bank Leumi Leisrael.

The cost of the tender documents is not returnable.

The receipt, with details of your company, and authorized

trader's number may be faxed to 972-2-378113. Please

phone afterwards (972-25395616/429/614/615) to obtain

confirmation oi receipt of the fax.

3. Bids should be placed in the tenders box at 15 Rehov HazvL

Jerusalem,

4. No undertaking is given to accept the lowest or any bid, or to

order the entire work from one source.

5. Bids sent by fax or telegram will not be considered.

f
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Chirac enters election fray
Hews agencies

PARIS — Left-wing leaders

and media commentators
brushed off French President

Jacques Chirac's first interven-

tion in a tight parliamentary elec-

tion race yesterday as unlikely to

sway voters to back his center-

right coalition.

Chirac waded into the cam-
paign for a May 25-June 1 elec-

tion with an assault on the record

and platform of the left-wing

opposition and an appeal for vot-

ers’ trust and support
“I need your support to contin-

ue the work we have begun
together and which can only bear

fruit over time. Let’s seize our
opportunity in a shared elan,” he
said in an article in 14 regional

newspapers on the second
anniversary of his election.

But left-wing leaders said

Chirac had offered no new ideas,

and many newspapers denied the

honor of publishing his opinion
column entitled A Shared Elan
took offense.

Socialist European affairs

expert Elisabeth Guigou said the

president's “elan has fallen as

fiat as badly cooked souffle.”

His conservative coalition fac-

ing a toughening election cam-
paign with the left, Chirac asked
voters to break with the past and
preached stronger market-orient-

ed reform.

“France needs new vigor,”

Chirac wrote. “Our world is

undergoing irreversible evolu-
tions. Are we going to mm our

backs ... or seize our chance?"
The open letter marked Chirac’s

two years as president.

Chirac abruptly dissolved the

National Assembly last month
and called new parliamentary
elections for May 25 and June 1

- 10 months early. Since then,

polls have shown the governing
conservatives’ lead narrowing
against the Socialists, though
many voters are undecided.

Chirac explained the snap elec-

tions as necessary to form a man-
date for Premier Alain Juppe's
policies of fiscal austerity.

“1 need your support to pursue

the work that we have started ...

which will bear fruit only in

time.” Chirac wrote.

The elections are “for the

French to have their say on tire

contents and direction of this

new step,” he wrote, adding that

“political stability is indisperis-

able”for the reforms to work.
-

Since Chirac's election May 7,

1995, France has been tom by a
series of sometimes paralyzing

strikes against Juppe’s efforts to

cut government spending to trim

France's budget deficit

Chirac and Juppe want to cut

the deficit from 4.2 to 3 percent

of France’s gross domestic prod-

uct this year to qualify by the end
of this year for the single

European currency, planned for

1999. They contend joining the

“eurtTwill help France, though
it’s likely to Increase France’s
already record 1 2.8 percent
unemploymem in the short run.

Chirac’s letter mentioned nei-

ther political parties nor politi-

cians, but it blamed France's eco-

Zaireans hope ‘the leopard’

never comes back
KINSHASA (Reuter) - Zaireans hope President

Mobutu Sese Seko who left for talks in Gabon yes-
terday never returns.

“The leopard is finished. He is not coming back,”

shouted an onlooker outside Kinshasa airport as
Mobutu’s plane took off.

Mobutu, who ruled Zaire with an aura of invinci-

bility for 32 years, is nicknamed the leopard.

Mobutu’s close aides insist tire president - under
international pressure to step down - will be back in

a day or two.

But his unceremonial departure added fuel to spec-
ulation that the embattled and cancer-stricken leader
had taken a flight into exile to ease efforts to end the

country’s seven-month civil war.

“Will Mobutu finally agree to go?” headlined the

opposition daily La Tempete. “The departure of
Mobutu will avert the worst for Zaireans impover-
ished by 32 years of dictatorship

”

Mobutu’s heavily guarded motorcade look a detour
from the main airport road, bypassing stronghold dis-

tricts of Zaire’s militant opposition. He was jeered

there by people chanting “go for good” when he
drove through last week on his way to Congo.
Soldiers bad earlier driven reporters, news photog-

raphers and onlookers out of the airport perimeter
when Mobutu and his wife of 17 years, Bobi Ladawa,
were driven unto the tarmac.

Aides said 27 close associates had flown to Gabon
the day before to prepare for the talks in the capital

Libreville.

The streets of Kinshasa were crowded as Mobutu’s
motorcade swept to the airport, with many residents
coining out to watch and openly ask if the strongman
leader would ever return.

But the statutory groups of drummers and dancers
wheeled out for presidential departures were absent
So were militants of Mobutu's MPR party, impossi-
ble to miss on such occasions in their brightly print-
ed shirts sporting Mobutu's portrait
There was intense security around the airport— a

declared target of the rebels— and Mobutu left on
his plane only about 10 minutes after his heavily
guarded motorcade arrived.

Combat-ready troops were backed by armored per-
sonnel carriers, heavy guns and anti-aircraft weapons
to protect him as he entered the VTP lounge.
Hundreds of other troops were seen in buildings near
tire airport.

Mobutu’s image pf political invincibility has been
rubbished by Laurent Kabila’s rebels who now con-
trol about three quarters of Zaire's vast territory and
are closing in on the capital.

“He will be back in 24 or 48 hours,” said presiden-
tial spokesman Kabuya Lumuna.
But with Kabila's rebels saying they have the teem-

ing city in their sights, newspapers in the city and
ordinary Zaireans speculated that Mobutu. 66, would
take advantage of the meeting to slip quietly into
exile.

Lebanese Christians await pope
BKIRKL Lebanon (AP) - Pope

John Paul 0's first visit to this Arab
country Saturday comes as
Christians here - once the ruling

majority - fret over their declining

numbers and influence.

The estimated 1.4 million

Christians, most of them Catholic,

now find themselves a minority

whose influence has waned as that

ofMoslems has grown since the end
of the sectarian 1975-90 civil war
Sarkis Naoum, a columnist for

the independent daily newspaper
An-Nahar, estimates Christians

now make up no more than 40

percent of Lebanon’s 3.2 million

residents.

“I am not very optimistic,” he
said, adding that the postwar politi-

cal system needs more guarantees
of a continued role for Christians.

Christian leaders - as well as
Moslems - are careful to stress that

die pope rfiould show solidarity

with all of the country, a mosaic of
18 religious sects sharing many of
the same problems.

“This vial will be an encourage-
ment for all the Lebanese to have
confidence in themselves and in

their country,” said Cardinal

Nasrallah Sfeir of the Maronite
Catholic Church.
The patriarch has emerged as

something of an opposition leader
facing the Syrian-backed govern-
ment of Prime Minister Rafik
Hariri.

The Syrian forces in Lebanon are
to be a focus of the pontiff's two-
day trip. He is to announce a
response to the 1995 Vatican synod
of Lebanese Catholics, which
called for withdrawal of the
Syrians, as well as Israeli. Hariri
has said the pope's visit will have
no effect on die Syrian presence.

nomic and social problems on
previous leftist governments.

The Socialists headed govern-

ments in France for nearly 14

years.

“We find ourselves with a state

that does too much: social pro-

tections more and more costly

arid' less? and lesi .useful,” the

president wrote. :
'

-
r Socialist Party leader Lionel

Jospin - who lost to Chirac in

1995 but would likely be his

prime minister if the left wins the

voting - said yesterday he would
write a similar letter to French
newspapers.
Earlier. Jospin accused the gov-

erning majority of being "obliged

to call the president” for help and
cited some recent polls that show
the leftists gaining on the conser-

vatives.

But the most recent poll pre-

dicted Juppe’s conservatives
would win a solid majority: 302
seats in the 577-member
National Assembly, with the
Socialists and their allies win-
ning 25 1 seats.

Iran raises

regional

profile
DAMASCUS - Syrian President

Hafez al-Assad yesterday held
talks with Iranian Foreign Minister
Ali Akbar Velayati on the Middle
East peace process and the situa-

tion in south Lebanon.
Presidential spokesman Joubran

Kourieh said Syrian Foreign
Minister Farouq ai-Shara attended
the meeting at the presidential
palace. He gave no further details.

Velayati told reporters on arrival

in Damascus earlier in the day he
was carrying a message to Assad
from Iran’s President Akbar
Hashemi Rafsanjani dealing with
the Middle East situation and bilat-

eral ties.

“It is important to convey to our
Syrian brothers the outcome of my
tour to coordinate and discuss our

He was expected to discuss with
Syrian leaders the growing military

cooperation between Turkey and
Israel, which both Syria and Iran

regard as a direct threat and which
filled Syrian newspapers yesterday.

Diplomats said \felayati's talks

covered the situation in south
Lebanon where pro-Iranian'

Hizbullah is fighting the IDF.
Velayati had talks in Beirut on
Tuesday night with Hizbullah's. j
secretary-general Sheikh Hassan
Nasrallah.

“The talks dealt with Israeli

aggression against the towns, vil-

lages and civilians and the role of
the Lebanese resistance in con-
fronting them.” one official said.

The Iranian minister came from
Beirut where he gave President

Elias Hrawi an invitation to attend

an Islamic summit in Teheran in

December, his first ever visit there,.

He had given a similar invitation to

Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak:
before coming to Lebanon^

(Agencies) ^
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Di’s wardrobe up for auction

By MARGARET WEBB
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X^throogfa Maey’s in Tysons
Corner, \&, recording the bar codes
ofnumeroushouseware items using
a hand-held scanner gun. She effi-

ciently zapped such products as
Hendkers knife-block set, crystal
candlesticks and dozens of wide

But this was not an inventory-

control exercise, and Willey is not
even a Macy’s employee. Instead,

the 24-year-old data analyst for
Columbia Research Corp. in

Arirngno, IAl,

,

is a bride-to-be who
was scanning in her bridal registry
at Macy’s for gifts for her
September-wedding.
At department stores and special-

ty shops across the natron, tradition

is meeting technology, changing
forever the time-honored way in
which brides and grooms have
requested, gifts from their wedding
guests. Retaikzs are tapping tech-

nology to expand their registry pro-
grams and in the process using
them as a marketing tool and a way
io create a computer-based shop-
ping culture.

But executives also hope that by
making their registry programs
quicker, easier and, well, hipper -
by using scanners, touch-screen
computer kiosks, the Internet and
nationwide databases with real-time
updating - they wiH increase their

customer base and build loyalty.

“It's a far more efficient way of
doing it, and anything that’s effi-

cient is a business opportunity,”

said Linda Lee, group vice presi-

dent for special services for Macy’s
East “We are always looking at

ways-te enhance our services, and
bridal registry is a significant ser-

vice feat we offer fee public.”

Retailers say the advances are lead-

ing to an explosion in the use of gift

registries. Not only is the numberof
registries rising, but couples are

signing up fpr mare items - feat

scanner is just so much fan - and
more people are accessing nation-

wide lists. The technology also

saves time.

“Now that we have these guns, oh
Gpd, h cuts fee.time in at least half;

it's great;’’ said Lori Bolger. bridal

director for Bed, Bath. & Beyond
Inc., which in April added hand-

held scanners to 30 stores.

“Now they can register twice as

many brides in a day.” In addition

to Macy’s and Bed, Bath &
Beyond, many other chains, includ-

ing Hecbt's, Target andJ.C Penney,

have recently introduced scanners

and other technical improvements

for gift registering. In feet, it is just

such technological leaps that lave

enabled retail giants Thiget and J.C.

Penney to start gift-registry pro-

grams.

J.C Penney tied together its vast

CAVEAT ENIPTOR!

network of more than 1,000 stores
into a single registry database two
yeas ago. After placing interactive
computer kiosks and hand-held
scanners in its stores last year; J.C.
Penney’s registry business grew 83
percent, and it has become a sizable
business for the chain, said Roger
Murray, systems-deve!opment
manager of retail stores for J.C
Penney.

Major department store compa-
nies are connecting their regional
divisions into single gift-list data-
bases, so feat a shopper at fee Bon
Marche in Seattle, for example, can
call up a list created by a couple at
Macy’s, its sister store in fee
Federated chain, in Washington,
D.C.
Easing access to fee registry lists

and expanding them provides -an
easy and clearway for the rhams to
track what’s selling.

“We have very sophisticated
reporting so we look at this not
only as a key customer service in
fee store, but centrally we maryage
this,” said Tkmora Bisat, director of
borne fashion and gift registry for
Hecht’s. “Ws’re able to look at fee
reporting and ._ if our brides
[choose] something particular; we
can react and intensify the ctepth of
our assortment” Using fee srannw
has benefits far couples, tea Bridal
executives say it’s more accurate
and more fhn than handwritten lists

- and also gives the groom-to-be
something to da
“The men always do die scan-

ning,” joked Susan Hernandez, die

bridal consultant helping Willey at

Mscy’s. “Our grooms like it a lot”
Even wife die steps retailers have
taken so far, though, electronic-

shopping consultants and bridal

experts say fee retail industry has
barely tapped die growing popular-

ity of gift registries for a variety of
other special occasions, such as

births, birthdays and anniversaries.

“The Holy Grail of registering

is_ tohave members from the guest

list buy it directly online - that’s

kind of fee goal feat everyone had
been searching for,” said Rob
Fassino, director of marketing for

Element Studios be. ofNew York,

which operates a wedding-resource

site on America Online called The
Knot.

Eventually, he said, guests might
be able togo online, enter a bride or

groom's name and immediately get

their wish lists from all fee stores at

which die couple registered.

But creating such an interactive

system remains fee coe technologi-

cal bridge retailers haven’t yet been

able to cross. Gating die various

computer systems involved to com-
municate and allow interactive shop-

ping is a daunting challenge.

Safeguarding consumers’ credit-card

numbers and providing higher-speed
communication are other problems,

they say. (The Washington Post)

Princess Diana: Donating 80 outfits to charity. CUPPA}

An ivory silk evening dress and bolero with simulated pearls
(left) send a black crfcpe dinner dress embroidered in diamante'
- both by Diana’s favorite designer Catherine Walker.

By GREER FAY CASHMAg

How much would you pay
for a second hand dress?

As a rule, it would depend
on the condition of the garment.

Bui, in fee case of fee upcoming
Christie’s New York gala charity

auction, fee fact that the dresses

come from the collection of
Diana, the Princess of Wales,
will influence fee price that

bidders are willing to pay.

Proceeds from fee June 25 sale

will go to fee Royal Marsden
Hospital Cancer Fund and AIDS
Crisis Trust and to associated

American charities for fee relief

of cancer and AIDS.
Even the most generous of

society ladies seldom give away
more than a dozen dresses at a
time, but Princess Di is giving
away 80 outfits which she wore
to official appearances in Britain
and abroad.

Covering fee period from 1981
to 1996, most of the dresses
reflect fee creative talents of
British designers and include
exquisite creations by Catherine
Walker, Victor Edelstein.
Hartnell, Zandra Rhodes, Bruce
Oldfield, Beilville Sassoon, the
Emanuels and several other
designers.

Each of the gowns - some of
them worn only once or twice -
has a history. An ivory silk crepe
sheath gown wife matching jack-
et, designed by Catherine
Walker, was worn at a state ban-
quet during a tour of fee Far East.

Another Walker creation, a lilac

silk crepe evening sheath
embroidered with violets and
roses was worn in Korea in 1992.
Walker is obviously the
princess's favorite designer and
is far more extensively represent-

ed than any of her colleagues.

An ink-blue silk velvet
evening dress by Victor
Edelstein was worn at a White
House dinner in 1985. Another
velvet dress by Edelstein, a dark
green 30s style creation, was
worn at Balmoral and
Sandringham.
Many of fee dresses are strap-

less, some of them superbly
gathered at the waist or bodice
and some rendered a little more
demure by the addition of a
matching or contrasting bolero
style jacket
Prior to going on the block, the

dresses will be on view at

Christie’s in London from June 2
to June 6 and at Christie's in

New York from June 1 9 to June
25. Catalogs of the gowns are
available at both fee London and
New York offices. Entry to both
fee display and fee auction will

be by catalog only, so anyone
who wants a close-up view of the
royal wardrobe will still have to
do their bit for charity.

Navy blue tulle dance dress with diamond stars by Murray
Arbeid-

The case of the mysterious sardine can
ByROTHEBUM

Beware of buying canned goods from
small shops or grocers-

Ordered by her doctor to eat sardines

for their high calcium content, R.S.

began purchasing Yonah Star sardines

in soybean oil many years ago. Over

fee past year, however, R.S. noticed a

decline in the quality of the product

She writes; “Sometimes there is a bad

smell when opening the tin... fee sar-

dines are covered with scales, ™akmg

them unpleasant to eat., the oil looks

dirty and discolored.” She also claimed

to have written to Youah Star m Ural

Hacarmel, and received no reply.

Yonab Star general manager David

Ring adamantly denied having received

such a letter of complaint and assured

me that his company espouses the “cus-

tomer is always right” policy. “We are

a highly respected and reputable com-

pany owned by Koor. We produce all of

fee CDF's canned field rations. We have

never ignored a complaint as we will

not ignore this one.”

Ring provided possible explanations

for the phenomenon described in R-S.’s

letter to me: “Perhaps the easy-to-open

can [pop top) had been tampered with

on the shelf by another customer,” he

suggested. “Or possibly fee aluminum
of the can reacted badly with fee oil.

“But, no matter what the cause was,”
he continued, “the customer should
phone me today and I will compensate
her.”

Indeed, R.S. then phoned Mr. Ring,
who not only agreed to send her sever-

al tins to compensate her for those

inedible ones, but also to receive a
direct order from her for a crate of sar-

dines, if she wishes. He then advised

her to purchase her sardines from large

chains - such as fee Hypercol and
Supersol - rather than from neighbor-

hood grocers.

After personally examining fee can of
sardines which R.S. sent to me for
inspection, I was puzzled by the num-
bers “7-62” engraved in the aluminum.
If this was fee expiration date, I

thought, it's no wonder the sardines
were smelly.

Ring assuaged my fears, however, by
explaining the internationally used
code for dates on canned goods. The
“7” represents “1997,” and the “62”

indicates that it is the 62nd day of fee

year (Le. the beginning of March). This
“secret code” was' apparently bom out
of fear feat consumers would panic if

they saw an old date on a can - in spite

of canned goods having extremely long

shelf lives. “The oil in products such as

these preserves fee contents,”

explained Ring. “In some cases, it’s fee

older the better - like wine.”
Well, it*s certainly refreshing to

encounter a company that believes in

satisfying its customers, but I still can’t

figure out how R.S. could have avoided
buying “bad" sardines if fee date is

coded - and also has no real signifi-

cance.

NOTICE from the Ministry of Trade
and Industry; The “Pelepbone” compa-
ny was fined NIS 1 ,600 for advertising

their “Mango" phones in the press
witbout listing the VAT. Col Motor
Mitsubishi was fined NIS 800 for a
similar offense - advertising fee
“Pajero” car without fee VAT.
According to Commodities and

Services Supervision Law, “fee price of
a commodity or a service advertised in

public must be listed in shekels in which
any tax, fee or other mandatory pay-
ments on the sale must be included.”

Yon are invited to offer personal
stories about goods and services in
this country. Write to: Ruthie Blum,
POB 81, 91000 Jerusalem.

OFFERS

CLOTHES CLOSET - NIS 350. 03-

522-2487
EXERCISE BICYCLE - W new,

NIS 200; Blaupuaki Music Center. NIS

150. 09-955-0149. ^COLOR TV - .
Silora. CW-ws*-

1 <

MAN’S wedding stnrr - ig
new. NIS 125; baferoom cfeoetjWSM.

kitchen table. NIS TO angle bed. com

pkte, NIS 90. 09-957-61 18-

JStJSSSiSS^St
"
5S&8&SS;

WHEEL TOR CERAJ^ MA*
ING - good condition. 03-68 1 / 'uo -

“ral&ONE ANSWEMJC
MACHINE - 12^

beginner; indwfes «se rad book, n

3 SEAT^wi* round

S
sewng macem: - «««£<

condition. like new. NIS 300. 02

4
PC COMPUTER

asS5^srw«£.
c*

N
FUTON SOFA^COuveits into doBb!c

bed Canadian-made, includes floral

coven NIS 350. 02-533-5902. eves.

10-CUP COFFEE MAKER - new.

Black & Decker. 110 V, NIS 150 oJ>Xk.

02-570-0796.
_ .

DOUBLE OVEN - kosher leme-

hadrin. old but woridng^NIS 200; Pctm

Convector beater, NIS 150.02-625-3002.

PRINTER - Data-Scwth. heavy dory.

[| amt serial, NIS 300. 02-566-

Richards, used only ooce, NIS 100;

Webster Elecironic Dictionary.

Eoglisb/Hebrew/Frencb, NIS 100; 02-

'

678-5135.
HAND MIXER - Siemens. NIS 60;

semi-automatic Wood-pressure monitor,

NIS 200; bag of butting yam remnants,

Sets. 02-624-2749.

10 CD-ROMS - educational, from

America, NIS 350. 02-537-2394.

2

SMALL OFFICE FRIDGE - good

condition, NIS 350. 02-651-2140-

Am-PUMPTHERMOS-2 ItfBter.

new NIS 230; Wonder Pot, new, NIS 40;SWpol NIS 80. 02-563-4402.

]PYItE3CCASSEItOJ£.ES -

with Ed for 4-Ib chicken; oval, bige; ree-

tanculxr, fiririy large -jdl new m box,

50 and 30 02-652-6634. NS.

"SmgmaL comic strips and
ILLUSTRATIONS - Printed m The

TZxJan /W by/M'
Timber*. NIS 15CV2Q0, 641-1022.
F
^JS»ro-NIS 350. 03-671-6316.

VACUUM CLEANERt- g°°d coodn

EXPERIMENTSETS - NIS 60; 5 chlt-

dien’s videocssseites, Eke new. NIS 120-

walker black-

^PHONOGRAPH TURNTABLE -

09
qj>EL - Astra, owner’s manual. NIS

89MCTWC° KETITE - Morphy

WOMEN’S BIKE - Huffy, very good top,

condition, NIS 300. 02-673-8814, NS. 02-J

GAS RANGE - 4-bead, numerous
“

sizes, good condition, works perfectly,

portable, nice cover, NIS 290. 02-574-

EYE MASSAGER - Meal for stu-

dents. computer workers, NIS 60. 02-

561-2352. _ ,
DENTAL FORCEPS - for extrac-

tions, NIS 35 each; Amcor vacuum

cleaner, NIS 100. 02-673-1384.

FIAT UNO - rear plastic light covers,

right and left, new,NIS 40. 02-672-0048.
TWIN-BED MATTRESS - good

condition, Aminach, NIS 200; rug. 2 lx
13 purple. Carmel.NIS 150.02-583-

GESENIUS’ HEBREW GRAM-
MAR— edited by Kratefe. 2nd JEfcglife

edition,new condition. NIS 275- 02-566-

2646
CIRCULAR SAW -Black* Decker,

7 1/4” NIS 350; baby’s high chair.

FREE. 02-672-0017.

TV ARMCHAIR - with footstool,

black leather, new. NIS 350. 02-563-

2595
desk WITH DRAWER - jane, NIS

- r.

ToBduunatic, worts fme.bcob* plate,

with Tn°nigrtK- measures,
NIS 3W 0.6*

BARGAIN BASEMENT

02-586-6194, NS.
‘AMERICAN IN SPACE’ - CD-

ROM forPC new, NIS 60. 02-628-3596.

Sara.

COLORTV- NIS 350. 02-673*6610.

SMIRNOFF BLUE - 1 liter. NIS 75;
Cointreau, NIS 140; Bacardi. 1 tiler. NIS
1Q0. 02-642-1216.

HAIR DRYER-BLOWER-
CCRLER - NIS 70; ironing board, oew

NIS 75; wineglasses, NIS 10 each.

566*9702.

ROCK/POP CASSETTES -of the

’60s, 70s, ’80s, NIS 6 each. 02-567-

1727.

BEDSPREAD FORSINGLE BED-
geod quality, good condition, NIS 75; 2
king-silt sheets, new in package,NIS 75
each, 02679-2273.
ATTACHE CASE - black, now, very

spacious. NIS ITS. 02-534-6018.

LAWYER'S SATCHEL BRIEF-
CASE - leather, NIS 350. 02-6526343.
PLAYSTRUCTURE-Today ’s Kids,

for babies'(Oddkrs (6 months - 2 yean),

slide, crawling boles and shape sorter,

slot telephone and xylophone.‘as new,
NIS 250. 02-533-5448.

WASHING MACHINE -Super Lord
Crystal, good working condition, 14
years old but new parts, NIS 50 oi.o.
02-6766133.
SMALL OFFICE FRIDGE - good

condition. NIS 350. 02651-2140.
DESK - with 3 shelves, chair,

green/white. 3 drawers. NIS 220. 02-

993-1904, NS.
CD-ROM 4X TEAC - NIS 130;

internal faxmodem, 14.4, NIS 70; PC
printer, no cable, 1 10 V. NIS 60. 02-566-

3567. NS.
MORTAL COMBAT HI - for Sega

Genesis, new, NIS 270. 02-533-321 1

.

WOODEN DOG HOUSE - custom-
built, suitable for small dog, NIS 350.
02-532-2656, eves.

WANTED

FLAT MANDOLIN - good condi-

tion. 04-833-2792.

TITLE OF POETRY ANTHOLO-
GY - large-formal paperback, contem-
porary Ameriean/Craadian writers;

Levenov, Merriam, Mezey, Nemerov,
Leonard Cohen, et aL 04-983-5006.

FEMALE COMPANION TO FAR
EAST - to share accommodations on
organized Sabbatb-obsemng, Hebrew-
speaking tour in fall, 25 day* 02-581-

7033.
LYRICIST- for interesting west 02-

651-0215.

LARGE DOG KENNEL — for air

travel. 02671-1373, NS.
AUCTION JOURNALS - old or

recent on Judaica and archeology, print-

ings 50 years old or more. 02651-3741.
IDEAS ON

ALTERNATIVE/HOMEOPATHIC
TREATMENTS - for adult-onset

bronchial asthma. 02641-7984.
NATURAL VISION THERAPY -

interested in connecting with other peo-
ple who know about it 02-5346018.
BEDROOM SET - for large master

bedroom, 02-586-3972. .

CD-ROM - printer; bean-bag chair

for physical therapy, all for Gan
Harmony. 02-563-4029, Kimberly. Ano
coupon
TVAND VCR- 050-379898.

PENTIUM - or 486 computer. 4x4M
memory far 486 computer, vintage and
old calculators and computers, any con-
dition. 02-5866113.

KEREN KL1TA — seeks furniture for
new olim. will collect. 02678-8277, NS.

EXCHANGESTAMP COLLEC-
TORS — interested in swapping stamps.
tcl/fax 02-671-9080, NS.

PETS

BORDER COLLIE - female, adult,

spayed, seeks kind home. 09-862-0438.
MALE CAT - young, beautiful, gin-

ger colored. needs loving home. 02671-
6806.
CAT - extraordinarily beautiful, free

to warm, loving home. 02-5866890.

PLACE YOUR CLASSIFIED AD FOR FREE
BARGAIN BASEMENT accepts ads of up to 20 words
free of charge on these conditions:
• Only ot»ad psrJtifusafBmhousehtrftiper week.
• Pricesm the Viters’colummet be stated in shekels.
- ^la/oosf oftonsperadmust nol exceed AflS 350.
Tna taxtmust be printed cleariy in EngEsh artsubmdtedon the coupon betovi
The toSowing are NOT accepted: business offers; apartment safes, rentals or
exchanges; car satesrpi offers; situations warned; sotidtatfcns lor donations

-

oners ofmarriage or otherpersonalrelationships. —
The right to refect or etit and art Is reserved

Ads must be addressed to;

Bargain Basement
In Jerusalem, POB 81, Jerusalem 91000
and must read) us by noon Thursday of the weak
preceding pubficalion. Because of space limitations,
ads may be held over and published the following week.
The price ol each item must be stated.
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Another State Comptroller’s Report

The 1,100-page report released yesterday by

State Comptroller Miriam Ben-Porat -

chock full of documented waste, fraud and
mismanagement - should inspire both anger and

admiration at the stale of Israeli government and

democracy. We cringe at the annual revelations of

blatant irresponsibility, some of it life-threatening.

We also should be thankful that at least some of

our government's foibles are being brought to

light, creating an opportunity to do better.

The state comptroller's reports tend to be mea-
sured in terms of the most extreme findings. A
report is considered "harsh" when it contains

more than the usual recommendations for crimi-

nal investigation. Ben-Porat herself chose to

focus on her findings of cronyism in the appoint-

ments process, perhaps because the Bar-On Affair

has placed this issue on the front burner.

The sections on improper politicization of gov-

ernment appointments and contracts do ring

loudly in the wake of recent events. Ben-Porat

called the findings in this arena the "most seri-

ous" since she has issued such reports.

In a move directly reminiscent of the Bar-On

Affair, Prime Minister's Office Director-General

Avigdor Lieberman booted the Prime Minister's

Office legal adviser, and tried to replace him with

a Likud activist No one is really expecting such

appointments to be devoid of politics, and this

government is hardly the first to try to fill sup-

posedly apolitical positions with "friendly" peo-

ple. But the public has a right to expect that the

rule of law will be protected by people with some
degree of professionalism and independence.

The seriousness of the report, however, should

not be judged solely by its potential for political

consequences, or by findings of possible criminal

wrongdoing. Garden-variety bureaucratic negli-

gence can have devastating consequences, and

must be taken seriously even if it does not gener-

ate banner headlines.

The report found, for example, that nearly

40,000 drivers had been convicted of30 or more
traffic offenses, and that these recidivist offend-

ers were twice as likely as occasional offenders

to cause road accidents. Among the serious

recidivists, a full 53% had been convicted for

causing an accident, some up to three times. Only
a small portion of these repeal offenders have had
their licenses permanently revoked, and some of

those succeeded in getting their licenses reissued.

These facts, coupled with the fact that the

police and the Licensing Bureau have still not

complied with a March 1996 cabinet order to

compile a comprehensive list of repeat offenders

and guidelines on how to deal with them, make a

mockery of the supposedly aggressive current

police campaign against road accidents. If the

authorities continue to ignore demands for a seri-

ous and systematic approach toward repeat

offenders, the next step will be lawsuits by griev-

ing families against the state for giving danger-

ous drivers a license to kill.

Another finding, concerning widespread viola-

tion of guidelines for school trip security, is tragi-

cally prescient It is hard to think of a greater

responsibility entrusted to public officials than the

safety of the nation’s schoolchildren. Yet the report

found that, of the 20 schools reviewed, only one
underwent the required pre-trip inspection to

ensure compliance with security guidelines.

One of those guidelines is that school trips are

not allowed to enter the Naharayim area, because

it is under Jordanian sovereignty and armed
Israeli chaperones cannot enter. No one would
have predicted the massacre of seven young girls

at Naharayim by a Jordanian soldier, but this is

one guideline which, if adhered to, could have

prevented a terrible tragedy.

Again, in die section on the IDF, the comptrol-

ler’s focus (xi seemingly prosaic areas such as the

storage of tanks and coordination between heli-

copters and ground forces may not be exciting,

but clearly - in light of recent events - deserves

serious attention. There may be no direct relation-

ship between the February 4 helicopter collision

that took 73 lives and the faults found in the pro-

gram to upgrade CH-53 transport helicopters, but

the accident fllustrates what is at stake in this area.

The finding that the Golani brigade is tom
between training for fighting a conventional war

and having to fight a guerrilla war in south

Lebanon and maintain security in Judea and

Samaria has important implications for the IDF
as a whole. Golani may be the most stressed by.

conflicting missions, but the IDF in general

needs to pay more attention to the difficult task of

training for tasks that are not as black-and-white

as the conventional battlefield.

In general, the lesson of this year’s comptrol-

ler’s report is that the “micro” matters. Petty cor-

ruption and irresponsibility add up. and can lead

to unpredictable and tragic consequences. There

is much to be proud of in our democracy, includ-

ing the government’s ability to critically analyze

itself. But for the criticism to be more than an

impressive exercise, the government bureaucracy

and its leaders must display a level of respon-

siveness that matches the seriousness of the

report's findings.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
LITTLE SUBSTANCE

Sir, - Although the April 24 UN
General Assembly "emergency ses-

sion” on Israel’s building plans in

Jerusalem was scheduled for some
time, it was instructive to note it was
held just two days alter 93 innocents,

including many women and chil-

dren, were slaughtered by Islamic

extremists in an Algerian village.

The General Assembly debate

was prompted by calls by the Arab
bloc. When Last, one wonders, did

the august world body meet in

“emergency session" to discuss the

tragic situation in Algeria? Or the

Moslem slave trade in the Sudan?

Sir. - In a somewhat confusing

article on your front page ofApril

3. you present findings of a poll

which indicate that 51.3 percent

of those surveyed would support a

Palestinian state “if this would
remove the main obstacle to real

peace.” You also record that 48

percent of those surveyed support

the Oslo process; 59 percent said

that the chances of war are high;

74 percent fear terrorist attacks.

From among these various find-

ings. your headline writer chose:

“Majority supports Palestinian

Sir, - There is an unwritten law

which I call the Law of National

Decency. It states, basically, that you

should refrain from criticizing your

own country and its leaders when
you are in a foreign land. I always

observe this caveat, as I truly believe

all decent Americans do.

Mrs. Leah Rabin, spewing forth

her venom against her own coun-

try’s leaders while in the US,
showed extremely poor taste.

When last did Syria’s involvement
in Middle East terror, or its key
role in the narcotics industry, shake

delegates out of their stupor?

When last did the behavior of the

regimes in Teheran or Tripoli make
representatives of the world's

nations sit up and take notice?

Fifty-one years on. the UN
remains all hype and little sub-

stance. A few more Chaim
Herzogs tearing up a few more
UN documents in public may be
just what we need.

PATRICK GOODENOUGH
Jerusalem.

state, fears war” You could just as

easily have written: "Majority
opposes Oslo process."

It is well known that the way
questions are framed can deter-

mine die answers given. Asking
about support for a Palestinian

state if it would lead to real peace
is asking a leading question.
Despite the weighted question,
only 51 .3 percent answered yes -
hardly a majority worthy of a

front-page headline.

SHARONA GLASER
Kfar Haroeh.

Though dubbed by some as Israels
Jackie Kennedy, for the sake of
complete accuracy the comparison
should have been made with Jane
Fonda, who, unlike our beloved
Jackie, gave aid and comfort to the

enemies of her country.

So, Mrs. Rabin, with friends like

you, Israel doesn't need Arafat or
Peter Jennings.

PAUL WASSERMAN
Northridge, California.

WILSHIRE BOULEVARD

TEMPLE

Sir, - 1 read with interest Harvey
J. Fields’s article of April 23,

“Fear of fanatics." Fields is the

senior rabbi of Wilshire Boulevard

Temple of Los Angeles.

This past winter, I toured Los
Angeles. Among the sites visited

was the Wilshire Boulevard

Temple museum, which has a

room devoted to ketubot. From
afar we noticed that one of the

ketubot on display was embell-

ished by a cross under a Jewish

star. As we came closer, we saw
that not only was it a mixed mar-

riage, but that two homosexuals

dressed in white were dancing on
top of the art display. The accom-
panying information sheet proudly

described this mixed marriage reli-

giously but otherwise homosexual.

If this is the Judaism practiced by
Rabbi Fields’ followers, I am proud

to be considered a “fanatic.” Yes, I

am fanatical about the survival of

the Jewish people and its unity.

There must be a conversion which

all Jews can accept as valid.

AARON RAKEFFET-
ROTHKOFF. Rabbi

Jerusalem.

OUTRAGED

Sir, - I am outraged. If what
Susan Hattis Rolef writes is true

(“Travel sickness,” April 1 6), then

we have yet another example of

the blatant disregard with which
the Israeli public is treated by its

government and officials.

1. for one, do not recall seeing

Sara Netanyahu's name appear on
any ballot sheets at the last elec-

tion. Has she, in secret, been ele-

vated to some great public post for

which she is entitled to make
demands on the public purse?

Ifshe has no trust in her husband's

fidelity, then that isherproblem, and

not one which should be dealt with

at the taxpayer's expense. Ifshe and

her entourage must accompany her

husband on trips abroad, (hen let

them do so as most other Israeli cit-

izens must do, at theirown expense.

This blatant abuse of public

funds, a demand for a further NIS

5 million for their travel budget, is

outrageous.

UNDA EINBERG
Karmiel.

JEWISH MAJORITY
Sir. - In his article of April 20,

“The Israeli singularity," A.M.
Rosenthal writes: "Netanyahu was
elected by a landslide Jewish

majority.”

As anybody who was in this

country last May knows - and os

Mr. Rosenthal, who takes such
minute interest in our affairs from
New York should have known as

well - the result of the last Israeli

elections was diametrically oppo-
site to a landslide. That result was
decided by the most narrow of

margins and was in doubt until

the very last moment of that long

elections night, which ail of us

remember all too well. It can only

be called “a landslide” by casting

aside the most basic principle of

democracy - that all citizens are

equal regardless of gender, reli-

gion. race or ethnic origin - a

principle enshrined in our
Declaration of Independence -

and substituting, the thoroughly

racist assumption that only Jewish

votes count.

ADAM KELLER
Hoion.

OPINION POLLS

POOR TASTE

Shame at Yitzhar
At a stormy cabinet meeting

yesterday, Rafael Eitan

turned to the prime minis-

ter in a rage, and said: “When I

saw Jewish soldiers destroying the

homes ofJews, I nearly wept”
Together with Natan Sharansky

and Ariel Sharon. Eitan was
expressing the deep anger of

many Israelis who turned on their

TVs Tuesday night to see bulldoz-

ers tearing down homes built on a

Samaria hilltop and the violent

evacuation of crying women and

children.

The extraordinary aspect of the

brutal demolition, where little

regard was shown for the safety of

the people living in the homes,
was that they were actually built

under the previous. Labor govern-

ment
Despite the Rabin-Percs con-

tempt for settlers, Jewish homes
were not demolished then, out of
fear of the ensuing outcry from
Jews of all political"stripes.

This week, however, a so-called

right-wing government sent in

police and army, 200-strong, to

smash three houses to pieces. One
was made of stone, two of wood;
they were built on land belonging

to the settlement ofYitzhar.
Settlers asked angrily: "And

what about the 1,700 houses built

illegally by Palestinians in Judea

and Samaria, in areas still under
Israeli control? Anyone driving in

the area, as we did recently, will

see widespread illegal Arab
building going on everywhere,

especially close to the bypass
roads. We didn't notice a single

policeman or soldier anywhere,

nearby.

Said Sharon at yesterday's cabi-

net meeting: “Even under
Ottoman rule the authorities never

dared destroy a Jewish house once

it had a roof over it."

The Yitzhar settlers were
incensed by injuries to five tod-

dlers, as Israeli troops and police

acted with unnecessary force.

Several adults also received first

aid at a nearby police station.

TV crewmen recorded the

amount of brute force used during

the demolition. Adults were
thrown to the ground, banging
their heads. Blood streamed down
their faces. The settlers' screams
were heard quite clearly by
bystanders.

Shaken by the outcry from some
government ministers, the govern-

ment at first blamed the police for

URI DAN
EISENBERG

the brutality of the operation.

When this was denied, attention

focused on OC Central Command
Maj.-Gen. Uzi Dayan, the man in

charge of the operation, who in

the past has shown distaste for set-

tlers. But it soon became clear that

Dayan was acting under the orders

of Defense Minister Mordechai.
Then the truth emerged:

Binyamin Netanyahu gave his

Netanyahu and
Mordechai are

competing over
who can show the

most 'reasonable

and conciliatory9

face to Clinton

approval for the onslaught on the

settlers. The operation was carried

out coldly, with deliberate intent.

It was. say political insiders, a

move by Netanyahu to prove to

the Clinton administration that he
is the only one who can destroy

the spirit, and homes, of the set-

tlers - the same people who voted

for him.

THE demolition occurred in a week
when Dennis Ross was preparing to

come to Israel to ensure that the

peace process gets back into frill

swing. What has happened is that

Israel’s government has Men into

a trap devised by PLO leader

Yasser Arafat, on the advice of
Egyptian President Mubarak.

Arafat never misses an opportu-

nity to declare that building and
settlements constitute “Israeli ter-

ror against Palestinians.” Now.
doubtless with great satisfaction,

he watches Jews using violence to

crush the Jewish settlement “ter-

ror.”

The reason for the demolition

emerged last Friday night at a

secret meeting in which some
ministers came up with proposals

on how to stem the tide of
American and Palestinian criti-

cism of Jewish construction on
Har Homa. Dan Meridor suggest-

ed that “We will share Har Homa;
half the homes there will be for

Arab families.”

This made nonsense of the pur-

pose of building Jewish homes on
Har Homa in the first place: to

close the circle around Jerusalem
and prevent the Palestinians creat-

ing a solid link between
Bethlehem and Jerusalem, giving

them a firm foothold in the Jewish
capital.

if Arafat gave the green light for

terrorists to attack Jewish civilian

targets again, Netanyahu showed
the red tight to settlers, telling

them that their cause is doomed.
The harsh truth is that since the

elections, exactly 10 housing units

have been built in the settlements.

A week ago the PLO chief again

warned about “settler terrorism."

i.e. building bouses. More ges-

tures were required to please the

Americansss.

Some government ministers are

now talking about competition

between Netanyahu and
Mordechai over who can show the

most “reasonable, conciliatory”

face to gain White House
approval. Mordechai recently

increased his chances by announc-
ing that restrictions on
Palestinians seeking work in

Israel would be lifted completely.

Netanyahu countered by
approving the smashing of the set-

tiers of Yitzhar by a crack unit of
elite soldiers. They did their work
as ordered, ruthlessly and effi-

ciently. Then they left the

smashed furniture and ruined

belongings, including children's

books, for Nigerian workers
employed by the civil administra-

tion to deal with.

After the verbal barrage he
received from ministers yesterday,

Netanyahu said “a regrettable

incident had occurred.” But he
was really telling the White
House: “You see? I can do things

Labor didn’t even dream of
doing."

You can fool some of the people

some of the time, but not all of the

people all of the time.

The settlers trusted Netanyahu
sufficiently to give him their total

support prior to the election. Now,
even the most naive must share

the sentiments of the settler who
declared, “Today is a sad day for

the Jewish people, a day for weep-
ing.”

The writers are authors of The
Mossad: Secrets of the Israeli

Secret Service and other books on
the Middle East.

Abundance of beauty: Gila Mamo beams after being crowned Miss Fat Israel on Saturday in
Beersheba. Mamo, a 29-year-old redhead from Beersheba, weighs 94 kg. At right is 54-kg Miss
(Thin.) Israel, Mint Greenberg. Flanking Mamo is Avi Malra of Matim Li fashion chain, one of the
sponsors of the pageant, and impressario Esterika Nagid, who put on the show. At far left is Miss
Congeniality, Ruti Peretz.

POSTSCRIPT
HOW MANY Israelis does it

take to watch a movie? Sixty, if

one of them is Prime Minister

Netanyahu.
The PM's office bought 60

tickets to a Tel Aviv theater

recently so Netanyahu and wife

Sara ecuiti see .• ,;c

Waves in satety.

The couple was surrounded by
a battery 'of Shin Bet body-
guards, dressed in jeans to

resemble regular moviegoers.
Undercover security people also

took over the running of the ihe-

“C"i
_ 2 c:- -j/ners sr.t; :

.er.d

ing regular customers io iheir
seats.

The tickets reportedly cost tax-

payers NIS 1,380.

As one would expect, the
Prime Minister's Office refused
to confirm or deny the Yediot
tricar: report.

pntlv pnni.oh tn Mr Ciihartn
I

Read
and

weep
SUBIE ACKERMAN

The more things change, the

more they stay the same.

Though governments come

and Governments go. it seems

corruption, incompetence, and

negligence remain.
f

Reading some of this year s

State Comptroller's Repon. made

me wonder why we taxpayers

have to support an office that

spends tens of millions of shekels

to produce a report many of us

might feel we could have written

ourselves.

Discriminatory allocations in

the Religious Affairs Ministry?

Gee, that's news. Patronage in the

Housinc Ministry? Ho-hum.

Improper political appointments

in the Prime Minister’s Office?

Hey. we're three-and-a-half

months into the Bar-On Affair;

we didn’t need Miriam Ben-Porat

to tell us about the prime minis-

ter's political appointments.

But though many parts of the

report sound boringly familiar,

there is still enough to scare. The

most chilling part was the investi-

gation of safety on school trips -

completed long before the March

1 3 slaying of seven young girls at

Naharayim, where they never

should have been.

This means that months before

the fateful trip by the Feurst

School in Beit Shemesh was
probably even planned, investiga-

tors from the State Comptroller’s

Office were poring over records,

questioning ministry officials,

and talking to principals and
teachers. It must have been clear

to someone, somewhere along the

line, that the investigators were

not happy with the answers, and
that the report would be a damn-
ing one. as indeed it is.

Didn't the presence of the

comptroller's auditors inspire

anyone to make sure principals

The comptroller’s

report is more of

the usual, plus

enough to scare

and trip coordinators and guides

exercised more care? Obviously

not; had this been the case, seven
families would probably not be
grieving today.

That doesn’t get you? Check out

the reports on the defense estab-

lishment. Half the population

doesn’t have proper gas masks,

and there's no money to continue

distributing them. I sure hope the

Syrians don't find out. Reservists

aren't being trained properly, and
we're counting on an awful lot of
tanks that aren't being stored

properly. Oh, and the air force has

been cannibalizing some Yasur
helicopters to upgrade others.

Remember die Yasur? Two of
them collided in February in the

North, killing all 73 servicemen
aboard.

MAYBE you don’t scare that eas-

ily. So get mad, instead.

There are people driving around
who have been convicted of up to

145 traffic offenses. How does
someone get a chance to accumu-
late that many convictions with-

out being banned from the roads?
In any case, banned drivers con-
tinue to drive and commit offens-

es; some even managed to get

their licenses reissued and then
had to be banned again.

Meanwhile, over a billion dol-
lars is going to be spent on a
poorlv-planned highway that will
wreck our landscape, increase
pollution and still not solve the
traffic problems it was meant to
solve. Blank identity cards are
available for the taking in some
Interior Ministry offices. There's
a lot of produce being smuggled
in from the territories that’s been
irrigated and sprayed with who-
knows-what.
And while funding funny-busi-

ness is nothing new in the

Religious Affairs Ministry, one still

can’t help but be taken aback by a
government official who says veiy
clearly that the concept of allocat-

ing money fairly is irrelevanL

In her report two years ago, Ben-
Porat said, “It would seem that all

values of morality and principles
of truth and fairness have passed
from the world” She was referring
to the Religious Affairs Ministry,
but that statement could apply to
any of the ministries and agencies
she writes about After all. it is no
more moral to let road risks con-
tinue to drive, or to ignore safety
rules when you are in chaige of
other people's children than it is to

favor one nonprofit organization
over another.

Given the current government's
marked inability to inspire either
confidence or competence, it

doesn’t look like things will
change in the foreseeable future. I

only wonder what the comptrol-
ler s staffers are digging up now.

The writer is a member of The
Jerusalem Post editorial staff.
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Fighting spirit
A Jerusalem
bus bombing

paralyzed Swiss
resident Peter
Malina. But that
didn’t dampen
his desire to

move to Israel,

Uriel Heiiman
t writes

After two grueling years,
Yonah Peter Malina's deter-

mination has brought him
home, j:

MaJinaj - who grew up in
Switzerland, not knowing he was
Jewish - visited Israel for the first

time 10 years ago and immediately
fell in love with the country,

But just one year after moving
here, his life was suddenly and
irrevocably transformed on an
August morning in 1995, when a
terrorist bomb ripped through the

Jerusalem bus he was riding, leav-

ing him paralyzed from the neck
down. It has been nearly two years
since the incident, and months
since Malina reluctantly left Israel

to receive medical treatment at a

special facility for paraplegics near
Lucerne, Switzerland. Since then
his one great wish has been to

come back and live in Israel.

Yesterday, that wish was finally

fulfilled when he arrived on a spe-

cial flight from Switzerland and
was transferred to the Neurological

Department at TeJ Hashomer
Hospital.

Malina, now 30, was bom in

Bratislava, Czechoslovakia, where
his parents had fled on the eve of

the Holocaust to escape Nazi perse-

cution. Having hidden their Jewish
roots for so long, first from the

Nazis and later from the

Communists, Malina was unaware
of his Jewish origins until about 10

years ago, when his grandmother .

urged him to visit Israel.

At age 20, he volunteered on a
kibbutz and attended . Hebrew
ulpan. From then on, Malina came
back as often as possible, eager to

become an Israeli and discover his

Jewishheritagf- But it,was not.unti]

1994 iharMdlHia confmned his

Jewish' identify. After rtranths of
searching ted him to fee-municipal

THERE AND THEN

Learning to function
Gutfreond. president

Yonah Peter Malina operates a computer with visitor Prof. Hanoch
the Hebrew University.

archive of Bratislava, he located
the birth certificates of his mother
and her parents, which contained
Hebrew writing. He stopped cas-
ing himself Peter and adopted die

name Yonah. He insisted on com-
ing here to study despite bis par-

ents’ entreaties to first complete his

degree in international law at the

University of Zurich-
After immigrating in 1994, he

began studying Judaism at
Machon Meir and Hebrew . at

Ulpan Etzion. Teachers and
friends describe Malina, who is

fluent in six languages, as an
excellent and enthusiastic student

He won a prestigious award for his

studies at Ulpan Etzion In early

1995 and, according to a letter he
wrote that year, felt a certain thrill

every time he was addressed in

Hebrew.
In his letter of application to

Machon Meir, Malina wrote;

“After a few visits to Israel I decid-

ed to go back to my origins and
started to look for a place where I

could study religion and the history

of Judaism. I need to first study die

basics." But on die morning of
April 21,- 1995, his life was tragi-

cally altered.

That day, while Malina was on a
bus on the way to the Ml Scopus

university campus, a suicide

bomber aboard a passing bus blew
himself up, wounding scores of

passengers in an explosion that tare

both vehicles apart
Rescuers found Malina uncon-

scious and not breathing. After ini-

tial CPR was administered, Malina
was rushed to Hadassah Medical
Center. Ironically, Malina had
switched bus routes several days

It has been

Manna's courage

and stubborn

desire to return

to Israel that

has given him

the will to live.

earlier, after concerned friends

warned him that the bus which he
used to cake was the target of occa-

sional stone-throwing as it wound
its way through the streets of east-

ern Jerusalem.

At the hospital, doctors found

that a piece of metal had lodged
between Malina’s third and, fourth

vertebrae, paralyzing him from the

neck down ami prohibiting him
from breathing without Che aid of a
respirator. The initial prognosis
was that if he survived, which doc-
tors deemed unlikely, he would
suffer serious brain damage.
Malina lay in a coma at die hos-

pital for weeks before he began to

regain consciousness and eventual-

ly communicate by blinking his

eyes. Doctors were astonished to

find that he suffered no brain dam-
age despite the serious injury that

left most of bis body inert And
even though many of his internal

organs had been damaged by the

blast, they had slowly begun to

heal.

During his initial period ofrecov-

ery at Hadassah. Malina's room
was the site of frequent activity.

Friends and teachers from Machon
Meir, Hebrew University and
Ulpan Etzion came to visit him
every day, talking and reading to

him. However, after several

months, Malina’s parents, who
came to Israel immediately after

their son's injury, convinced him tq

return to Switzerland to a special

paraplegic center nearLucerne.

Malina 's recovery has been

painstakingly slow. His mother,

Eva, recalls the doctors in

Switzerland saying: “We should

not say to him that everything will

be okay because, in fro, nothing

is." Today, Malina is still depen-

dent upon a respirator to breathe

and speaking remains a great effort.

Using his lips, a special breathing

device, and diminutive head move-
ments, he is teaming to operate a

computer drat be hopes will even-

tually enable him to gain some
degree of independence, though the

doctors expect he will always
require 24-bour care.

His mother maintains that there

must be significance to the feet that

her son was saved. “Everything

from the neck down was cut off,

and be could not breathe; only his

heart was working. There has to be
a reason why he was saved,

because otherwise it is completely
absurd."

It has been Malina's courage and
stubborn desire to return to Israel

that has given him the will io live

and the stamina to progress along

his difficult path, according to

Rabbi Zvi Kteinman, head of the

English-speakers’ program at

Machon Meir. He maintains that

now, as before the tragic attack, no
power in fee world could keep
Malina away from Israel.

Malina has told his parents and
friends that despite all that has hap-

pened, he does not regret immigrat-

ing here. Not a day passed in

Switzerland in which Malina did

not reiterate his wish to return to

Israel.

Tins was made possible through
the efforts of a special committee
comprised of members of Ulpan
Etzion, the Jewish Agency,
Hadassah Hospital, Machon Meir
and fee Hebrew University, with

financial support from the National

Insurance Institute.

Friends and family hope that

Malina's arrival in Israel will accel-

erate his rehabilitation process. Ina
televirion interview a few weeks
ago, Malina said, *3 closed my life

here [in Switzerland] a long time

ago."

Kleinman says die. committee’s

next task is to provide Mahna with

the intellectual stimulation and
emotional help he seeks in Israel.

The committee is looking for peo-

pleto spend time with Malina, read

to him,- and eventually help him
complete his degree. He has even
expressed a desire to leant Arabic.

.Shortly before arriving in Israel,

.

Malina said, “I want-to find some -

sort of peace and feel at home
again."
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From confrontation to reconciliation?
By SBAYASHAPffiO

D oes the Palestinian nationalist

movement show a tendency to pro-

ceed From Confrontation to

Reconciliation? Ten contributors to a

424-page volume recently published by

the Ministry of the Defense ny to answer

that question in historical terms. Hebrew
University professor Moshe Maoz and

Haifa University professor B.Z. Kedar

edited the book, dedicated to the memory
of Brigadier-General Yosef Lunz. former

governor of Tulkarm and RamalJah,

whose masterly study of the Arab nation-

alist movement in Palestine before World

War I is included.

As soon as the early Zionists realized

the seriousness of Arab opposition, they

endeavoured to find Arab leaders with

whom to discuss a modus vivendi. Victor

Jacobson, who represented the Zionist

Organization in Constantinople in 1911,

and Asher Sapir, a Palestinian resident,

met members of a cultural Arab associa-

tion. According to Sapir. these Arabs

promised to consider a role for Zionists m
Palestine if and when itoabs were afford-

ed semi-independence in certain parts of

the Ottoman Empire.

Two vears later, Nahum Sokolov, the

prominent Zionist leader visited

bamascus and Beirut to meet Arab

nationalists. It was agreed to call a joint

conference to discuss ^ ‘ssue However

the Zionists asked to delay it, feanng

repercussions on the Jewish settlers in

Palestine by the Turkish authorities.

The war radically changed everything.

The British took Chaim Weizmann, head
of the Zionist Organization, to Palestine,

in March, 1918. Palestine had been ear-

marked as a National Home for the Jews

by the Balfour Declaration, five months
earlier. Stopping over la Cairo, Weizmann
was introduced to the High
Commissioner, Sir Reginald Wingate,

who gave the Zionist leader a bit of

advice based on his experience in Sudan:

Deal with the “real leaders," especially

the religious ones, and ignore the small

fry.

It was arranged for Weizmann to meet

three members of the so-called Syrian

Party, among them the editor of the

Egyptian newspaper Mukatiem, who
promised to write to his colleagues in

Palestine. If he did, no trace of the letter

has been left.

The governor of Jerusalem, Sir Ronald

Stores, held a reception for Weizmann and

his colleagues on the “Zionist

Commission," which was attended by

many prominent Arabs. Weizmann was

deliberately conciliatory. He assured

Storre that Zionists had absolutely no

intention of expelling Arab inhabitants

from Palestine, and he promised assis-

tance in economic matters. He even

denied that the Zionists intended to estab-

lish a Jewish administration in the coun-

try. However, the Arab reaction was

downright hostile. Weizmann was
appalled.

“The Arab is a very subtle debater and
conversationalist," Weizmann later wrote
in his memoirs. “In particular, the Arab
has an immense talent for expressing
views diametrically opposed to yours,

with such exquisite and roundabout
politeness that you believe him to be in

complete agreement with you."

But Weizmann got the message he heard

at the Storrs’s residence very clearly. He
did not hide his frustration and despair at

the next meeting of the Zionist Council.

However, a glimmer of hope seemed to

come from Faisal Hussein, Sherif
Hussein’s son, whom the British hoped to

install in Damascus. Faisal believed that

cooperation with the Zionist movement
was useful for his plans. As Britain’s ally

during the war, he accepted British assur-

ances that die Balfour.declaration would
not impair Arab political and economic
rights in Palestine. Indeed, he published,

in his Mecca Paper, a call to the Arabs of
Palestine to welcome Jewish immigrants

from Europe.
On June 8th, 1918,. Weizmann met

Faisal in the latter's camp, north of
Akaba. The meeting was arranged by the

British. No agreement was announced,

but the atmosphere at the meeting was so

pleasant that Weizmann squarely declared

to members of the founding assembly of
Palestine Jews that a modus vivendi was
in the making. “We want to live with the

Arabs on the best of terms." He stressed,

however, that all hopes went up in smoke
after the French assumed their preponder-
ance in Syria.

Aharon Aharonson (of Nili fame), who
grew up in Zichron Ya'akov, assured
Weizmann that the average Arab inhabi-
tant of Palestine cared little about politi-

cal issues. But. be warned him to pay
attention to the effendis , the rich land-
lords and influential mayors in large
towns. Their interests, Aharonson main-
tained, were “personal," and by intensify-

ing anti-Jewish propaganda, they hoped
to enhance the price of land they wanted
to sell to Jews. Naively, Weizmann sug-
gested not buying land from private own-
ers.

The prominent effendis belonged to sev-

eral families who achieved wealth and
influence through their own efforts, vying
with each other, but maintaining a strict

social distance from the common people.
The Husseinis, the Nashashibis, die El-

Halidis, the Dajanis, and some others,

were powerful enough to ignore the

Ottoman, and later, the British authorities.

They did incite unrest, which we
described as “disturbances” and they as
“revolt,” during which the Arabs fought
the British by killing Jews.
But essentially they were provincials,

somehow snubbed by the main powers in

the Arab world and practically prevented

from fighting during Israel's War of
Independence.

atz & Cohen.

Not a law firm, a two-man
faction, or a plumb-

ing company. Not even Israeli, in

feet.

Sharon Katz and Marilyn Cohen
are demolition experts - demolition

of racial arrogance in South Africa.

Sharon is the marquee star of the

duo. a Durban resident who
helped counter apartheid through
music. Marilyn, a transplanted
South African originally from
Philadelphia, is her manager and
unabashed admirer.

“She's the Pied Piper of Peace,"
Marilyn enthused during an inter-

view. They were here to investigate

bringing their good vibes to Israel,

and to visit family - Sharon’s sister

is in Mevasseret Zion, her brother in

Ma’agan Michael, and her parents

live in Ra’anana.

*Td say we had incredibly power-
ful influence," Sharon said reflec-

tively, without a hint of hype.
“During die time all the changes
were taking place, in 1992, 1 brought

together 500 kids of all different

backgrounds and races - black,

white, Indian, and the designation

‘colored.’Jewish kids as well. With a
bond (hat I had put together, I taught

them to sing and dance in each
other's traditions and cultures, arti

helped break down this whole
apartheid tiling. We put on a perfor-

mance that was nationally televised.

“I wanted to show we can have
.democracy in South Africa. That
was die theme, (hat we can all live

together. Response was so great that

we decided to take it by train around
South Africa." That idea launched

her to national reknown. “Sharon
Katz & the Peace Train" performed

a whistle-stop tour of the country,

setting up concerts at eight or 10
• train stations along die way.

“Itwas really amazing; 150 people
living on fee train together, people

from ail across the color line.

“Rom a spiritual pointofview, we
madeour node.”Tbe Katz Kidz per-

formed for Nelson Mandela
throughout the election period and
many times afterhe was elected.

“When I met him the first time, he
told me that what we are doing

embodied the nan-racial democracy
he was intending to establish in

South Africa. Mandela loved the

Peace Train.”

“Sharon was imbued wife the val-

ues - loving your neighbor and

fighting oppression - because she

was in the Habonim youth move-
ment in Port Elizabeth,” Marilyn

said.“She started sneaking outto fee

black towndiips when die was 15,

illegally. She taught herself to play

Afncan-styfe guitar, and taught her-

self some of the languages.” Sharon

has tire youngsters singing in each

other’s lingos - and in Hebrew. “The

kids love "HindMa Tov." And now
I’m teaching them “Shir

LeshaUm" Her troupe is now 35-

strong, youths aged 10 to 20. with a

10-picce Afro-rock-jazz band.

“We’d love to bring die Peace

Train here,” Sharon said wistfully.

“Israel is very close to my heart arid

we have a common history wife the

Mack people. There’s a lot of affini-

ty between us.

“Three years ago I came with one

ofmy black singing partners and we
did quite an extensive tour in Israel.

Israelis are mad about this kind of

mosic. They’d love the Peace Train."

Sharon, 40, and Marilyn, 46, won
fee support of the Israeli ambassador

and the Foreign and Tburisra

Ministries to bring their tour here in

1995, but fee plans collapsed

because of lack of funding. They’re

not giving up.

"We’re working on a Cape-io-

Cairo Peace Train Tbur, the length of

Africa. If we can get ft) Cairo, we
should be able to get to Israel."

We can still get to hear them, even
if no rare finds a way to stage their

performance. “In addition to our

own album. CrystalJourney, which
we released last year, we were invit-

ed to submit a song to a compilation

album released worldwide just yes-

terday [April 30]. It's called

Carnival ‘97, and we’re cn it with

Sting. Pavarotti, Madonna and Elton

John.” Big stuff - but Sharon and
Marilyn are more excited about the

little successes.

“All die kids come from very dif-

ficult backgrounds, they’re all vic-

tims of poverty and many don ’t have
their own families,” Sharon said.

“But they've been transformed by
this." Marilyn recalled her friend's

forays into isolated, dirt-poor rural

communities. “Sharon was the first

white person many of these kids had

seem I'm sure they thought she was
a ghost at first.” Sharon plucked 120
of them from one wretched place to

join her initial 500-voice conceit

Sharon and
Marilyn are

demolition

experts -

demolition of

apartheid.

"The kids didn’t know what a

stage was. They’d never been any-

where wife electricity. At the conceit

hall, when the stage lights were
turned on, their mouths just hung
open. Sharon was trying to get them
to sing, and we sort of had to push

their chins up.

“Then the other kids came, and
they found themselves standing next

to a white kid on one side, an Indian

kid on another. Kids being kids, they

were curious, not hostile. They took

toeach other, drawingeach otherthe
dance steps, hugging each other, gig-

gling .arid holding hands. Magic."

Marilyn said she gets goosebumps
when she thinks of ooe incident.

“In '92, we were with a group of
people in this one township where
there 'd been a considerable amount
of violence. Suddenly a group of
about 10 or 15 yearths burst in. One
of them had what later turned out to

be a toy gun. Sharon and I were fee

only whites around. He gave us a
really angry look and he's got this

AK-47 in one hand and a rock in

another, and I’m holding my breath

figuring, this is it.

“But because Sharon’s not only an
incredible musician but a music ther-

apist, she looks him in fee eye and
begins to piay her guitar to him. He
steps in his tracks and listens, and
then she motions to him wife her
guitar that he should turn his AK-47
around and strain it And the kid

does it.

“Then she goes over to him, takes

her guitar off her neck and puts it

around his, and starts to teach him to

play. His hostile look turns into an
ear-io-ear grin, and within minutes
there's a litre of kids waiting for their

turn to play music. These boys were
rough - but sire converted gang
members into band members. It was
an amazing moment.

“It's the kind of magic I’ve seen
her do across the country."
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INTERNAL SECURITY MINISTRY

Thousands of habitual traffic

offenders remain on the roads
By RA1HE MARCUS

Nearly 40.000 drivers have been

convicted of 30 or more traffic

offenses, and some have, been

convicted as many as 148 times,

the comptroller found, questioning

how the responsible bodies could

allow drivers with such poor

records to remain on the road.

Only six percent of the offenses

committed by these drivers were

minor ones, like illegal parking.

The comptroller found that these

seriously recidivist drivers are

twice as likely to cause serious

road accidents. Of all those con-

victed of traffic offenses, only

25^ had been convicted for caus-

ing an accident; while among the

serious recidivists, 53% had been

convicted for causing an accident,

some up to three times.

Of those drivers whose convic-

tions spanned 10 years or more,

1 ,442 had their licenses suspended

for various periods of time, and

136 had them permanently

revoked. Of those whose licenses

had been revoked, at least naif

continued to drive - 67 committed

additional offenses, some of them
10 or* more. Several had had

licenses reissued to them despite

their being banned from the road

for life; 22 people had had their

licenses “permanently revoked"
more than once.

In March 1996. the cabinet

ordered the police, the Licensing

Bureau, and the courts to compile
a comprehensive list of those dri-

vers who had recurring convic-

tions, so as to develop clear guide-

lines for dealing with such offend-

ers. This project was to have taken

three months.

But by September 1996. the list

had still not been compiled and no
guidelines had been formulated.

Unlike other criminal records,

traffic offenders are listed in the

police databases only by their

identity numbers and driver's

license numbers, if available - not

by name. In many cases identity

numbers were recorded incorrect-

ly, leading to offenses being attrib-

uted to the wrong person, and
making it difficult to trace genuine

offenders.

Although the Transport Ministry

provides police with monthly
updates on drivers* and vehicles*

detail?. there were many cases in

which two or more drivers are list-

ed under the same identity num-
ber.

Over die past few years, the

Transport Ministry has been grad-

ually validating its records against

those in the population registry,

but until the process is completed,

police will continue to receive

inaccurate information.

This delay becomes more signif-

icant ns more automated forms of
enforcement, such as automatic

cameras, arc used to catch offend-

ers. If the license plate pho-
tographed is not properly matched
with die car's owner in the data-

base, such methods of enforce-

ment are frustrated.

The police division responsible

for issuing tickets, which give dri-

vers the chance ro pay fines or

challenge them in court, sends out

an average million such notices

yearly. Records of such notices are

recorded by typists, and mistakes

are made.

Statistics gathered from elec-

tronic equipment used to catch
offenders are also recorded by typ-

ists; here again, mistakes are

made, affecting the accuracy of all

data stored and subsequently
transferred to the courts and tire

Transport Ministry.

A check in the Tel Aviv district

revealed that it took an average of
13 to 19 months from the date ofa
road accident to file charges
against offenders, a period the

comptroller said is far too long.

In response, the Internal

Security Ministry wrote that all

statistics were transferred in

February 1997 to the Justice

Ministry’s database department In

July 1996, die Traffic Police hand-
ed over a list of recidivist drivers

to the Transport Ministry.

The Prime Minister's Office,

meanwhile,, has instructed the

ministry to arrange for the imme-
diate completion of die list of

recidivists, and for a team from
the Transport Ministry and the

courts to formulate guidelines for

dealing with them, to include pro-

visions for medical examinations

for offenders, retraining, and revo-

cation of licenses.

INTERIOR MINISTRY

Procedures vague for revoking resident status
*i.

;
- ..i. .•

Arab sector for the wife to move4o her tius-By PAN gEMBERG
•i 1

In December 1995. a meeting was held in

the attorney-general’s office to decide
whether to regard Judea, Samaria and Gaza
as “outside of Israel" for the purpose of
determining whether Arabs of east

Jerusalem who were permanent residents

lost this status if they moved to the territo-

ries for more than seven years.

Following the meeting, the attorney-gen-

eral’s office told the Interior Ministry’s pop-
ulation registry office in east Jerusalem that

the territories were, in fact, outside Israel,

and that any Palestinian permanent resident

who had left Jerusalem and lived in the ter-

ritories for seven years, was to be stripped

of his permanent resident status and the

benefits that go wilh it.

Until the beginning of 1996, the popula-
tion registry office was haphazard in keep-
ing records of east Jerusalemites whose per-

manent residency status was lost in this

manner. In 1993. 40 such people were
noted, in 1994, 39 and in 1995. 90.

In the first half of 1996. however, the fig-

ure jumped to 400. All of them received a

notice, signed by the head of the office thai

their permanent residency visa had expired
because the “center of their lives" had
moved outside of Israel.

(Earlier this week, tiic Interior Ministry

put the total number ofsuch people for i996
at 1,047).

The comptroller found that the Interior

Ministry did noi formulate specific criteria

for determining when to terminate some-
one's permanent resident status.

Furthermore, the ministry did not have a
reliable way to check whether a resident

was actually living in east Jerusalem or had
settled outside of Israel - whether in the ter-

ritories or abroad.

Although the National Insurance Institute

often provided information on the where-
abouts of permanent residents, the popula-

tion registry-office ditf not always act Upon,
it by notifying the person or confiscating his

identity card.

For decades, under the Law of Entry, a
man who was a permanent resident and
whose “center of life" was in Israel could
request permanent residency for his for-

eign-bom wife and minor children, under
the provision made for family reunification.

In April 1 994, the regulations were changed
to also allow wives who are permanent res-

idents and whose “center of life" is in Israel

to request permanent residency for their

husbands.

The number of requests for family
reunification increased markedly after

that decision, from 1,060 in 1992 and
1,673 in 1993 to 3,480 in 1994 and 2,700
in 1995.

The comptroller noted that special criteria

are needed to determine whether Israel is

the “center of life" of an Arab woman mak-
ing tiie request, given the tradition in the

band’s town or village. But even though the

Interior Ministry understood this, they did
not immediately prepare the proper guide-

lines.

Once an application was received, the

husbands of these women were granted

temporary resident status and. in some
cases, work permits, to be in effect until the

application was dealt with.

But most of the requests were not dealt

with. The handful that were approved
included those in which the High Court of
Justice intervened or where there were spe-

cial circumstances.

The guidelines for examining women’s
requests were finally prepared in June 1996,

and those who had applied were asked to

submit supporting documentation. By
November 1996, not all those who had
applied had been contacted, and the process

of approving these applications had yet to

begin.
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INTERIOR MINISTRY POLITICAL APPOINTMENTS

Poor handling of blank documents
leads to identity card forgeries

By DAN gEHBEBO

The large waves of immigration and the influx of
foreign workers led the comptroller to investigate
the procedures for issuing identity cards, the securi-
ty arrangements for preventing their forgery, and the
granting of citizenship to immigrants from the for-
mer Soviet Union.
The forging of identity cards is widespread and in

most cases, the illegal documents are prepared on
forms stolen from population registry offices.
Officials do not store blank identity cards' and relat-

ed documents in safes and do not destroy used
cards.

In the Beersheba office, the comptroller found
that anyone in the office may handle blank docu-
ments and equipment that arrives. The material is

not properly stored: bundles of blank identity cards

were left unlocked in a room where the public is

received.

Security around the offices was found to be
inadequate. Furthermore, the Interior Ministry

security officer does not follow up in cases where
problems have been discovered or break-ins have
taken place.

There is no requirement for individuals to report

lost or stolen identity cards and there is an ongoing
dispute between the police, the ministry, and other

security bodies as to the circumstances under which

a declaration explaining the loss of the card shouid

be mandatory.
The comptroller recommended that people who

claim to have lost their card more than once be
required to declare in writing how the card was
lost.

It emerged that there is no uniform procedure for

issuing new identity cards, and each office oper-

ates according to its own arrangements.

In some offices, new identity cards are issued

without applicants providing sufficient proof of

eligibility.

Although the ministry established a steering com-
mittee to oversee production of a state-of-the-art

computerized identity card, no timetable has been

set for its development and little progress has been

made.
Since 1989, 770.000 new immigrants have settled

hero, including some 650,000 from the former

Soviet Union. Immigrants* identity cards are issued

on the basis of documents provided by the immi-

grant proving his or her right to citizenship under

Israeli law.

As early as 1991, many forged documents were

uncovered. Yet the population ^registry office does

not receive advance information from Israeli

authorities in the CIS, who process most of the

immigration requests before the immigrants arrive

here.

As a result the registrars are often unaware that

the applicants before them may have been previous-

ly rejected or may have never gone through proper

procedures in the* CIS and are using forged docu-

ments.

In response, the Interior Ministry said that all

replacement identity cards are issued with the

approval of security authorities.

The ministry also said it plans to provide Border

Control with lists of those who received immigrant

visas abroad, to prevent people from using forged

documents to obtain citizenship.
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‘Good friends’ still get the good jobs
By B1CHAL YUPBJIAH

Despite ongoing attempts’ to stop

improper political appointments, not

only are they continuing but those

responsible keep coming up with all

kinds ofexcuses to explain them, the

comptroller said.

In June 1996, the Prime Minister's

Office director-general-designate,

Avigdor Lieberman, informed the

office's legal adviser that be was
being dismissed, effective immedi-
ately, explaining the dismissal with

the intention to appoint some “who
thinks more like us."

The man who replaced the legal

adviserwas a Likud activist and cen-
tral committee member.
The comptroller rejected the Prime

Minister's Office’s explanation that

HOUSING MINISTRY

the legal adviser must “be trusted"

by tiie one who appoints him, name-
ly the prime minister. She stressed

that a ministry’s legal adviser is not

responsible to the body or person

that employs him, but to the rule of
law. At the attorney-general ’s order,

the new man was not appointed legal

adviser but a “special adviser to the

prime minister:” He received a gov-
ernment car and was paid retroac-

tively from July, but did not sign a
contract In November, the man quit
In another case, a worker was

employed by special contract as
“media assistant in the Prime
Minister’s Office.” He was assigned

wage grade 38, for which an acade-
mic degree and three years’ experi-

ence are required. The man had nei-

ther requirement He did, however;

work for half a year in the Likud
headquarters as spokesman.
The Housing Ministry, now run by

Deputy Housing Minister Meir
Porush, contracted with a personnel

company “specializing in the haredi
sector" even though the company
failed to meet the requirements of
the public tender.

Moreover, the ministry’s demand
for female workers exclusively from
the haredi sector in the minister's

and director-general's offices, was in

violation of tiie Equal Opportunity
Law.
The contractors' registrar, who

was fired by former housing minis-
ter Binyamin Ben-ELiezer after he
was cited for incompetence in a pre-
vious comptroller's report, was
rehired by the prime minister in his

capacity as housing minister, and his
replacement was dismissed.

The board of the Arim urban
development company added a post
of “director-general for special pro-
jects" and appointed to it a man lack-
ing any business or infrastructure

experience. He was, however, for-
mer chairman of the Likud Young
Guard
Another unsuitable appointment at

the Prazot housing company was
made at Porush's request The comp-
troller suggests that the company
received a housing project from the
ministry in exchange for making the
appointment

In the Religious Affairs Ministry, a
secretary was fired for fictitious

"cutbacks" so (hat a Shas activist

could replace her.

Rental apartments allocated inefficiently
By NINA GILBERT

Thousands of rental apartments

stand empty or are occupied illegal-

ly while thousands of people in need

of such housing wait for allocations,

due to tiie Housing Ministry's ineffi-

ciency.

The comptroller faulted the min-

istry for not property using its com-

puter system to keep track of avail-

able rental units and to allocate them

quickly.

In May 1996, for example, 1,146

people waiting for subsidized rental

apartments in the central district

were registered with Amidar, the

government’s largest housing com-

pany. That month. Amidar said it had
only 115 apartments available for

assignment

But the comptroller identified

some 4,700 apartments which the

Housing Ministry and Amidar had

not made use of. The apartments

included those occupied by squatters

and abandoned structures that could

love been renovated.

Squatters included those who were

relatives of deceased people who
had been given subsidized rental

housing. Amidar said that in August
1996 there were 312 such cases. In

257 cases, people had simply broken

into empty apartments and setried

there. These people were allowed to

become legal tenants under a legal-

ization order issued by the ministry

in May 1996.

The comptroller faulted this prac-

tice, however, saying that people
who are not eligible for public rental

housing are occupying apartments
that should be offered to eligible

people who have been waiting a
long time for help.

The Housing Ministry does not
enter data about those waiting for

housing or the supply of housing
into its computer system, A check in

the ministry's central district offices

found that the waiting lists for apart-

ments were written out by hand and
separate lists were kept by each divi-

sion - not a reliable formula for
assuring efficient allocations.

And even these lists did not
include the information needed to
allocate the apartments according to
ministry priorities. In many cases,
residents ofsubsidized apartments in
fact owned other apartments, which
made them ineligible for subsidized
housing.

The ministry said that since the
audit was conducted, it had begun
working on changing procedures for
the allocation of apartments, includ-
ing rebuilding the computer system.
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. When re vists dq'wake it to

training, instructors at the field

training bases are less experi-

enced in weapons and tactics than

they used to be, reducing
reservists’ motivation to train.

The IDF keeps divisions of
tanks and armored personnel car-

riers (APCs) under specially

designed plastic wrap to keep
them fiom aging. An examination

of 103 stored tanks showed that

some were not battle-ready, most-

ly because they were not properly

prepared for wrapping.

The army admitted that it is

having a difficult time maintain-

;

ing equipment and blamed it on
the lack of adequately trained

manpower.
A series of cutbacks by the

army have led to an “cumulative

negative impact” on the readiness

of the warehouses. Some

weapons are lacking and tire prac-

tice of “borrowing” weapons and
equipment from the emergency
warehouse units could prove
problematic during a real emer-
gency.

The training needed to 'fight a

conventional war is different than

the training for running security

duties, like fighting Hizbullah
' militiamen in sontfa Lebanon or

patrolling in the West Bank. As a

result of this conflict, the Golani

Brigade, the comptroller found, is

not being adequately trained for

either task. She also noted that

Golani troop training on APCS
waS'

/Te^rtMh' minimal:1
'’"'

1

The hesder company in the

brigade - comprised of soldiers

who mix military service with

yeshlva studies - is lowering the

standard of (he Golani troops and

ISRAEL ANDS ADMINISTRATION
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another project that would bear his

parents’ names. However, the gov-

ernment (fid not look for another

project for him, ami (fid not even

consider returning his money.

In January 1993 , Housing Minister

Plots worth

millions were

awarded with-

out tenders

Binyamin Beo-Eliezer met tire

donor, who claimed that it was

agreed in the meeting that he would

be given the Jaffa land, without a

tender, to develop for commercial

purposes-

Ben-Eliezer denied this in a letter

to the comptroller sent in September

1996. But the comptroller found that

the Housing Ministry had not kept

any records of (he meeting.

In July 1995, foe directorate of the

ILA, claiming an “ciMigalion to (be

donor," decided to allocate die area

to the donor, without a tender; to

build homes, commercial and enter-

tainment areas and a college. This

decision was made without obtain-

ing a legal opinion, which would

have established the government's

obligations toward tire donor and

what other options there were,

including returning his money with

compensation for inflation.

The ILA was also faulted for its

procedures in allocating 452 dunams
for a golfcourse and vacation village

in northern Ashkek®-
At the end of 1991, the Tourism

Ministry recommended that foe ILA
allocate the land to a specific com-
pany without a tender. In February

1992, foe ILA Council received a
recommendation to tins effect But

in June of that year, the council

rejected (be request, deciding the

land would be offered by in a tender;

Sometime following that year’s

elections, the mayor of Asbkelon

turned to the then-housing minister.
Ben-Ehezer, who also served as the

council chairman, and asked for the

matter to be brought up again before

the coundL In November 1992, foe

ILA Council deckled to allocate the

land to the company without a ten-

der.

The council agreed to give the

company a 10-year lease. However,

(he comptroller found that the con-

tract signed with .the- -company

offered a lease for' 10 years with

another four, 10-year options.

According to state comptrollei; the

terms stated in the contract

“^bsribitely ccotravea^foettecisibn

offoelLAcouncfl.”

causing other companies to per-
form more tasks. It said that after

serving 16 months of active ser-

vice, the hesder soldiers returned

to yeshiva studies. After a year
they return to serve for another
eight months, but at this point

their fitness is not up to standard
and they need further training

before they can assume all their

duties.

The report recommended the

hesder arrangement be modified
so that these soldiers’ service is

not -split.

In a spot check, foe comptroller
found that at least one company
did not undergo bush training as
required before being posted in

south Lebanon. It called this a
“very grave incident”
Golani soldiers were also found

not to be good marksmen.
Mandatory weekly shooting prac-

tice for troops in Lebanon was
often not carried out.

The IAF’s support helicopter

fleet was lacking in non-attack

helicopters such as foe Yasur,

Black Hawk and Bell 212. But
the comptroller's main complaint
was that the IDF had yet to deter-

mine priorities for giving its

infantry forces training flight

hours with the Air Force. In gen-

eral, she noted, foe IDF had a too

vague idea of how to use its heli-

copter force

In a report on the foe CH-53
Sikorsky (Yasur) transport heli-

copters - completed long before

foe She’ar Yashuv collision - foe

comptroller found that the air

force had improperly budgeted

for its project to give the Yasur
improved flight and navigation

systems and a bead-up display

RELIGIOUS AFFAIRS MINISTRY

Fair
funding
proposals

rejected
By NAM SHAPIRO

In an earlier report, which exam-
ined the ministry's allocations for

Torah and baredi cultural programs

in 1993 and 1994, the comptroller

described the situation by saying “it

would seem that all values of moral-

ity and principles of truth and fair-

ness had passed from the world.”

In February 1995, Shimon
Sbetreet became religious affaire

minister and appointed the Friedman

Commission to establish new and

fair criteria for such allocations.

However; the commission submit-

.

ted its findings two days before last

May’s elections, wfaich-resnlted in a
change erf government, and (be new
ministry officials made it clear that

they considered foe work of the

commission irrelevant. Indeed, the

new director-general made no
attempt to hide the foot (tot such

allocations are made to further polit-

ical aims:

“The allocations are. intended to

further the policies of the ministry

integration, a project known as
Yasur 2000.
As a result, the IAF upgraded

some CH-53s at the expense of
maintenance of other GH-53s.
The report also criticized other

solutions, like accepting the

Yasur 2000 helicopters before all

upgrading was completed, with

foe unfinished tasks being labeled

“open malfunctions.”

It said foe whole project was
running 35 percent above planned
costs and three years behind
schedule.

In its response, the IDF blamed
many of foe faults noted by the

comptroller on lack of funding,
but said there had been improve-
ment since the report was written.

The army has drawn up a plan
to quickly raise foe level of com-
bat training for reserve soldiers in

time of an alert.

This, the army said, led to great

improvements in reserve training

this year. It also said that armor
and infantry reserve units were
now training together to improve
coordination.

Problems with storing weapons
were due to a cut in funding, but
the IDF has initiated a number of
changes in maintenance.

Regarding the Golani Brigade,

foe army said it is reexamining
company training. It said the

training program" in foe artillery

school was being rewritten and
more instructors were assigned to

artillery to boost training.

As for the Yasur 2000 project,

foe army said that foe delays were
made up in 1996. It also

explained that the cannibalization

of some helicopters was because
foe fleet ofCH-53 helicopters had
grown due to a drawdown of US
navy choppers, but that foe level

of supplies had not been
increased.

administration and the ministry poli-

cies are set in accordance with foe

political structure which is in charge

[of foe ministry],’' foe director-gen-

eral said.

Despite foe change in administra-

tion, the comptroller said, it was up
to the new administration to mam-
tain continuity in foe ministry, not to

ignore the reoomniendatlois of (to

commission.

Because of a dispute among dm
coalition partners, the prime minister

ended up taking the portfolio and

three MKs from the National

Religious Party, Shas, and United

Thrall Judaism directed the work of

the ministry and bad a say in min-

istry allocations, a serious contra-

vention of the principle of separation

between the legislative and execu-

tive brandies of government
In shot, attempts to improve (he

Sloppy controls in allocations from bequests

Treasury, to the bequests comnrittee,

which funnels funds for foe

After leceh foe appbca^

the nunistnescct

with their comis and those of foe

approved rajuw** “T-,*

The committee considers some

3.000 requests annually.

The Education hfimstiy, winch

was surveyed for ft*

(to Labor government was still m
Swrw«Wlied *r As handtag

'Many bofoes

whose *2
not receive their fending fiomfoe

S^forasloag^twoy^
adversely affecting foe

involved. Dozens of requests were

SSEffd to foe

ahhough they were submitted 10

™*uhs late while other requests

were not transferred to tire commit-

tee.
•

At the same tune, there were “indi-

cations of preferential treatment for

certain secwis” such as foeArab sec-

tor, and “discrimination against

other sectors," such as foe religious

and harctfi sectors.

In response, the minister at foe

time explained foal foe policy had

been to “disahninatein favor ofthe

weak and those on the periphery

who had not received in foe past"

The comptroller ruled feat tins was

acceptable.
.

.

There was a suspicion of ccmuct

of interests with regard some min-

istry employees, who were on

boards of institutions applying for

aid.

In 1994 and 1995, the committee

received a large bunch of requests

marked as “special requests of the

minister:” Most of diem had been

filed late and did not have the

required documentation, foe report

said. Some of these institutions,

belonging to foe Reform and
Conservative movements, had earli-

er applied via the Absorption

Ministry for funding and had been
turned down. Their requests were

then submitted to the bequests com-
mittee by foe Education Ministry

even (bough die bodies’ activities

were not under their purview, and

the ministry recommended they be
fended.

Requests received by foe

Absorption Ministry in October
1993 had not yet been completely

processed by August 1995 and 50
out of 92 institutions for which
giants were approved had not yet

received them. This often meant pro-

jects were not earned om for lack of

funds.

Suspicious of confects of interest

arose regarding certain senior staff

members at foe Labor and Social

Afiaixs Ministry, whowereinvolved
with institutions that requested

grants.Two ofthem were alsomem-
bers of the ministerial committee

procedure for such allocations have

not succeeded. Indeed, the comptrol-

ler quoted the * Friedman

Commissioc as sayihi| (hat in the

absence of-any clear criteria, the old

System of “special allocations,” bro-

kered by the religious parties in

negotiations with foe finance minis-

ter, was probably superior.

That the situation has not changed
since foe comptroller concluded her
survey in November is clear from
foe 1997 budget, in which the min-
istry upped its allocations for reli-

gious institutions operating nation-

wide from NIS 21 3 million in 1996
to NIS 41.5m. this year. The bulk of
these institutions are eifoer affiliated

to foe rebgioas parties or Habad.
Among foe institutions dropped
were those affiliated with the

Conservative and Reform move-
ments.

that recommended which requests

should be approved.

A0 three ministries faD to check
whether foe restitutions applying to

them bad applied to other ministries

as welL Asa result, many requests

were found to be duplicated.

In response, the Justice Ministry

said a new application form for

grants would be made availaMe by
May l.AppUcants would be warned
that forms from which details were
missing would not

_
be considered.

Applicants would be required to get
a special serial number from the reg-

istrar of associations to receive

grants.

In addition, any requests for aid

would be brought to foe attention of
all relevant ministries before foe
request was discussed by foe
bequests committee.

ELECTION RESULTS

Voting

violations

did not affect

results

By UBffiL HEBUAH

Although there were several viola-

tions ofvoting laws in foe 1996 elec-

tions, they (fid not affect the outcome
of the election, the comptroller said.

Anew election may only be called

ifit is apparent that violations altered

foe results of the vote.

Last year was foe first time the

prime minister was chosen by direct

elections, and of 3,933,250 eligible

voters, 3,121,270 voted for prime
minister and 3,1 19,832 voted for the

Knesset. The election law stipulates

that voters cannot vote for one and
rot the other.

To ensure that this violation is not

repeated in the next elections, the

Central Election Commission sug-

gested requiring voters to insert foe

envelopes containing their voting

slips into two separate boxes.

According to the report, this viola-

tion was one of several that occurred

at polling stations around the coun-

try due to officials’ lack of familiari-

ty with (he rules and general disre-

gard for election protocol. The CEC
said that before the next elections it

would publish a rule bode and

increase supervision at (be polls.

There were 61 proven instances of
people who voted twice in the 1996
elections, most of whom were pris-

oners or hospital patients who voted
both in their institutions and at

polling stations. Others broke the

law ty voting in (be comes of cdtj-
1

zens who were abroad or recently

deceased

OneMK filed a complaint with the
'police regarding violations in the

prime ministerial vote after a court
refused to take action, ruling that the
violations did not influence foe elec-
tion results. By foe time the comp-
troller’s report was compiled in
September 1996, foe police investi-

gation had not yet been conducted.
The cases erf dual voting led the

CEC to recommend that law be
changed u> enable officials to better
identify voters.Thecommission also
recommended that national identity
cards be technologically updated to
allow for more definitive identifica-

tion. »
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HEALTH MINISTRY

AIDS control, prevention programs deficient
By JUDY SIEGEL-rrZKOVICH

The Health Ministry has no cen-

tral body that coordinates the

treatment and prevention of
HIV/AIDS, and some people fall

between the cracks. If an HIV car-

rier refuses to tell sexual partners

of his or her condition, there are

ways for the authorities to warn
them of the risk, but the comptrol-

ler found that this effort is not

always made.

In addition, people whose
Western Blot confirmation assay

- a test given to reconfirm a posi-

tive result on an earlier blood test

- is inconclusive, have not always

been located for a re-test; private

labs that do HTV tests are not

properly supervised; ArDS
patients don't always get the

drugs they need; an information

campaign to prevent HTV infec-

tion among Ethiopian immigrants

has taken years to implement; and
the safety of lab personnel who
test the blood samples is not

always ensured.

The comptroller looked at the

handling of HTV tests at six of the

eight public testing centers, and
found that although they are sup-

posed to have a clinical psycholo-

gist and a social worker to help

the doctor inform carriers of their

condition, most do not Patients

informed they are carriers could.

due to the lack of information,

infect those with whom they have
sexual contact, or even commit
suicide out of desperation.

En addition, all but Ichilov
Hospital failed to issue a docu-
ment to those found free of HTV
stating they are considered HIV
free only up to a certain date,

because during a window period
of several months they could be
infected but the antibodies don't
show up in the blood.

Vital medications that can fight

brain infections, tuberculosis and
conditions threatening AIDS
patients’ sight have sometimes
been unavailable from health
funds. Kupat Holim Clalit told the

comptroller this was due to inade-

quate funding.

The ministry's mishandling of
HTV infection among Ethiopian
immigrants was well documented
by the Navon Commission last

year. The comptroller adds that

immigrant children under the age
of nine were not tested upon
arrival.

The ministry has also performed
poorly in preventing the spread of
HTV among foreign workers. The
contractors that bring in outside

laborers are legally responsible

for having them tested for HTV in

their native countries and ensur-

ing that they have adequate med-
ical insurance here, but these for-

eign tests cannot necessarily be
trusted; the results of HTV tests at

private labs here are not necessar-

ily reliable either, the comptroller
noted.

The money allocated for HTV
prevention and information is

inadequate, and even this was not
fully spent by the ministry. Most
of the funds are used just one day
a year - World AIDS Day - rather

than to promote awareness all

year round. In addition, the min-
istry's epidemiology department
has inadequate and sometimes
erroneous information on the

number of HIV carriers, even
though reporting of such carriers

is mandatory.

There are very long delays in

investigating complaints of med-
ical negligence, due to ministry

red tape and fluent unwilling-

ness by physicians to cooperate
with the investigating commit-
tees. Of the 79 investigating com-
mittees appointed in 1995, only
60 even began to consider the

complaints before them; 16 of the

449 committees set up as far back
as 1990 still haven't reached any
conclusions.

In other matters, the comptroller

found that the ministry lacks a

comprehensive national program
for kidney dialysis. The demand
for this vital treatment is growing
because of the aging of the popu-

lation and the influx of immi-
grants who need dialysis. There
are 2.530 such patients today,

compared to only 1,665 in 1990.

No iaw prevents anyone from
opening a dialysis clinic, and the

ministry has failed to set down
standards and guidelines for the

treatment.

For example, the quality of the

water used in the process is criti-

cal; if it has too much potassium,

it can harm the patient and even
kill him.

The ministry set NTS 91,000 as

the differential payment that the

health funds will receive for treat-

ing each member that undergoes
dialysis for chronic kidney fail-

ure. But an independent analysis

of the costs found that taking care

of a single patient costs the insur-

er NIS 160,000 a year, creating a

disincentive for the health funds
to properly care for their mem-
bers.

In addition, the heavy manpow-
er burdens in hospital nephrology

departments due to unrealistic

staffing levels set by the ministry

have di^ou.ijA d doctors

from >'p«\ »'& •'* d 1 -

ease.

The ministry halnoi done

enough to encouragepgan dona-

tions? the comptrollefitid. noting

that many poieniia lonors are

never even idciiutW

In a study at conditions

in various in>ii(utws the comp-

troller criticized MP“t Holim

Clalit’s Meir Hcpbil *n Kfar

Sava for inudeq^e. control ot

anesthesia gus in ^crating rooms.

Over a period of vc years, there

were so many takdowns that

operating room /suffers fainted,

suffered headucp and had diffi-

ctdty funcrioniiy erring surgery.

"he 90-pagefejort makes no

mention of ih«punber-one issue

looming over ne nedical system

tody: "the netrly NfS 2 billion

defeit cause/ b> underfunding

due to defers ii the National

Hedth Insurance law.

Tie copptroler's office

exprined tjat it is giving this

topi “spechl attrition" because

of is impmanct and that the

corotrolleij will ssue a signifi-

cajitcomn^nt orperhaps even a

speed repin on t in the coming
moms. I

INDUSTRY AND TRADE MINISTRY EDUCATION MINISTRY

Investment Center squanders grant money
By DAVID HARRIS

The Investment Center of the

Industry and Trade Ministry fails

to thoroughly check requests for

capital investment aid, the comp-
troller found.

There are lengthy delays

between Investment Centerdiscus-

sions of grant bids and their even-

tual approval. The center does not

budget efficiently, and probably
awarded grants to companies that

were less deserving than dose that

were rejected. The -report was
especially critical of the way the

center processed the application of
the US computer giant Intel, which
is making the largest ever invest-

ment in Israel by a foreign compa-
ny (See Page 1 2).

The principal role of the
Investment Center is to approve
and distribute investment grants

and lax subsidies for new factories.

In January 1996 the Finance and
Industry and Trade ministers

agreed to set the center’s grant

budget at NIS 3.59 billion, of

which NIS lb. would be made
available to small and medium-
sized factories.

At the same time, the govern-

ment instructed the ministers to

establish a team to re-examine the

criteria for awarding the grants and

current rate, there would be insuf-

ficient money to last die whole
year. By June, the directorate ran

out of money. In late August, the

directorate requested an additional

NIS 880 million from the Treasury,

stating there were proposals worth

The current method of evaluating

applications does not assure

that the most promising companies

get funding.

create a new list of priorities, so

that it could remain within its bud-

get In April the team presented its

proposals, but they were never

adopted, and the center's direc-

torate continued approving grants

that did not meet the proposed cri-

teria.

In March 1996, the Treasury

warned the directorate that if it

continued handing out grants at its

NIS 1.14b. in its hand already

deemed of value, plus further

applications for NIS 2.06b. under

consideration.

The comptroller suggested that

rather than approving proposals on
an ongoing basis, there should be

several dates during the year on

which batches of applications are

discussed and the relative propor-

tion of the overall budget distrib-

uted to the most deserving. The
current “first-come, first-served’

basis does not guarantee the most
deserving companies get funding,

she said.

No recording, written or audio,

was made of directorate meetings.

Because there was such a lengthy

lag time between discussing appli-

cations and approving them, com-
plex details could have easily be

forgotten when the final decisions

were made.

The Investment Center noted

that it has no control over the pace

of applications, which arrive

throughout the year.

At the end of 1996, the center

began writing minutes of the direc-

torate meetings, with members
receiving a copy and approval of

applications taking place within

two weeks.

In all cases the directorate

instructs the relevant ministry offi-

cers to investigate a company's

output, sales, production, employ-

ment details, profits and invest-
' merits to date, the center said.

LABOR AND SOCIAL AFFAIRS MINISTRY

Youth service workers seriously overloaded

By DAN KEHBERG

The Labor and Social Affairs Ministry's
Adolescent and Youth Service is responsible for

boys and girls aged 14 and over who are not in an
established social framework - school, work or
the army. The Program for the Advancement of
Youih in the Education Ministry deals with youth
aged 14 to 18 who are in danger of dropping out
of school, and with the "hard core” youngsters
this age who not been in any framework fra- at

least a year.

The report found there was overlap between
these two bodies in the care of the 1 4-to- 18-year-

olds and even disputes between them over who
should be responsible for some target popula-
tions. The two bodies keep separate databases,

which are not coordinated.

The average caseload for youth workers in the

local councils is almost twice as high as it should
be - 43 clients per case worker compared to the

desirable 25. The distribution is also uneven. In

some localities, workers treat an average of 14 to

SETTLEMENT LOCAL COUNCILS

20 clients each. In others, one worker treats 91 to

119 clients.

The situation in the Arab and Druse sectors is

particularly severe. In 1995, there were services

for youth at risk aged 14 and up in only 18 of the

95 minority villages north of Hadera.

Fra the 349 disabled candidates for out-of-

home placement that were wait-listed in 1996,

there were only 1 1 1 places available.

None of the 18 hostels for the disabled run by

private dr public organizations was licensed by

the ministry, as required by law, and in only one

case did die government sign a formal contract

with an operator. The ministry has not yet drafted

regulations for the licensing and supervision of

homes. Ministry district supervisors are thus

overseeing the homes in their areas without any

objective criteria.

The ministry sends supervisors to examine

safety, food and security in the government insti-

tutions, but the supervision takes place almost

exclusively in the government homes, as opposed

to those run by entrepreneurs or public bodies.

With regard to job retraining programs for the

unemployed, courses are generally offered where

there were facilities to conduct them, not neces-

sarily in places where the population most urgent-

ly needed them.

On average, 44J-.percent of those taking

retraining courses found ^appropriate work, but

there were marked differences according to sub-

ject and district For example, 70 percent of those

who studies electricity, electronics and hotel work

in Tel Aviv found jobs in their area of study. The

rate fra various courses in other parts of the coun-

try was as low as 25 percent

In response, the Labor and Social Affairs

Miniary saki foe discrepancies between the num-

ber of social workers and caseloads in various

communities is due to the municipalities’ varying

levels of resources and that it will ask the

Treasury for additional funding.

The ministry also said it is in the process of

implementing new programs and expanding ser-

vices, including youth services, in the Arab sec-

tor.

Plan to computerize
schools way off-line

By AHTBI DEAN COHEN

Education Ministry officials

responsible for the program to fully

computerize the schools made
some serious planning and budget-

ing errors, and even those schools

which received computers now
have machines that are obsolete.

The program, launched in 1994,

to get 55,000 computers into the

schools - or one for every 10
pupils - in five years, was not

funded sufficiently. Minispy
planners also failed to properly

estimate the number of computers
needed, which updated figures

show to be close to 100,000.
This poor planning means that

the "five-year program" will take

some 10 years, with those schools

that are to receive their machines
only at the end of the period put at

an educational disadvantage.
The program’s slow pace is also

leaving some schools with com-
puters that are quickly becoming
obsolete.

There is no procedure for

upgrading or replacing old com-
puters, and schools that were com-
puterized in the early days of the

program now find themselves
with machines. that are incompat-
ible with newer programs that uti-

By MARGOT DUDKEVTTCH

The comptroller investigated the

local councils of two settlements -

Oranit and Elkana - and reported on
the irregularities she discovered-

Tn Oranit, she found that toe coun-
cil's annual budgets were being
passed late-

Nine of the council's workers
received global overtime payments
without the sums being properly

reported. The council also used toe

services ofan engineering company,
and then appointed the "company's

director-general to the position of
council engineer - an obvious con-

flict of interest. The salary paid to toe

Irregularities found in check of two settlements

engineer was also higher than stipu-

lated by Interior Ministry regula-

tions.

The report noted thatthe council’s

storeroom had no register recording

those who entered it and there was

no stock list Hie comptroller also

discovered hundreds ofbuilding vio-

lations.

In response, Oranit officials said

the town's budgetcan only be passed

after financial grants from the

Interior Ministry are transferred.

These grants are transferred annual-

ly in June or July, hence the late

approval of the budget

The contract between toe engineer

and the council was drawn up by the

town’s farmer legal adviser, who is

now a judge. Theengineer's salary is

comparable to that paid by other

councils, the officials said. In

November 1996, the council

appointed a storeroom managerwho

carries out toe stock assessment and

recoding. As to the building viola-

tions, many residents destroyed their

illegal additions after the council

engineer drew their attention to the

violations.

In Elkana, residents owed toe

council some NIS 390,000 in amona
and water fees.

Only two ofnine factories situated

in the settlement's industrial zone

were properly licensed. A gas sta-

tion that opened in July 1993 was
operating without receiving the

proper authorization from the civil

administration.

The settlement's sewage, which

ran through a treatment facility

before spilling into the nearby wadi,

still did not meet government stan-

dards.

Tie report also noted toe town's

inadequate siren network and

stressed the need for police to beef

up patrols in toe area to improve

security.

Elkana officials noted that many
residentswhoowe money are- in real

financial difficulty: nonetheless, the

council had informed residents of
their debts in writing and had threat-

ened to cut off the water supplies of

lize sound and other multimedia

functions. This situation is under-

mining one of the key aims of the

program, which the ministry stat-

ed is "to close the gap between the

school society and toe society in

toe world around il"

The ministry was also chicled for

not allocating funding to employ
computer technicians to maintain
the equipment.

Teachers have not been suffi-

ciently trained in how to use the

computers in the schools. While
two committees recommended
ISO training hours per teacher,

teachers are receiving an average
of only 89 hours of training.

There have been no guidelines

or curricula established for using

the computers as an educational

tool. Though software undergoes

testing and only approved pro-

grams may be purchased, teachers

and subject coordinators are left to

make lh.su own decisions as to

which of the dozens of programs
to use.

Officials were further faulted for
not making the software develop-

ers fool more of the bill for the

testing. In i995, the ministry spent
NIS 23 million on such tests,

while the programs' producers
paid only NIS 84,000.

those who don't pay their bills.

The niajority of businesses in the

indusiiiai tone have licenses and the

council is dealing with those who
have not yet obtained them. In

January 1991. the council received

permission from the civil adminis-

tration ic operate the gas station, and
had boat told no other permits were
necessary.

Regarding the substandard purifi-

cation facility, die council said it had
contacted government officials and
was waiting for inspectors to come
and kkhtiiy the problems.

A new siren network is being
installed in coordination with the

Civil Guard, the council added.

pnfh# onraioh »n Mr Cnhartn

AGRICILTURE

MINISTRY

Smuggling

procuce

too asy
By JON 1MANUEL

In 1914 a unit w set up to over-

see Palestinian Ahority compli-

ance wiftlagricultal agreements.

The unit res 135 (risers. 29 vehi-

cles and slbudgeifNS 15.3 mil-

lion. Howtver, ibvork in many
respects ovrlaps ito that of the

existing ^.ricalral inspection

authority Sti.v.t-r? workers were
paid separately rework they did

for both theiautho/ and the unit,

apparently at the se time.

The prediction fruit and veg-

etables in the atnontous areas

exceeds internal sds but the

mobile units patreig the Green
Line to prevent sreeling are only
marginally effectwSmuggling is

widespread. an« ily a" small
amount of sntu. gi produce is

intercepted.

Defects in the
:

ysn include the

fact that infoman regarding

smuggling inveitijons is not
' Thnit also pos-
»f horized PA

properly secured

sesses no list

growers with PAjnoss to export
Without this anarwitit any stamp
or identifying ntfntxon products
by which authoized. porters can
be monitored, there , real health

risk to the public ins toe Green
Line.

The unit was lax its inspec-
tions. Of 200 trucks t passed the

checkpoints in a speciweek, only
two were examined.
Food impounded bhe inspec-

tors is supposed to be uroyed, but
irregularities were fix regarding
disposal of this contraid.

The administrators ciis unit do
not hold regular nke^s and in

effect “do not fuiu. iionu well-run
professional forum. ' Vit is need-
ed is a proper conning body
expert in animal heal (foodstuffs

and public health - wh already
exists in the agricuitu^nspection

authority.

On other issues,

found that special _
who had produced” v
certain kind often

what was amho
times went to fumielho did not
produce the kinds offriable? and
fruits for which they

grants.

in reaper.*:. -i'jAgnculiure

Ministry said ii dimming the

possibility of mergjthe agricul-

tural inspection aitfity and toe

control unit. Two petors over-
see the destrLciioil all suspect
produce, winch is|*e in accor-

dance with uue.iiafd legal pro-

cedures. toe auiiisttlded.

On toe farmers 'fits, the min-
istry said that <P° computer
problems, there vJerrons in the

accounts presenteAhe comptrol-

ler In mo.*! iJieic \as no
excess paymen*. ** cases where
there was these Jnents will be
deducted from fjpayments.

imptroller

formers
ties of a

t beyond
id some-

receiving
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Road project mismanagement
cost commuters NIS 8 million
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By WWA CRLBERT

Mismanagement of a project

to expand part of the Tel Aviv-
Jerusalem Highwayput the pub-
lic at risk and cost commuters
stuck in severe traffic jams NIS
8 -million.

The road construction - the

addition of a third lane along a
6.5-km stretch from the
Shapirim exit to the Ben-Gurion
Airport exit — was completed
seven months late, the report

said.

During some of that time, no
work was done at all, and the

flow of traffic was seriously

hampered. Some of the delay

was caused by the need to redo
faulty Work.

A contract for the project was
awarded to a contractor in

September 1994.

According to the comptroller's

calculations the contractor’s bid

was 31% percent less than the

estimated cost of the project,

which had itself been lowballed,

as the cost of lighting was not

included.

The tender committee, mean-
while, was also not informed

that this contractor had complet-

ed an earlier project for the

department six months late.

POSTAL AUTHORITY

The contractor encountered
financial difficulties while
working on the project and
eventually stopped work alto-
gether.

But only in October 1995,
when the work was to have been
completed, did die department

The Public Works Department
said it fixed these faults, but did
not keep records of doing so. It

thus appears, the report said,

“that the correction of the faults

was not earned ont immediately
upon their discovery.”

The state comptroller also

A contractor with a poor record was

hired for his extremely low bid and

then went bankrupt.

finally bring in an additional

contractor.

Tbe second contractor, howev-
er, was brought in without a ten-

der, at a later point, additional

contractors were hired, also

without tenders.

A visit to the construction site

by inspectors from the comptrol-

ler’s office revealed serious

safety faults “which posed a

danger to those using the high-

way.”
The construction area lacked

proper signs alerting drivers to

die traffic changes and lacked

sufficient flashing lights, some
of which were not working
properly.

faulted the department for the

traffic jams caused by the con-
struction.

According to the comptroller,

the work was begun on the

wrong side of the highway - the

Tel Aviv-bound lanes, which
have the heavier traffic flow. As
a result, heavy traffic jams were
caused for more than a year,

resulting in an over NIS 8m. loss

to commuters.
The report noted that even

after the new lanes were opened
in July 1996, traffic was still

hampered, since one part of tbe.

road had still not been complet-

ed and construction equipment
was still in the area.

Officials glide over

proper procedures

m

By JUDY SEGEUTZKOWCH

The Postal Authority spent NIS
18,000 to buy a double parafoil

for then-director-general Ran
Levin to glide in and be pho-

tographed for a media campaign
promoting the authority. Standard
purchasing procedure was
ignored, and the purchasing com-
mittee approved the expenditure

without question.

In the end. Levin never glided:

Soon before launching, he was
fired by Communications
Minister Limor Livnat for serious

maladministration involving the

purchase and use of tbe authori-

ty’s computers.
The authority spent NIS 50 mil-

lion for equipment and services,

of which about NIS 16 million

was for the computer communica-

tions branch, which employs 71

workers, up from 20 when it was

established in 1991. But. the

authority has never developed a

long-term plan for computeriza-

tion, and a steering committee on

this subject hasn’t met since 1 992.

Some NIS 4.5 million was

spent on hardware from one com-

pany, based solely on that compa-

ny's “recommendation of itself.

The authority explained that it

had no time to solicit bids, as the

equipment was needed urgently.

In the end, some of the equipment

was not unpacked for two years,

and other pieces were hardly

used.

Last year, the authority spend

NIS 5 million to buy a computer

for “urgent” use, even though

staffers knew in advance that

there were problems adapting

existing computers to work with

die new one. Because of these

problems, for six monUis the

computer wasn’t used for its orig-

inal purpose.

In late 1 995, the authority chose

programs for developing and

managing databases without test-

ISRAEL BROADCASTING AUTHORITY

No clear way to rate Channel 33
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By UAT COLONS

A viewers’ survey by tte BBC

carried out in Jordan in 1995 round

that some 10 percent of those inter-

viewed regularly watched thelsn*j

Broadcasting Authority s Channel

33 satellite station, whflea survey

among Israeli Jews m 1996 showed

viewing figures did not reach even

0.5 percent. There is still no rating

system by which to judge the chan-

nel, the comptroller noted.

Channel 33 broadcasts are aroied

primarily at neighboring Arab_

seres

and at Russian-speaking

grams. It also broadcasts from toe

Knesset plenum and

tees on Mondays. Itesdays and

Wednesdays and has Hghtenterimn-

ment programs. Jie

1^°Jnesset
that throughout the

^

3* Knesset

and the sort of the l 4*-**";

no signed agreement berwe^i tire

Knessetand the 1BA governing

payment for the broadcasts.

Although the annual costs were NIS

7 million, the Knesset paid only

NIS lm.
. .

There was also no signed contract

between the Absorption Ministry

and IBA for tbe Russian-language

broadcasts in 1995. The channel

employs 15 people for earn

time.” beyond the overtune agreed

on within die IBA, but fte IBA was

negligent in checking hours repott-

ed and file comptroller notes dis-

crepancies for 10 workers. Thao

are also at least six deviations from

the ban on close relatives working

in the same- unit

The channel also allowed cotp"

mercial products to be drown m ite

programming, contraveningJbc
TBA ban on advertising, including

subhnrinal advertising. DwjnoM

in the -regulations on outside pro-

ductions were also found.
.

The comptroller also reviewed

file plan to concentrate the 16 sites

in Jerusalem currently operated by

file IBA in one complex at file site

of the former Sha’arei Zedek

Hospital building.The decision was

approved in 1 994, but poor

progress has been made. The report

cites problems with records of real

fetalis assets that were meant to

finance the project

The IBA said in response it had

held meetings with tbe relevant

bodies and file absorption minister

had agreed to budget a certain

amount for the Russian-language

broadcasts and thatthe 1998 budget

would try to include the costs of

Channel 33. Recently the IBA pre-

pared a budget for the station

addressing the topic of joint and

separate costs.

On the Sha’arei Zedek building,

the IBA said an administratum had

been established to facilitate and

speed up the projsct-

All these irregularities led the

comptroller to conclude that the

PWD was not competent enough
to properly manage the project.

In response, the department
explained tbe traffic jams by
noting that in other parts of the

world parts of roads are closed
while road work is being done,
and traffic is rerouted througb
detours. However, in Israel, this

is generally not possible and
traffic must flow through while
roadwork is being done.
The ministry called the pro-

ject’s construction problems
“unusual, and the result of the

unexpected bankruptcy of the

contractor during the construc-

tion."

It argued that the second con-
tractor brought in was already

working on a project for the

department in the area, and
agreed to carry out tbe work at

the low price set by the first con-

tractor.

The ministry noted that deci-

sions in the matter had to be
made “in real time” with regard

to a road that is extremely busy.

The department added, howev-
er, that it had taken note of the

comptroller’s comments on
delays in work, and would take

steps to prevent them.

TREASURY

Highway won’t
ease traffic flow

By LIAT COLLINS

The comptroller gave the NIS
3.5 billion Trans-Israel Highway
(Road No. 6) the red light, criticiz-

ing almost every aspect of the

road, from the planning to the

financial aspects of its mainte-

nance.

The report strongly condemns
the fact that tbe plans for the high-

way - connecting the Beersbeba
area to the Yokne’am area and the

nonhem border - are not part of a
master plan for a road and trans-

port network. It also bluntly states

that the highway will not solve

transport problems in tbe long
term, because of the predicted

increase in tbe number of vehicles

cm fire road.

The project also ignores tbe stat-

ed policy from fire 1970s, which
determined that public transport

should get preference over private

transport, the comptroller said,

noting that public transport is

preferable both for environmental

reasons and to lower the numbers
of traffic accidents.

The comptroller noted the huge
predicted increase in pollution and
noise, and the impact the road will

have on land use patterns. She said

the Interior Ministry’s planning
authority has yet to present a plan

to prevent urban sprawl on the land

bordering die road, and quotes a
Bank of Israel report that warns of
both the economic and environ-

mental costs of turning the center

of the country into one huge met-

ropolitan area dependent on pri-

vate transport, instead of develop-

ing peripheral areas.

She criticizes the plans for pri-

vate entrepreneurs to build and
operate the highway as a toll road,

a decision made by the Finance

Ministry despite surveys by the

government-owned Trans-Israel

Highway Company, which indicat-

ed that putting the roads in private

hands would raise the costs.

A survey *by the Trans-Israel

Highway Co^ quoted in the report,

found that “In no Western country,

or even in professional literature,

are there examples of toll roads of

die size ofRoad No. 6 fen
1 which the

tolls collected cover the lull cost of

construction and maintenance.”

It also notes that if alternative

roads are toll-free, drivers are more
likely to use them, further drop-

ping die income from tolls. The
government seems to have recog-

nized this whim in June 1996, it

promised to cover SO percent of

the difference between the entre-

preneur’s operating cosis and tbe

estimated income from lolls.

The report censured the

Transport Ministry and others for

not encouraging the use public

transport, and noted that the com-
mon practice of paying workers

car allowances combined with the

high costs of bus tickets encour-

ages people to use private vehicles.

In response, the Transport

Ministry said it is working to pro-

mote public transport; that apart

from improving the public trans-

port infrastructure it has issued

monthly travel tickets and
improved information for travel-

ers. The government has also

decided to open the field to com-
petition, which, it says, will

improve the service.

The Trans-Israel Highway Co.

said since Road No. 6 is the first

road of its kind here, there are var-

ious scenarios regarding its finan-

cial future, including the possibili-

ty that the state will buy back the

Ughway.
The company, however, believes

the tolls would cover the costs of

establishing and operating the

road.

Capital markets still awaiting reforms

ing them. Even before one pro-

gram was purchased, it was
known that its newer versions

were incompatible with several

central computers.

Proper procedures were violat-

ed repeatedly is the authority’s

selection and purchase of com-
puter hardware and software. Tbe
comptroller urged the authority,

now headed by Moshe Tfeiy, to

activate its computerization steer-

ing committee and to follow reg-

ulations not glide over them.

By DAVID HARMS

The Treasury did not do enough to reform the

capital markets, nor did it regulate the benefits

available for encouraging long-term savings. It

also failed to ensure the public’s interest in a sta-

ble insurance sector, the comptroller said.

The costs of managing and marketing savings-

linked life insurance - when compared with the

premiums in this sector - are far higher than

fiiose for deposits in provident and pension

funds. Yet, the overall sum of deposits from
provident and pension funds are considerably

greater than those in savings-linked life insur-

ance plans.

The comptroller noted that for many years the

Income Tax and Property Tax Commission
offered special exemptionsfor those insured with
managers’ insurance and wage-eamers’ insur-

ance. In fins manner, the Treasury has in effect

been indirectly subsidizing various programs for

managers’ insurance and encouraging high
wage-earoers to purchase managers’ insurance

despite its excessively high marketing and man-
agement costs.

In response, the Treasury pointed out it is still

waiting for die cabinet to finish its discussions of
the Brodet Report, which suggested reforms in

die capital market
A 1995 report, meanwhile, compiled jointly by

file government and-Jewish Agency showed that

various ministries, especially Immigration and
Absorption, Education and Agriculture, were
budgeting hundreds of millions of shekels for

work that duplicated wok being done by the

STATE BUDGET

Jewish Agency.

In many areas where tbe government and the

agency work together, there are no written

agreements or joint management of projects.

Work is not logically divided, and as such “there

is a total lack of clarity in regard to the budget

fiamewoik, payments and mutual settling of

accounts.”

Furthermore, there is no coordination of statis-

tical information on new immigrants between the

Interior and Absorption ministries and the

agency. For example, a team from the

Absorption Ministry discovered that in 1994 and
1995 dozens ofimmigrants “made aliya” 3 sec-

ond time and received full rights again.

In the Absorption Ministry's Student

Administration there is no written documenta-

tion for file transfer of funds between the min-

istry and the agency. Therefore, file nature, sums
and recipients of the funds are unknown. The
ministry maintains that some money it has trans-

ferred to the agency has not reached its intended

recipients.

The Absorption Ministry said it is now negotiat-

ing with the agency over many of the issues the

state comptroller mentioned. The accountant-gen-

eral added that a committee has been established

to work on certain issues and will report shortly.

Foreign entrepreneurs looking for land to

develop may be granted permission to do so

without submitting a tender application if the

finance minister and relevant other minister

(such as Tourism or Industry and Trade) believe

fiie investment is beneficial to Israel.

However, the Treasury has not fixed its role or
that of the other ministry in file process, nor is it

clear what the government regards as “benefi-

cial.” The comptroller cites several examples
where permission was given to foreign investors

to operate here, without having gone through (he

necessary financial checks.
The Treasury responded by saying that most of

the investigation into foreign investors should be
carried out by the relevant professional ministry.

The Tburism Ministry adds that the foreign
investors targeted are those who will contribute
to the Israeli economy, and that the ministry has
established a list of criteria for dealing with such
investors.

Budget deficit target not met in 1995
By DAWD HARRIS -

In August 1994, the govern-
ment set the 1 995 budget deficit

target at 2.75 percent of gross
domestic product This target

was not met, the first time a gov-

ernment had failed to meet its

target since the Budget Deficit

Law was passed.

The overall budget for 1995
was eventually set. at NIS
163.834 billion, some NIS lib.

higher than the government had
intended, with actual spending
during the 12 months reaching

NIS 147.917b.

In March the government
approved a reduction in direct

taxation by NIS 1 .2b. and at the

same time a reduction in the
overall budget by the same
amount.
Income from taxes totalled

NIS 84.402b. a 4% real increase

over 1994.

From some taxes actual rev-

enues fell well short of govern-
ment estimates: the income and
property tax shortfall was NIS
2.032b., for example. Some
other taxes collected were down

in real terms on the 1994 fig-

ures, including the property
gains tax (-16%), but most
showed slight rises.

The 1995 budget deficit was

to the accountant-general before
July 1 of the given year.
However, the 1995 figures were
never handed over in full, pre-
venting efficient supervision of

The government is urged to act

against pay excesses in the public

sector.

NIS 1 0.745b. compared to NIS
4.708b. tbe previous year. This
was markedly above the govern-
ment estimate.

The distribution of money to

public bodies in the fields of
education, culture, religion, wel-
fare, and science was reviewed.
In 1995, ministries handed ont
some NIS 1.931b. to 3,819 bod-
ies, compared to NIS 1 .536b. to

4,468 organizations in 1994.
Tbe lion’s share was paid out by
the Religious Affairs Ministry -
NIS 782m.; and Education
Ministry - NIS 780m.
By law each ministry must

submit details of these payments

the payments.
Thus the Education Ministry,

for example, paid out more (NIS
8I4m.) than the figure recorded
by the accountant-general (NIS
780m.). .

Ben-Porat says this also
occurred in 1994. She also
pointed out that the ministries
did not differentiate between
these grants and payments for
services.

The accountant-general said
he is aware of the need for
improvements, and a committee
appointed to examine the issue
is due to issue its report soon.
Some 287 bodies received

-* y *"'• '"“woi mower, nrvrau. "

help from two ministries and 72
from three or more. There is a
lack ofcoordination between the
ministries, and many of the
organizations are also funded bv
local authorities. The level o’f

internal ministerial supervision

was particularly poor in the
Religious Affairs and Education
ministries.

With regard to government
manpower levels, the report
notes several decisions in previ-
ous years to reduce staffing lev-
els, but says the Civil Service
Commission was only able to
apply this to 60 percent of the
government workforce. While
950 jobs were axed, the comp-
troller said a further 120 could
have been cut Indeed between
1993 ro 1996 the number of gov-
ernment employees increased
year by year, from 66,574 to
69,75 1

.

The 1995 the government
wage bill comprised 17.3% of
the loral budget, as^ against
15.8% in 1994. The comptroller
urged the government to act
against pay excesses in the pub-
lic sector.



BUSINESS
in brief

Padico: Kami park to open in October
The first factory at the Kami industrial park in Gaza will hope-

fully be opened in October, Padico CEO Amin Haddad told

Industry and Trade Minister Natan Sharansky this week. Padico
was appointed by the Palestinian Authority as the management
company for the park. Meanwhile, Sharansky has asked the

Defense Ministry to consider expanding the Erez industrial area

by 2,000 dunams, which could lead to Die creation of 10,000
jobs for Palestinians. David Harris

Eilat-bound tourists to arrive via Aqaba
Groups of tourists to Eilat are to arrive on flights at the Aqaba

Airport, according to Aharon Dekel, chairman of the Eilat Hotel

Association. Dekel, who welcomed the move, said the groups
would be on flights which also stopped at other Red Sea destina-

tions, such as Hurghada, Sharm e-Sheikh and Taba. The Aqaba
Airport is scheduled to become a joint airport for both Israel and
Jordan, but these are the first charter flights in which groups of

tourists destined for Eilat are to land in Aqaba. Haim Shapiro

April saving withdrawals exceed deposits
Savings accounts withdrawals exceeded deposits by N1S 1 1

6

million in April, according to statistics gathered from the five

largest banks by the Treasury Capital Market, Insurance and
Savings department. This compares to a withdrawals excess of

NIS 343m. in March and NIS 509m. in February. Since the start

of the year, withdrawals have exceeded deposits by an overall

NIS 1.032 billion. Index-linked accounts saw withdrawals NIS
78m. larger than deposits; in foreign currency accounts the fig-

ure stood at some NIS 37m. David Harris

American Colony joins Reiais & Chateu Assoc.
Jerusalem's American Colony Hotel has become a member of

the Reiais & Chateau, an association of small hotels with a spe-

cial character. The hotel, which grew out of a hostel established

by members of a Christian religious group which first came to

Jerusalem 1 16 years ago, has often served as a venue for

Palestinian spokesmen. Haim Shapiro

Committee approves overladen-vehicle bill

The Knesset Economics Committee yesterday approved Eli

Goldschmidt's (Labor; overladen vehicles bill for its second and
third readings. The bill would allow police to remove overloaded

commercial vehicles from the road. In addition to existing pun-
ishments, a vehicle with a 15 percent to 20% excess weight
would be taken off the road for two months. David Harris

Ben-Porat: Gov’t aid for

Intel was economically unjustified
Backers of decision in previous government dismiss criticism

By DAVID HARRIS

The previous government's
decision in 1995 to grant world
leading computer-chip maker
Intel $600 million, or 38 per-

cent, of its $1.6 billion invest-

ment at Kiryat Gat is bound to

emerge as a negative investment
of up to $343 million, according
to State Comptroller Miriam
Ben-Porat’s annual report pub-
lished yesterday.

Ben-Porat accused the direc-

torate of the Investment Center
in the Industry and Trade
Ministry of approving the
biggest capital investment aid in

Israel’s history, despite a report

from the Industrial Development
Bank of Israel Ltd. which
warned that "the investment is

not worthwhile for the econo-
my."
That statement was made,

despite taking into consideration
Intel’s non-binding commit-
ments to make reciprocal pur-
chases in Israel and to allow
domestic companies to partici-

pate in the latter stages of
research and development.
The state comptroller's

charges were vigorously reject-

ed yesterday by three of the
main government protagonists

in the issue: former finance min-
ister Avraham Shohat, ex-

Indusiry and Trade Ministry
director-general Yosi Snir and
then Investments Center director

Moshe Dovrat.

In September 1993. Intel

requested permission to expand
its Jerusalem integrated circuits

factory, which had been estab-

lished in 1980. Written approval

Yosi Snir: You must look far-

ther than the immediate prof-
its. (Debbie HUI)

was given for a capital-invest-

ment aid gram of 38% of the

total cost, together with a vari-

ety of other benefits.

For various reasons, Intel did
not take up that option, but reap-

plied in October 1995, with a

view to “expanding" their

Jerusalem factory in Kiryat Gat,
a high priority zone under the
aid scheme.
At this point, Intel announced

its intention to construct a man-
ufacturing plant for flash memo-
ry, with annual turnover of
approximately Sib., all destined
for export.

The Investment Center asked
the Industrial Development
Bank to cany out a detailed

study of the proposed invest-

ment

Avraham Shohat: Hie bene-
fits of the deal were Immea-
surable.

Its conclusion was that the fac-

tory would actually cause the

economy a loss of up to $23 Jm.,
including a part of the $600m.
which the government would
have to hand over as 38% of the

total cost.

When a variety of other vari-

ables were taken into account,
including a forecasted two-year
25% downturn in the flash mem-
ory market, the bank estimated
the total losses to the state could
reach $343m.
The company then argued the

value-added benefits of the fac-

tory after management commit-
ted to help the Israeli economy
would contribute some $920m.
to the state.

However, the bank said at

most one-ninth of this sum was

more accurate, suggesting the

overall loss to the state would be

an absolute minimum of $ 1 63m.
When the final debate was

held on March 25 last year, the

Investment Center directorate

received a letter from Shohat,

also in the names of former
Industry and Trade minister

Micha Harish and prime minis-

ter Yitzhak Rabin placing "great

importance on the establishment
of the factory in Kiryat Gat.”

The directorate then approved
the investment with the 38% aid.

on the condition the company
confirmed its commitment to the

Israeli economy.
The high risk contained in

such a large investment in a sin-

gle factory was not sufficiently

taken into account, wrote Ben-
Porat, who said in her report that

canceling the deal would not
have had a negative effect on the

economy.
“On the contrary," she wrote,

“a country that hands out unjus-

tified grants where no full com-
mitment has been made is likely

to damage its image in the finan-

cial community."
The suggestion that the

approval would have a negative

effect on the economy was
strongly refuted yesterday by
Shohat. He maintains a joint

report by the Treasury and
Industry and Trade Ministry was
submitted to the directorate

showing the investment would
reap some $50m. for the coun-
try.

While the initial agreement
was made to “expand the

Jerusalem factory" back in

1993, Shohat said many addi-

tional conditions were set to

ensure the economic gains

would be felt.

“The benefits were immeasur-

able." added Shohat. “Kiryat

Gat, Kiryat Malachi. the LacIrish

area all stood to gain. Then.* was

no way you could weigh this."

Meanwhile. Snir defended the

decision to approve the deal,

even though he said it was taken

before his time.

In office from 1994 to 1996,

Snir said the decision to approve

was made by Shohat. Harish and

Rabin.
“In any case, we couldn't do

that much after this formal

approval had been granted,

Snir said. "When considering

the issue, you must look much
further than the immediate prof-

its. We were at the height of our

work to attract as many huge

hieh-tech companies as possi-

ble.”

Both Shohat and Snir agreed

they were left with no choice

over the size of the grant. This

was agreed with the company in

writing in 1993. and could not

be varied.

“When the bank's report spoke

of a $200m.-plus negative

investment, we were not pre-

pared to approve it," said

Dovrat.

“However, a committee of
directors-general reconsidered

the issue and got the necessary’

'best effort commitment' for the

directorate to approve the

investment as a positive one. We
knew the risks involved, but it

was and still is much harder to

assess the full extent of the ben-

efits.”
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Erwin Eisenberg seeks settlement in Heineken still seeking

dispute with family over father’s will to take over Tempo
By Y0AV YITZHAK /Globes

and Jerusalem Post Staff

Erwin Eisenbeig, scion of Shoul
Eisenbeig’s far-flung industrial

empire, is seeking to reach a settle-

ment out of court with his mother,

Leah Eisenbeig, who is furious at

her son’s claim for 80 percent of the

late tycoon’s estate, sources close to

the affair said yesterday.

The row between the two reached

a new peak earlier this week when
the mother chaiged in court that her

son’s claim did not coincide with an

earlier copy of her husband's will

and that the latter will's original

copy was nowhere to be found.

In the past few days, some of the

country’s most high-powered
lawyers have been trying to reach a

compromise among the major con-

testants for the Eisenbeig estate.

Former justice minister Ya’akov

ELSCINT LIMITED

Notice ofAnnual General
Meeting of Shareholders

Haifa, Israel

May 8, 1997

Notice is hereby given that an Annual General Meeting of Shareholders
of Eiscint Ltd. (the Company} will be held at the Company's principal

executive offices, Mercaz Ta’assiyot Mada (Advanced Technology
Center), Haifa 31004, Israel, on Tuesday, May 27, 1997 at 3:00 p.m.,

for the following purposes:

1 . Electing nine (9) directors to the Board of Directors of the Company;

2. Receiving and considering the Auditors' Report, the Directors'

Report and the Consolidated Financial Statements of the Company
and its subsidiaries for the year ended December 31 , 1 996;

3. Reappointing the Company’s auditors and authorizing the Board of

Directors to fix their renumeration;

4. Approving the grant of options to the Company’s President;

5. Considering and acting upon such other business as may properly

come before the Meeting or any adjournment thereof.

Only Shareholders of record at the close of business on April 28, 1997 will

be entitled to vote at the Meeting. Shareholders residing in Israel whose
shares are deposited with an authorized Israeli agent (bank or broker) and
who are interested in voting are requested to present confirmation of such
from the agent, detailing the number of those stocks held in their name .

which were purchased no later than April 28, 1997.

Official notice of the Meeting and a voting card will be sent to all

shareholders of record.

By order of the Board of Directors

Orna Bar David
Corporate Secretary

In these times you cannot

AFFORD to be without
THE JERUSALEM
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Ne’eman, who is advising Erwin

Eisenbeig, recently met with Dr.

Ya'akov Weinroth in order to reach

a basic understanding, followed

soon thereafter by an out-of-court

settlement.

Hie discussion covered the need

to negotiate speedily on urgent mat-

ters and to appoint arbitrators at a

later stage to handle the feud.

One of the potential arbitrators

mentioned during the discussion is

retired Supreme Court president

MeLr Shamgar. The need to reach

agreement quickly stems from the

sensitive situation in which the

Eisenbeig group finds itself.

Since the original will is apparent-

ly missing, and since it is therefore

arguably illegal for Erwin Eisenberg

to act on behalf of the estate, he

needs to arrive at a speedy settle-

ment so that he can acL on behalf of

the group in various countries -

including India, China and Korea-

Faced with this impasse, Erwin

Eisenberg is now willing to waive

part of the estate bequeathed to him

by his father, so long as an agree-

ment can be concluded quickly.

Want to keep

in close touch

with your

securities

till 11 PM?

JOIN IDS TELEBANK.

DIAL 03-5199111 FROM 8 AM TO 11 PM.

ISRAEL DISCOUNT DANK

ByORNARAVIV/Gfoftes,
FELICE MARANZ I Bloomberg
and Jerusalem Post Staff

Dutch brewer Heineken has

decided to send a senior delega-

tion to Israel urgently in an
attempt to salvage its prospec-

tive takeover of Netanya-based
Tempo Beer Industries.

To achieve that, the company
intends to resolve the dispute

between Tempo's major share-

holders by persuading- minority

shareholder Moshe Podhorzer to

extend the option he gave
Heineken and. chairman Jack
Beer to purchase his shares.

The former announced earlier

this week he would not renew
that option, which had expired

on Saturday.

“Heineken is still interested

and negotiations are still going
on,” spokeswoman Margritha
Meiger yesterday told

Bloomberg Business News.
Last night, however, the com-

pany threatened to sever its rela-

tionship with Tempo in light of
the ever-thickening plot sur-

rounding arrangements between
the company’s two major share-

holders.
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Headed by a company vice

president, the Heineken delega-

tion is expected to arrive here

today and conduct a round of
discussions with Podhorzer and
Beer.

Six weeks ago, following a

dispute which went on for years.

Podhorzer and Beer signed an
agreement according to which
Podhorzer granted Beer an
option to buy his 44.5 percent
stake in the company, provided
that Heineken would be his part-

ner.

Podhorzer also insisted that

Beer sell part of his own stake to
Heineken, and thus in effect

relinquish the controlling share

to the Dutch.
When the option expired on

Saturday .Heineken requested

an extension, since it had not

managed to reach agreement on
all the details of the deal with

Bar.

Tempo has the franchise for

brewing and marketing Amsie!
and Heineken beers.

• Heineken intended to expand
its manufacturing activity in

Israel, in partnership with

Tempo.
Because of the protracted dis-

pute between Beer and *

Podhorzer, Heineken informed
*

them more than six months ago
that the company would deprive
Tempo of the franchise and look
into setting up an independent
plant here or conversely seek an
association with another compa-
ny.

In view of the damage that

move would have inflicted on
Tempo, Podhorzer and Beer suc-
ceeded in reaching their agree-
ment after several months of
negotiation mediated by lawyer
Ram Caspi.

Patah (foreign currency deposit rates) (11.9.96)
Cwrertcy tor) 3 MONTHS 6 MONTHS 12 MONTHS
U.S. dollar ($250,000) 4.750 5.000 5.375
Found sterling (£1 00.000) 3J375 4.000 4J250
German mark (DM 200,000) 1.625 1.625 2.125
Swiss franc (Sf 200,000} 0.625 0.750 1.000
Yen (10 mMon yen) — _ _

(Rates vary higher or lower than Indicated according to deposit)

Shekel Foreign Exchange Rates* (6.5.97)

Currency basket
U.S. doifar
German mark
Found star&no
Ranch franc
Japanese yen (100)
Dutch florin

Swiss franc
Swedish krona
Norwegian krone
Danish krone
Finnish mark
Canadian doflar

Australian dollar

S. African rand
Belgian franc (10)
Austrian schBIlng (10)
Kalian Bra ( 1 000)
Jordanian cflnar

Egyptian pound

Irish punt

CHECKS AND
TRANSFERS BANKNOTES Rep.
Buy Sell Buy Sell Rates**

3.8521 3.7111 _ 3.6829
3.3783 3.4328 3.32 3.49 3.4040
1.9608 1.9925 1.92 2.03 1.9779
5.5129 5 6019 5.41 5.66 5.5788
0.5810 0.5904 0.57 0.60 0.5863ZBB57 2.7392 2.64 2.78 2.7208
1.7434 1.7716 1.71 1.80 1.7588
2^114 2.3487 2.27 2.39 2.3332
0.4360 0.4431 0.42 0.45 0.4388
0.4742 0.4819 0.46 0.49 0.4786
0.5148 0.5233 0.50 0.54 0.5184
0.6510 0.6618 0.63 0.68 0.6567
2.4497 2.4893 2.40 2.53 2.4576
2.6216 2.6639 2.57 2.71 2.6410
0.75B5 0.7708 0.68 0.78 0.7637
0.9504 0.9658 0.93 0.96 0.9585
2.7867 2.8317 2.73 2.85 2.8115
1.9810 2.0130 1.94 2.05 1.9995
4.7646 4.8417 4.70 5.02 4.8507
0.9600 1.0500 0.96 1.05 1.0382
3-6247 3.8864 3.8589
5.0927 5.1749 5.00 5.25 S.1417
2.3227 2.3602 22b 2.40 2.3431(100)

"Those rates vary according to bank. **8ank of IsraeL
SOURCE: BANKLEUMI

9.

£RIMEj
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Mutual Fundfor

Foreign Residents
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CHANGE"

U&Mcflgenlhfe

QBApainiSoKNn. h20375
Israel LflnaD«top-AM UJ25

LAST CHANCE*

..1.3725 4.12S lOwp-

last change-

AMEX
AmtaBi Paper Mb -
Ampfli American tsrari

.

Etztawd

.

BrLavudOA

-92JS 0
-AXlb -012S
-4.75 -ftUS
-4-125 0
-1.125 0—10 0

Cogivysa lacJmotogy
.

—

m_MJBSS
QjstBlSjstaiitSotataia 1475
ftragi^nanawn Software 11.125
DAP. CoramunloBpns craw
DARQ. Graqs -.1075
£S*TTet£l m.j75
toense ScBwara Systems £9375^ decani 22LG2S
CflBSM - 2J75
eteoncFml - sZ
wclgnin ta imaging «
BMtonpteS 2375
Bran Ekdrorics hm

Mectal tawing 625

Rai Israel.

bramco.
_t3.es

Laser TedmJogies..

Len Opto.—

_

Wi
-13.125

-6375

iVRtad.

LAST CHANGE-

.10125 43125
JXTS 4.125

-ACS 44625

TASE ROUNDUP

Level Systems

Uag^Secunly Systems.
Malay ___

A25

NASDAQ

ifaiamma ...:_6?5
-3.15625

-24

wreconeKwH t.f875 +0125
IMnomSttSennokgtas 203 43
Test: 53325 4.75

*025
24325 *0375

eta 13 *0

i
17.75 *0

IHUO 4325 405
135 433125

-6325 *03625
6375 +04375
15375 *0625
14375 *0375

Stocks fall as

fund deposits decline

Accent SoOrae

,

AG. Associates-

ftaOSn

Aram ™

—

Better CHm Muttons.

.135 *0

SHSBfczr a

OMVisonSyawa
2-8)25

*04625
+0375
*08125
*0

*0

jr-Swtetrn Rash Dtek __

—

5
315

HeaMirara feeftnoto^ta 046875
HtmCma SS75

03125
*0375 ktan Sofenra tarttertos

735
—040825

NYSE

Ostap Teetaotagw.
.10375
-33125
.128125

Stae State
Ekttrt.

.19.125 *0

-6325 4L125

Ram6a*ontttad-_,

—

2,4375
Art* Aflvet8stog-_-_.___2.e875
Bed Fttxfec (1962) LU 078125
Scum Catmtaa 73625
Stem ... .5.75

PEC tmetEcmxfc Cm? 10375 4375
tor. 17.125 4.125
Strata be 15.125 *025

SOURCE: SAP COMSTOCK {DATE 7-UAY-97)

*in US dollars

Mishtanim Maof

258.61 0.68% 267.00 0.67%

i.lMISHTANIMv^
.^E-A’ D.l N Gfiro^O' 3*

tt^^WsWrsTs.Ii;EsSva
rvii* .5 i irf-x-

-

3

LAST CHANGE*

-W
-07
DJO

35
3J
00
-1J .

-05
-12
-07
-03

02
oo
-z&

4600
Mica Sraai 0.1 23854:0
AfetaabraeM 181B4U)
Atoc* Israel Hoteh BondA__ OLQ

ran

BkH^rarara 38430

CUCoaputaro. 103*5.0 -u
CW Bsctrorics 38182.0 03
CUtackabMS 1704J) -IS
CUtaearanca 3267.0 -1J

S.H'A’BES

LAST CHANGE'

Aba

—

Atfhc.
AMRCorp
ASA.

NEW YORK

-38375
J525

-3275
Antes teta-

Advanced Mere
fietraUb.
AflatadPsU.

Alec

—

-1075

-39375
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-34.75
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.
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I
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.
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.
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,
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.70375
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-32325
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-3025
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,
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I
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-114.825
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-813
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-48.825

*
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I Bel At

I HA Beta Cap _
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.
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.
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.
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i»{!».
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—

Butngam Ntftn

.

C8SBK —
CUS Energy

“

CPC were

—48.125
J573S
-.113

.74.125

-2012S
-16375
-14.125

-20375

-26.125

CSX toporaten

—

Cabot top

gasa-
SK»P-L1-
CapentorTedi

-

Catatpoar

Cenienor Energy-

23.625

-4075
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-3425

-92375

“‘SSfr:

-1025
-375

-21375
-343

.47.125

cKI?»^ iSf
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—
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GfcMPj—

-
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CURtt .—»•••
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Coca Cota--

—

Coca Cola Ent

—

CotKaMOotp*

.

Comp«-——

-

CompuBtoW-
OomptrtBrSB' —
Conagra.

ConsErfstt—
ConsFraidaiys-

Cora NMQsL—
GoreM—-

—

-113.75

-42375
.120376

65-375

-58375
^nO

.168125

—9225

Cooper

Coots (MoW
Coming Inc—
Cm
Crompton Knowles

Crown Cork Seal

Cutwxns Erigtaa..

CatSS-Wnghl

Cypress senron

2925

- 2062f
-51-125
11425
4725

.24875

1 49375

=30«|
23

__-54825—-50375—Jffl-14625

— M95
bidusL—

-2075

r 53^5
50 tJSDana CWP-~—-—

—

1

ssASb
Ova General — 47.12s
Dayton Hurts*—— ' SE^Tb
DoBeore—

.1 _462*
Deere-— ^1725
Dean Pm A l giJTS
EMComndere-
DesaAirlnes -—

425
-03
425
*0
*0.125

425
4.125
4375
4.125
-2

4.125
4375
425
43
4.75
4.125
-2875
*0.125

*0.125

4375
-125

*1
425
4.125
4.125
0.75
-1.125

4.125
-1375
48025
*225
4375
4J625
43
4.75

*03
425
*0
4375
48125
-1825

48
*0125
-1.125

43 .
4.(25
*0126
4.125

43

Deane Core
Dem* &*?*>•

.. 31825

i
27.75

17

DM Core =Se5—m.30825DtoboMSB-
Disney

.75

LAST CHANGE* LAST CHANGE*

Oat Israel f 1023
CWTracta 12700
Co«Saxane5 BIBOO
Dead Sea Works 0.1 11620MWAi 102500
Petek Car- — 7288
DwetofwertUcn 258288
fficntrt OI «8
PocoiUBb* 3568
EfecoMInv. — 364308

LDC-
todBdgs
Israel (Sremicals.

taradCmp. 1

Israel Corp. 5 ,

Boo
system.
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1 tad.£T:
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. 3156.0
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14900

. 21558
8520
45988
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611338
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.
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SILO
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ih» w
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-34.75 4.125
.5375 -1.625

-87 4375
-39375 475

-30 4875
.22 *0375
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Osam Industries-
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Mead Cap 56375
Meteoric 6625
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-49.75

DuPont

.
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Menta Lynch _

-8925
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37375
.1153

.19375 -40375
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.
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.
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.
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.
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-3075

MStb
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.18825

PNC Financial.
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,
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.
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-425

-2378
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.
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-3875
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.5335
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"
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.
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.
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.
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EUR) ..
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,
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.
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-
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.
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-7075
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jyg
—43.78
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&
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.
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—
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-I
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SI pairs COL
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,

SOW?'
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JBh

.293
-82375
-1475
7375

.46375
-37825
-21.125

JO
6825
1.125

-68375
-82-25

.17325
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-16-825
-181.625

-24825

SSwtoreufj
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Shewn Was.

lM-

.7.125
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120
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ManorCare
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—
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—

—
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UartagCorp-" .19376
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W 5

.

Team Computers.
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Teuza hsurad—
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Unite Steel.

Ikdan

*ln percentage pofnts

By FELICE MARANZ

Stock indexes fell in Tel Aviv
amid concern investors were not

buying mutual funds, and shares

in companies controlled by the

late Shoul Eisenberg dropped

upon news reports that a dispute

among heirs could harm those

companies.
Eisenberg 's widow Leah has

Key Representative Rates

USDoBar NIS 3.4040 -0.18%

Storing NIS5J5788 +0.16%

Mark NIS 1.9779 + 0.33%

demanded 50 percent of his estate,

including shares in Israel Corp-*

which fell 2.75ft, and Israel

Chemicals Ltd., which fell 1.25%.
“There's concern that the wife -

if the courts decide in her favor -
could decide to sell or change
things," said Gidi HaJpern, a port-

folio manager at Tel Aviv firm
Meitav Ltd.

The Maof Index of 25 issues fell

0.67% to 267.00 and the
Mishianim Index of 1 00 issues fell

0.68ft to 258.61.
The general bond index rose

0.01ft.

Investors are concerned about
reports that people are not buying
mutual funds, said Halpem.
“There’s concern that no new
money is coming in." he said.

Of 953 shares trading across the

exchange, more than three times

as many shares rose as fell. NIS
93.7 million worth of shares

changed hands, NIS 42.9m. below

Tuesday’s level.

Halpem added that the Bank of

Israel is unlikely to change interest

rates in the month ahead. The cen-

tral bank most recently changed

rates in late February, when it

reduced the rare at which it lends

to banks by 03 percentage point

to 13.9%.
Declining shares included Koor

Industries 'Ltd., which produces
some 7% of Israel's industrial out-

put. Koor fell 1.75% as investors

expect “poor earnings," said

Halpem. (.Bloomberg)

NEW YORK MARKET INDEXES WORLD MARKET ROUNDUP
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London stocks close at

third successive peak
OTHER MARKET INDEXES
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40025
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40016
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-74375
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Last Change

toaJJWMLCE) 1603 +15

Cofee (JuQ (LCE) 1753 +53

Brant erode ot(Jui)IU>E) 1816 4

SPOT MARKET METALS (US)

LONDON (Reuter) - London
stocks were star performers yes-

terday, closing at a record level for

the third straight session while the

rest of Europe made losses, hurt

by a negative start on Wall Street.

On currency markets, tire dollar

weakened against the yen after a
news report said Japan, the US
and Germany were planning to

intervene to sell dollars for yen
and persuaded nervous traders to

cut dollar positions.

London was lifted by a wave of

optimism over the new Labor
government's decision to take

interest rate policy out of the

political arena.

Fears also receded of another

interest rate bike in the near

future.

“It is hard to over-estimate the

_ ijnpacL of. thejnoye to give tire

Bank'of England*lndependence7”

WALL STREET REPORT

one senior dealer said, “it has

given investors confidence in our

monetary policy. People think

inflation can now actually be kept

under control.”

London fell back toward the end
of the session after soaring nearly

one percent to 4,562.0 on the

blue-chip FTSE index, bettering

the previous intra-day record set

on Tuesday.

But the market, buoyed by the

new bullish mood, managed to

power through to close at a record

of 4537.5 points, eclipsing succes-

sive closing peaks set in the last

two trading sessions.

The rest of Europe was not so

fortunate. Frankfurt floor trade

finished down by nearly 0.5%
after a record close on Tuesday.

After-hours trading on the IBIS

index also felt as did Paris, after

New.York’s early los^gs^ £ ^

tort spot

Sirer spot.

Last Change
-34135 *-1

-4.74 *032

NEW YORK METAL FUTURES

Goto Dun).
SlmtM-

LM Change
3424 *09

-4.758 *0326

-36075
-3025

WetateteB.
MefcFugo
Wendy* Inn

WeetogtnaeB-

L125
—2075
-267.25
-2182S
—16.75

Hgl>9tee copper (May) 1.111 *00135

LONDON METAL FIXES

Stocks plunge
NEW YORK (AP) - Slocks pulled back sharply yesterday as

investors moved to secure more gains from the market’s turnaround

amid renewed worries the Federal Reserve will raise interest rates to

light inflation.

On Wall Street, the Dow Jones industrial average dropped 139.67

points to close at 7,085.65. The blue-chip barometer had rebounded by

nearly 500 points in the last seven sessions.
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Foreign financial data courtesy of

CommStoch Itadfng Ltd.

j^P Futures. Options,

Stocks, Bonds

andMutualFunds

34 Ben Yehuda St., Jerusalem

Tel Aviv shares data

supplied by Pacific

Mediterranean Investments,

Tel. 09-958-5873. All other

data supplied by
Commstock Trading Ltd.,

Tel. 02-624-4963. Due to

technical failures data may
be inaccurate. The
Jerusalem Post will not be

held responsible for the

consequences of any
transaction made on the

basis of these data.

Readers who wish to report

missing or misquoted data

should do so on postcards

only, addressed to

Jerusalem Post Business

Desk, P.O.B. 81, Jerusalem

91000

Notices In this feature are charged
at NIS 2&08 per line, inclucSng VAT.
Insertion every day of the month
costs NIS 520.65 per line, including

VAT, per month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours ol the

Mount Scopus campus, in EngBsh.

dafly Sun.-mur., 11 am from

Bronfman Reca#ion Center, Sherman
Administration Bldg. Buses 4a, 9, 23.

26, 28. For into, call 5882819.
HADASSAH. Visit the Hadassah instal-

iadofis. ChagaB Windows. TeL 02-

6416333. 02-6776271.

TEL AVIV

Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Andres Serrano:
The Morgue. Soviet Photography
the Museum coflectton. Lucian Freud:
selection ol works. Tzvi Heckan
Sunflower. Portraits: By a group ol

Israeli artists. Virtual Reality: Tne
domestic and realistic in contemporary
tsraaB art. HELENA RUBINSTEIN
PAVILION FOR CONTEMPORARY
ART. Shtomo Ben-David and Amon
Ben-David. The Inverted Campaign.
Hours: Weekdays 10 am-6 p.m.Tue.
10 ajn.-10 p.m. Fri. 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Meyerhofl An Education Center. Tel.

6919155-&.

HAIFA
WHAT'S ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-
8374253.

GENERAL ASSISTANCE
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MED
INVESTMENTS

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Center Pharm, 20 Yad
Harutzim, 673-1475: Balsam, Saiah e-

Dbi, 627-2315; Shuatat, Shuafat Road,
581-0108; Dar AJdawa, Herod's Gate,
628-2058.
Tel Aviv: Superpharm Ministore, 4
Shatti Hansstooh, 696-0106;
StDerpharm GJmel, 1 Afwneir. Ramat
Aviv Gimel. 641-7171. Til 3 ajn.
Friday: Pharma Oaf Jabotinsky, 125
&n GviroL 548-2040. Tifl mdnight:~

' arm Ramai Aviv, 40 Einstein,

); London Ministore

().4 Shaul Hametech, 696-
0115.'

Ra'anana-Klar Sava: Merfcaz

Ra'anana, 120 Ahuza, Ra'anana, 760*

3798b
Netanya: Netanya, 11 Herzl. 882-2842.
Haifa: Staff Square, 1 Shalom
AleiChem, 823-5064.

Krayot area: Kupat Hoiim ClalM

Zewdun, 192 DerechAkko, Kiiyat

BMk. 878-7818.
Heizfiya: Oal Pharm, Beit Meritaiim, 6
Masttt (cnr. Sderot Hagafan), Herzliya
Pituah, 6558472, 955-8407. Open 9
a-m. to rnttii^n.

Upper Nazareth: Clal Pharm. Lev Hafr
fM, 657-0463. Open 9 aun. to 10
PJTL

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Bikur Hoiim (internal, pedi-

atrics); Hadassah Ein Kerem {surgery,

orthopedics, ophthalmology, END;
Shears Zedek (obstetrics).

Tel Avtv; Tel Aviv Medical Center Dana
Pediatric Hospital (pediatrics); Tel Aviv
Medbal Center (surgery).

Netanya: Laniado.

FIRST AID 101

Magen David Adorn
In emergencies dial 101 (Hebrew) or

911 (English) in most parts of the

country, in addtion:

In emergencies dial 101 (Hebrew) or-----
in fnoja parts; ^ the

i addffion:

Ashheion 6551302
Beecsheba' 6274767
Bert Shomesh 6523133
Dan Heaton* 5793333
Efe*

War Sara* 9902222
Nahanya* 9912333
Netanya- 8604444
Petti Tina* 93T11I1
IWroror 9451333
Fferton* 9642333
Sated 6820333
Tel Avtv* 5460111
Tiboftas* 6792444

POUCE
RRE

S

100

102

i matter, mysaj.

Haria* 8612233
Jerusalem* 6623133
KamrieT 9985444
- MooHe Intensive Care llw (MICU) servire in

the area, arcxrd the dock.

Medical help tor tourists (in English)

177-022-9110

The National Poison Control Center at

Rambam HospAal 04-852-9205, 24
hours a day. tor information in case of

poisoning.

Eian -Emotional First Aid -1201,
also Jerusalem 561-0303, Tel Aviv
546-1111 (chBdren/youUi 5484)739],
Rbhon Lezion 956-8681/2, Haifa 667-
2222. Beersheba 649-4333. Netanya
862-6110, Karmtet 988-8770. Kfw
Sava 767-4555, Hadem 634-6769.
Crisis Center tor Religious Women
02-655-5744/5. 24-hour service, confi-

dentiality guaranteed,
wtzo hotlines tor battered women
02-651-4111, 03-546-1133 (also in

Russian), 07-837-6310, 08-855-0506
(also in Amharic).
Ra» Crisis Center (24 hows), Tel
Avfi/ 523-4819, 544-9191 (men).
Jerusalem 625-5558, HaHa 853-0533.
Blat 633-1977.

Hadassah Medical Organization -
Israel Cancer Association support ser-
vice 02-624-7676).
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Betar take on
Mac TA in

State Cup semis
Bnei Yehuda face Beersheba In early dash

By DEREK FATTAL

This afternoon's soccer State Cup semifinal double bill at the National
Stadium Ramat Gan promises to be one the most absorbing afternoons
in the season’s lengthy soccer calendar. Over 40,000 fans are expected
to set the refurbished stadium ablaze with color and a fill it with cacoph-
onv of sound as they attempt to lift their heroes into the final.

the bie clash at 5*30 pm features Betar Jerusalem, already on die very
hrink of winning the National League, against last year’s league and cup
lioubhsis Maccabi Tel Aviv, while the opening match, beginning at 3 pm,
vjtfs this year's Toto Cup winners Bnei Yehuda take on Hapoel
Beersheba.

it is no small irony that the Betaris must overcome the very side whose
double-winning feat they are hoping to emulate in order lo make this one
of their best seasons ever. On the other band, a Maccabi victory will put
the lei Avivans bang on course for salvaging what has proved to be a
miserable campaign for the club and coach Avraham Gram.
Assuming that Betar will be crowned league champions shortly, a vic-

tory by EM Cohen's men today will entitle the winners of the Bnei
Yehuda and Beersheba clash to compete in the European Clip Winners’
Cup. regardless of what transpires in the State Cup final.

Maccabi fans will be delighted with the news that Gadi Bmmer looks
Mkely to play, and so lend some steel to a defense that has failed to con-
vince loo often this campaign. Be tar’s Ell Ohana will be aiming to

increase his current Cup tally of seven goals, but his coach still has to

decide who should partner him in attack. Nir Sevilia is the man on form
in the Jerusalem front line at present, with three goals from his last two
outings, while Ronnen Harazi is still looking to find his old sharpness.
Thi> season's first league meeting between the clubs ended in a 3-3

draw, with Betar celebrating a 1-0 victory in the return match.
There is no question that Hapoel Beersheba have had the upper hand

against the men from the Hatikva Quarter, scoring five times without
reply in the two most recent league outings between the sides.

Nevertheless Bnei Yehuda have already demonstrated a knack for

knock-out competition this season that could make nonsense of the

league formbook.

Extra time will be played in the event of a tie after 90 minutes, and the
ires will be decided on penalties if necessary. The matches wiU be broad-
ens live on Kol Yisrael and television's Channel 2.

United still reign
LONDON (Reuter) - The way

Manchester United won the

English League title on Tuesday
without kicking a ball neatly
encapsulated this season's race for

the title.

United won the league when
Liverpool lost 2-1 at Wimbledon
and Newcastle drew 0-0 at West
Ham on a cold night in London.
Liverpool’s failure to take at

least a point and Newcastle’s fail-

ure w take ail three meant
United's haul of 71 points could.

noiTbelvnerefl:'
-.vt.-v

list reason. Ignited won the tide

with S2 points and were pushed to

the last game of the season by
Newcastle.

This season, in which all the
big teams faltered at some stage,

ihey needed just 71 points and
*till have a couple of league
matches to enjoy before the sum-
mer break.

Tuesday’s results proved that

when the chips were down none of
United's rivals were up to the task

of maintaining a sustained chal-

lenge for the title.

LherpooL Newcastle and
Arsenal have all topped the table

during the last nine months but it

was United’s experience and con-?
fideuce that finally secured them
the championship for the fourth

time in five years.

Newcastle manager Kenny
Dalglish said after Tuesday's
match: “They are the best team
with the best players and they

have proved it with the points.”

Liverpool boss Roy Evans added:
"li sticks in the throat that United
have won it again and not us but
they got the points and to do it

again is a top-class performance.
But we will be back.”

Liverpool's challenge ultimately

failed because they were too errat-

ic and dropped 21 points at home.
Newcastle’s challenge spluttered

in mid-season when Kevin
Keegan left to be replaced by

Kenny Dalglish.

And Arsenal flattered to
deceive, beating teams below
them in the table with comparative
ease but losing key games at home
to United, Liverpool and
Newcastle in the final weeks.
United did not win the title

entirely by default Apart from
two uncharacteristic 5-0 and 6-3

defeats in successive games at

Newcastle and Southampton in

October they beat Liverpool and
.Arsenal af'fiomg .and away and

.

were too strong for most of their

opponents, t
They also reached the semifinals

of the European Cup although
they failed to exploit the chances
they created there against Borussia
Dortmund.
This United side never matched

the inspired form of last season

when their French skipper Eric

Cantona powered them to an FA.
Cup and League double.

Cantona himselfhad a quiet sea-

son and generally seemed to be tir-

ing as a playerand fading as a cre-

ative force.

But Roy Keane had an outstand-

ing season driving the midfield,

David Beckham proved he had
exceptional potential with some
outstanding goals and as the sea-

son entered its final weeks, Andy
Cole at last began to show why
manager Alex Ferguson was will-

ing to pay Newcastle £7 million

for him.
Rising Norwegian star Ole

Solskjaer.'BOught as a long-term

investment atthe start of the season,

was set to end up as top scoter.

It is no secret that manager Alex
Ferguson is keen to improve the

side in the summer and is equally

desperate to win the European
Cup with United.

He knows he will have to

strengthen his side if United are to

bridge the gap between dominat-
ing in England and dominating

Europe.

BRITISH SOCCER - Leicester 1, Sheffield Wednesday 0.

Premier - Dundee United 0, Rangers 1 Celtic 0, Kilmarnock 0

Scottish

Clean sweep for Maccabi
ByBJ GBONER

Maccabi Tel Aviv overcame a

frenetic late flurry by Hapoel
Jerusalem- to retain the National

Basketball League title last night.

86-83- The championship was the

37th overall for Maccabi and the

fourth straight. The series sweep
was the eighth in a row for the

champions, a streak spanning four

years. Maccabi has won the title

27 times in the last 28 years.

“We were the best team in the

league all season and we won a

deserved championship”, said

Maccabi coach Zvi Scherf. He is

right, but like Maccabi 's season,

there were some shaky moments
along the way. With the game
seemingly in hand 70-48.

Jerusalem reeled off an incredible

35-16 run to close the game oul
The spurt was sparked by H.

Waldman. whose phenomenal
play singlehandedly rallied

Jerusalem. W'aldman tallied 15

points f5-6 three pointers) on the

evening, along with sensational

defense on Oded Katash in the

second half.

In the first half though. Katash
was unstoppable. Given a free

reign throughout the playoffs, a

confident Katash played as well as

he ever has, tallying 20 points last

night while dishing off several

gorgeous assists. Katash utilized a

questionable decision by

Jerusalem coach Gadi Kedar to

start Papi Turgeman. by abusing

Tureeman throughout the half.

Turgeman didn't help Jerusalem

on offense either, committing five

turnovers in the first 1 ! minutes

helping Tel Aviv jump oul to a 26-

1 5 advantage.

Poor decision-making haunted

Jerusalem offensively throughout

the game. At one point in the sec-

ond half. Pini Levy, after being on

the court for just 30 seconds,

pulled up on a fast break for a

three-point attempt that missed

badly. In addition. Hapoel never

tried to take advantage of the fact

that Maccabi was forced to play

without the suspended Buck

Johnson.
Jerusalem's late run coincided

with Doron Shefer’s fouling out

of the game. Shefer - who
became only the third player in

Israeli basketball history to win

titles on two different teams

(Hapoel Galil Elyon) - was solid

on both sides of the court: play-

ing an efficient point guard and

contributing 1
1

points on

offense, while shutting down Adi

Gordon on defense.

Gordon never got going on

offense, converting his only two

field goals of the game in the final

minute.

Gordon's poor offensive show-

ins! was exceeded only by his

nonexistent defense. At various

points in the game. Gordon played

the matador for Sheifer. Katash.

Brad Leaf t lb points i and Borko

Radovicht 1 51-

Dan Bingenheimer. along with

Waldman. "paced Jerusalem with

15 points.

Uncool Bulls rally to top Bullets; Rodman ejected
CHICAGO (AP) - The Chicago

Bulls lost their cool. They lost

Dennis Rodman, too. They didn't

lose the game, however, thanks to

Scottie Pippen and Michael
Jordan.

Pippen capped a 29-point game
by making a go-ahead 3-pointer

with 43.9 "seconds left and Jordan

scored 34 points Tuesday night as

Chicago opened the Eastern

Conference semifinals with a 100-

97 victory over Atlanta.

The defending NBA champions
rallied from a 1 6-point third-quar-

ter deficit despite Rodman’s ejec-

tion for two technical fouls. Toni

Kukoc also was assessed a techni-

cal. and the Bulls spent a good
chunk of the game either whining
to the officials or trying to calm
each other down.
But not all the Bulls lost their

composure.
Pippen ’s sixth 3-pointer of the

game, after taking a handoff from
Luc Longley and curling around a

Longley pick, snapped a 97-all tie

and finished the scoring.

The Hawks couldn't take advan-

tage of Longley's two missed free

throws with 34.5 seconds left and
Jordan’s missed layup with 10 sec-

onds to go as Mookie Blaylock-

spoiled an otherwise outstanding

individual performance.

Blaylock, who had career play-

off highs with 31 points and 12
rebounds, badly missed a 3-point-

er with about 35 seconds left.

Stepped out of bounds after taking

an inbounds pass with 32 seconds
to go and shot an airbaii on a 3-

point attempt at the buzzer.

Chicago will -play hosi fqnGame
•2 today before the best-of-7 series

shifts to Atlanta.

Jazz 103, Lakers 101

Visiting Los Angeles managed
to stayed with Utah for the full 48

PASSING INTEREST- Bulls' Michael Jordan passes around Hawks' Tyrone Corbin (r) as Mookie Blaylock (10) looks on.

Chicago won the second-round match 100-97. iRuulcri

minutes this time but still walked
away with a loss.

Antoine Carr made two foul

shots
-

.with 2. 1 seconds left for his

only' points of the game, and Utah
got a break when no foul was
called when Karl Malone knocked
the ball away from Nick Van Exd
on the final play.

Malone scored 31 points, Jeff

Homacek added 21 and John
Stocfcion had 16 points and seven

assists for the Jazz, who survived'

an NBA re£<5rd:setting 7-for-7 3-

point shooting effort by the

Lakers’ Robert Hony.
Shaquille O’Neal, miffed about

comments made by Jazz center

Greg Ostertag after Game I,

outscored his rival 25-4 and outre-

bounded him 12-4. Byron £c.ott

added 24 points.
"

' The game featured 18 lead

changes and 17 ties - quite a differ-

ence from lopsided Game 1 that the

Lakers had less than 48 hours to

prepare for and lost 93-77.

NBA PLAVOFF GLANCE
. SECOND ROUNQj. .

Tfcesday.'s-resnfts; Chicago; IQQnf
Atlanta 97. (Chicago leads series 1-'

0): Utah 103, LA taken. 10 i (Utah
leads series 2-0).

Last night: New York at Miami.
Seattle at Houston (Houston leads

series 1-0).

Red Wings poised

to finish Ducks
Motevassel, Weidenfeld
carry the Israeli flag

ANAHEIM tReuter) - Sergei

Fedorov and Vyacheslav Kozlov
scored within 24 seconds of each

other as the Detroit Red Wings
scored four unanswered goals for

a 5-3 victory over the Mighty
Ducks ofAnaheim and 3-0 lead in

their Western Conference semifi-

nal series on Tuesday.
Detroit can advance to the con-

ference finals with a win in Game
Four today.

Mike Vernon made 20 saves for

the Red Wings, who outshot the

Ducks, 49-23, including 34-12

over the final two periods.

Igor Larionov and Doug Brown
scored 3:25 apart late in the third

period to lift the Red Wings into a

3-3 tie and Fedorov's second goal

oF the post-season pul Detroit

ahead for good. He took a pass

from Larry Murphy at the

Anaheim blue line, skated to the

top of the left faeeoff circle and

blasted a low slap shot inside the

left post.

Kozlov's second goal of the

game and fifth of the series just 24

CLASSIFIEDS
RATES

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - All rales

include VAT:
Srnqfe Weekday - NIS 128.70 lor 10 words
,mmimum|, each additional word NIS
V87
FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
‘99 90 i0 words imintmum), each addi-

tion.-.] word NIS 19.89.

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY ipastace) - NIS 292.50 for 10 words
>:n>ni'rurn).each additional word - NIS
pa re.

WEEK RATE {6 Insertions) - NIS 409-50
tor >0 words (minimum), each additional

word - NIS 40.95.
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
526.50 for io words (minimum), each ad-
ditional word - NIS 52,65.

MONTHLY (24 insertions) - NIS 994.50
ior iii words (minimum), each additional

word - IJIS 99.45.

Rales are valid unill MAY 30 1997.

DEADLINES offices

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day
: *?• it* nuWicaiion; for Friday 4 p.m. on
. .u" j.lnv

Tel Ay;v and Haifa - weekdays: 12
2 d.-ys t*efore publication; for Friday

<•'••1 Sunday: 4 p.m. Thursday m Tfcl Aviv
nil I? noch Thursday in Haifa.

*

Far telephone enquiries please call

02-5315644.

DWELLINGS
General

DWELLINGS
Tel Aviv

seconds later made it 5-3. Kozlov
skated down the left side and
faked a pass into the slot before

cutting across the top of the crease

and beating Ducks goaltender
Mikhail Shtalenkov with a back-
hander.

Rangers 3, Devils 2
Host New York grabbed a 2-1

lead in their Eastern Conference
semifinal.

Esa Tikknnen scored two goals

and Wayne Gretzky had a goal and
an assist to lead New York.

Gretzky should have had another

assist after making an amazing no-

look pass early the first period that

sprung Russ Courmali on break-

away.But Devils goaltender Martin
Brodeur stopped the shot.

NHL PLAYOFF GLANCE
Conference Semifinals

Tuesday's results: NY Rangers 3,

New Jersey 2 (NY leads series 2-1);

Detroit 5, Anaheim 3 (Detroit leads

series 3-0).

Last night: Buffalo at Philadelphia

(Philadelphia leads series 2-0);

Colorado ai Edmonton (Colorado
leads series 2-0

SITUATIONS VACANT

By 0B LEWIS

Seventh-seed Oren Motevassel

and Raviv Weidenfeld carry

Israeli hopes into today’s quarter-

finals of the Eisenberg Jerusalem
Open $50,000 Challenger tennis

toumameuL
In yesterday's last-16 action,

Weidenfeld came through a tough

three- setter to beat South Africa’s

Robbie Koenig 6-4, 3-6, 6-4,

while Motevassel had relatively

little trouble beating James
Sekulov of Australia 6-2, 6-4.

Fourth-seeded veteran Italian

Gianluca Pozzi fell in three sets 6-

7(3.). 6-2, 6-2 to Zimbabwe’s
Wayne Black, but fifth-seed Luis

Herera of Mexico and No. 6
Goichi Motomura survived to take

their allotted places in the last-

eight.

Herrera overcame a tough chal-

lenge from Noam Behr, who led 5-

2 in the first set and then 5-2 in the

tie break before going down 7-

6(6>.6-4.

Motomura was taken all the way
in his 7-6(3), 4-6, 6-2 win over
India’s hatti-fighiing Mahesh
Bhupalhi.

Czechs beats Canada,
Sweden tops Finland

Other winners yesterday includ-

ed Venezuela’s Maurice Ruah who
put paid to Eyal Erlich's challenge
with a 6-3, 6-2 win. Mose Navarra
of Italy who beat Martin Hromec
of Slovakia 7-6(3). 6-3 and
Romania's Gabriel Trifu who eas-

ily disposed of Italian Nicola
Bruno 6- 1.6-4.

Today's play resumes at 13:00 at

the Israel Tennis Center courts in

the capital. The quarterfinal lineup
is: Weidenfeld against Trifu,
Black vs. 5-Herrera, 6-Motomura
vs. Ruah and 7- Motevassel v.

Navarra.

Major League Baseball

Tel Aviv

WHERE TO STAY SALES HOUSEHOLD HELP

THE JERUSALEM INN ai the city Cen-
ter - double or large family rooms, pri-

vate bathroom. T.Wtelephone, quality
furnished. Tel. 02-625-2757. Fax; 02-
625-1297.

SALE / RENT EZOREt-CHEN
luxurious _
5 + Balcony, quiet, immediate. YAEL
REALTOR (MALDAN). Tel. 03-642-6253.

STAR AU PAIR INTERNATIONAL seeks
2 South African su pahs, live-in, lor 2 fa-

milies in Tel Aviv, 5750. Tel. 03-
6201195. 052-452002.

SAVYON! EXCLUSIVE! NEW villa,

modem v pool. DA BOTEN REALTY, Sa-
vyon. Tel. 03-534-3356.

FORGET THE RESTI!! Wb are the best! 1

The biggest and oldest agency in Israel.

For the highest live-in jobs phone Au
Pair international. Tel. 03-619-0423.

JERUSALEM LODGES LTD. DWELLINGS
Short and tong term rentals.

Bed and breakfast.
Sharon Area

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE, friend-

liest families, best conditions, the agen-

Tel. 02-5611745. Fax: 02-561-8541. SALES/RENTALS .
ma. Tel. (03) 965-9937.

HRjr,U^lllkVcTcSIHi CAESAREA, LUXURIOUS HOUSE +
.pool, air conditioning. Opposite sea.

Jerusalem Area wonderful place. Tet. 050-231 -725 .

ML. 1 AKtLL 1 ,
KLLA^MIH i rAMILTf

high salary . Sleep-m / steep-out. Good
conditions. Tel. 03-537-1036.

SITUATIONS VACANT
RENTALS HERZLIYA PlTUAH, HOUSE for Sharon Area

GERMAN COLONY, UNIQUE, 3 or 4.

garden, basement, parking, long term,

immediate. (No commission). DlviROLLi
,

SFANI. Tel 02-5612424.
j

Attractive price. Tel. 050-231-725.. HOUSEHOLD HELP
SEEKING HOUSEHOLD HELP, Her-

SITUATIONS VACANT 564525.

Tel Aviv VEHICLES

SALES GENERAL
Jerusalem

GERMAN COLONY, LARGE, unique 2,3

or 4. Basement, garden, immediate (no
commissions). DIVIROLU SIANI. Tel. 1

02-581-2424. '

UNRESTRICTED
KOREAN SPEAKERS WANTED lor per-

manent job In Ramat Gani High salary!

Call Mtohal at 03-575-8255.

ARIE PALOGE - QUALITY CARS:
buying, selling, teasing, trading. Tel. 02-
6523735, 050-240977.

HELSINKI (AP) - Vladimir
Vujtek had three goals and an
assist as the Czech Republic beat

Canada 5-3 yesterday, damaging
its chances of reaching the finals

at the World Hockey Champion-
ships.

In yesterday's other match,
Sweden ruined Finland's plans for

the gold medal game with a 5-2

victory.

With one more round to be
played in the six-team medal pool,

Sweden has six points, Russia five

and both Canada and the Czech
Republic have four. But with the

victory, the Czechs have an advan-
tage in the standings over Canada.
The US has three and host Finland

only two points.

The Czechs had a good game
plan and made it veiy difficult for

us,’’ said Canada's coach Andy
Murray. "I’m not happy with our

efforts. In order to beat the defend-

ing champions, one has to play

much betier.”

Czech coach Slavomir Letter

said: ’’With the two points, we are

still alive."

The match was marred by a mas-

sive brawl on the ice with two min-

utes remaining. It took 10 minutes

for the play to resume as four play-

ers from each side received game
misconduct penalties.

Later, the eight players —
including the three- time scorer,

Vujtek — were suspended from
the rest of the tournament because
of the fight Rob Blake. Owen

Nolan, Travis Green and Shean
Donovan won't be able to play in

Canada's remaining game against

Russia tomorrow.
After the match, the coaches

accused each other of instigating

the fight and pursuing foul tactics.

The Canadians blamed the Czechs
of rough play.

“There's not a guy in the dressing

room that doesn’t have an ice bag
on him” said Canada’s forward

Keith Primeau after die game.
The Czechs rallied in the first

period as Canada profited from a

confusion in front .of their goal
when Jiri Vykoukal scored into his

own net at 2:34. The opener was
awarded to Canada's Rob Zamuner
who last played with the puck.
But the defending champions

struck back on a power play goal
at 7:00 of the period when Vujtek
banged in an ideal cross-ice pass

from the right side of the crease. A
minute and 38 seconds later,

Martin Prochazka put the Czechs
2-1 up by sweeping the puck in as

he was left alone in front of
Canada’s goalie Sean Burke.
Zamuner relied the result at

14;0i of the period by wristing in

a close range rebound from the-

bottom of the- slot The Czechs
were 3-2 up at 8:55 of the middle
period as Vujtek fired in a rebound
from close in front

Canada could have tied a minute
later, but Czech goalie Roman
Cechxnanek made a spectacular
glove save.

American League
East Division

W L PCL GB
Baltimore 20 9 .690
New York 17 15 .531 45*

Toronto 15 14 .517 5
Boston 14 16 .467 6*
Detroit 12 19 .3B7 9
Central Division
Cleveland 15 14 .517 —
Kansas City 15 14 .517 —
Milwaukee 14 14 .500 54

Minnesota 13 19 .406 354
Chicago
West Division

10 19 .345 5

Seattle 19 12 .613 _

Texas 16 12 .571 IS
Anaheim 14 15 .433 4
Oakland 15 17 .469 4’A

National Leaciue
East Division

W L Pc.t GB
Atlanta 22 9 .710
Florida 17 14 .548 5
Montreal 16 14 .533 6X
New York 15 17 .469 754
Philadelphia 10 20 .333 154
Central Division
Houston 18 14 .563
Pittsburgh 16 15 .516 154
SL Louis 14 17 .452 354
Cincinnati 10 21 .323 Vh
Chicago
West Division

8 22 .267 g

Colorado 21 9 .700
San Francisco 19 n .633 2
Los Angeles 17 13 .567 4
San Diego 11 13 .379 954

Tuesday’s AL results: Ctevel
Texas 4; Kansas City 7. Boston
7. Minnesota 2. Baltimore 8. Ai
4; Toronto 2 . Detroit 1 (10); Oak
Milwaukee 5: Seattle 7, Chicagc
Tuesday's NL results: Colorado
12, NY 11 ; Pittsburah 4, Florid;

Louts 4. Atlanta 3: Philadelf
Houston 1 ; Chicago 2, San Di
Montreal 10. San Francis
Cincinnati 3, Los Angeles 2 (11)
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DANCE
Helen Kaye

The Batsheva Dance Company’s
premiere’s week continues with
Anianda Miller's challenging Toy
ArrtsT and Jiri Kylian’s hauntingly
beautiful No Sleep 'Til Dawn ofDay,
tonight at Tel Aviv’s Suzanne Dellal
Center at 9, and tomorrow night at 10.

CLASSICAL MUSiC~
Michael Ajzenstadt

Tonight is your last opportunity to

enjoy Sharon Rostorf, Larissa Tatuev
and Svetlana Babajanov within the

Israel Sinfonietta Beersheba Three
Soprano concert featuring arias from Choreogr

some of the most popular operas in Day’ is P*
the repertoire by Verdi, Puccini,
Bellini, Catalan!, CDea, Donizetti and others.
Leonti Wolf is on the podium. 8:30 in Beersheba.
Baritone Dan Elinger, who is also a most sensi-

tive and accomplished pianist, sings lieder by
Schubert ad Brahms tonight (8:30) at the Enav 1

Center in Tel Aviv with Amon Erez at the piano.
Etinger joins Erez by the piano to play foor hand
piano music by these two composers as welL
Pianist Miri Ashkenazi and violinist Amoon

Falk play sonatas by Mozart, Beethoven, Sarasate

and Saint-Saens tomorrow (2:30) at the Jaffa

Music Center.

“ TELEVISION

Elana Chipman

The guests tonight on Middle East Television's

Two Fingers From Shilon at 9:30 p.m. include the

anger Meir Ariel and his wife, a martial arts

champion, and a singles parties organizer. At
10:30 p.m. on the same channel, is The Camel
Comedy Club - an hour of pure Hebrew stand-up
comedy by the stars at the club, produced by Ben
Zeidel and also hosted by Kitsis.

FILM

Adina Hoffman

FIERCE CREATURES - This all-too-

accurate spoof of corporate take-over culture set

in an J^ngUsh zoo, reunites die cast of A Fish

Called Wanda, and works just as a follow-up

comedy should: instead of confining die actors to

Choreographer Jiri Kylian’s ‘No Sleep »Ta Dawn of
Day’ is performed in Tel Aviv.

repetition ofa few tried-and-true shticks, the film-
makers trust in the ensemble’s chemistry, and set

them loose to try on new roles. The strength of
both pictures lies in John Cleese’s script - he
wrote the new movie with film critic Iain
Johnstone — and in the actors' complementary
personalities. While Fierce Creatures does seem a
bit tamer than the first movie, it’s also marked by
flashes of mad inspiration. With Cleese, Kevin
Kline, Jamie Lee Curtis and Michael Palin.

(English dialogue, Hebrew subtitles. Parental
guidance suggested.)

BIG NIGHT - Short-story-sized,

modestly budgeted and codirected in sweet, labor-

of-love style by actors Stanley Tucci and
Campbell Scott, this is one of the gentlest

American movies of the last several years. The
film works as a chamber piece, about two Italian

brothers (Tucci and Tony Shalhoub), immigrants
in 1 950s America, who open a serious restaurant,

dedicated to recreating the nuanced tastes and
refined flavors of their native Roman cuisine. As
they soon leam, however, Eisenhower’s America
may not be ready for their crostini and sformatr.

the people want their spaghetti and meatballs. As
in die best films about cooking and eating, the

preparation and delectation of various dishes

becomes, after a fashion, a recipe for life: theway
a character dunks about and acts around food tells

us all weneed toknow abouthis state ofmind and
place in the world. Also with Minnie Driver and
Isabella Rossellini. (English with some Italian

dialogue, Hebrew subtitles. Parental guidance

suggested.)
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ACROSS
1 Sarah gets depressed and
jaundiced (6)

4 A weapons expert is

protesting hotly (2,2,4)

9 Doctor competes to make
.films (6)

•

10 Hedonist demands a fish

coated in French relish (8)

12 Try to sell a bird (4)

13 Symbol King Charles has

to acknowledge (5)

14 Complain if it transmits

BSE (4)

17 Maybe retired salesman’s

exciting experiences (12)

20 Neat description of the

leading stockman (4,2,6)

23 Eggs left in a cricket
ground (4)

24 False statement about
cellulose (5)

25 Cobbler puts cm airs (4)

28 The German consumes
more rum—he’s got the
shakes (8)

29 Affair badly handled by
basket-makers (6)

30 Stupid injunction to a

workaholic compiler (8)

31 Unworthy bridegroom is at

heart a mongrel (6)

DOWN
1 No chance that pessimism

is universal! (4,4)

2He’B so dynamic it’s

shocking (4,4)

3 Unlocked circular animal

enclosure (4)

5 Take foolish risks to

produce passionate drama
(4,4,4)

6 Lantech's son was utterly

unsympathetic (4)

Pi I«
HHB

HiiSiii
SSSjiH

7 Greek character meets
some FVench in the Aegean
(6)

8 Leave to bring a
counter-claim (3-3)

11 Iflinen dress splits, display

good humour (12)

15 Summer hazard lurking in

the grass (5)

16 500 + 500 sheets. Imagine!

(5)

18 Champion hear (5,3)

19 It’s noted as crucial by
committee (8)

21 Scandinavian term in a

lexicon or dictionary (6)

22 Carriage from Luanda (6)

26 Lost one’s footing on -the

mountain (4)

27 Young man has a yen for

her (4)

SOLUTIONS
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Yesterday’s Quick Solution

ACROSS: 1 Bred, 3 Puddlas®. *

Abbot, 10 Refined, 11 Don, 13

Rosmente, 14 Corral, 16 Stairs, 18

Runny, 25 Drawing. Z6 Free.

DOWN: 1 Board, 2 Ebb, 4 Dmwt, 5

Defunct, 6 Nonentity, 7_

S

adness.

»

Star. 13 Narrative, 14 Cohered, 13

Artless, 17 Hasten. 19 Darn, 31

Maybe, 24 Mar.

CHANNEL t

6:30 Newsflash
6:31 News in Arabic

8:45 Exercise Time
7:00 Good Morning
Israel

EDUCATIONAL
TV

8:00 Family Ties
8:45 Medicine

Demystified
9:00 Arithmetic

925 Reading
9:45 For the very

I0rl5 Astronomy
10:30 Literature

11:00 Mathematics
11:10 French
11:30 Biology
12:30 Art

13:00 In the Heat of

the Night
14.-00 Surprise Train
14^0 Kitty Cat and
Tommy
1435 Quentin Quack
15:00 Autoto

CHANNEL 1

15:30 The
Adventures of Asterix
16:40 Friends of

Shosh
16:59 A New

fT&Jliiap Around
the Country
18:10 Time lor

18:15 News in

English
ARABIC
PROGRAMS
18:30 Meeting
1900 News
HEBREW
PROGRAMS
19:30 News flash

1Sfc31 Whaddayasay
20:00 News
20*45 Funny Bones —
British comedy about
a tailedAmerican
comic who' lives in

the shadow of his

successful father.

With Ofrver Platt,

Jerry Lewis, Leslie

Caron
22^0 Backtrack
23:30 News
OttOO Time for

Language

CHANNEL

2

6:15 Today’s
Programs
6:30 Tricky - cartoon
7:00 Breakfast
Magazine
9:00 Meetings
10:00 Pablo
11:00 Taldng About It

12:00 Pinocchio
1230 Truth or Dare
13:00 Kate and AHie
13:30 Everything's

Open
14:00 Degrassi
Street
14:30Tk Tac
15:00 Soccer— State
Cup semifinal, Bnei

Yehuda vs. Hapoel
Beersheba. Eve
17:00 News
17:30 Soccer State

Cup semifinal,

Maccabi Tel Aviv vs.

Beiar Jerusalem, live

20ri)0 News
20:30 Money— mag-
azine
20^0 Candid
Camera
21:45 Dan Shflon
Live

23:20 Exposure
00:00 News
00ri>5 Ticket for Two
00:30 From the

Concert Han
1:00 On the Edge of

the Shelf

JORDAN TV
(unconfirmed)

14:00 Holy Koran

14:05 Cartoons
14:45 Curiosity Show
15:10 They Came
from Outer Space
16:00 NBA
Basketbal
17:00 Out ofTWs
World
17:30 French pro-

yiams

19:30 News head*
lines

19:35 Parenthood
20:00 Crnama,
Cinema
20:30American
Chart Show
21:10 Kung Fu
22ri)0 News si

English

2225 Feature (Urn

00:00 Taratata

MIDDLE EAST TV

7:00TV Shop
14:30 The 700 Club
15:00 The Moomins
15:30 Dennis the
Menace
16:00 Lany King

17:00 Family
Challenge

17:45 Beakman’s
World
18:10 Perfect
Strangers
18:35 Saved by the18:35 Saved by the
Beil

I9rt» Showbiz
19:30 World News
Tonight

20:00 CNN News
20:30 One West
Waikiki

21:30 Two Fingers
From Shflon
2230 Camel Comady
Club
23:30 The 700 Club
00:00 Quantum
Shopping

nV3(33)

16:00 Cartoons
1&30 From Day to

Day
1730 Panorama
18.-00 Good
Neighbors
19:00 News in Arabic
19:30 News hi

Russian
20ri)0 News
20:45 Tetekessef
21:15 A Talent lor

Murder - a popular
novelist suspected of
murdering her sister-

in-law Jains forces
with the local doctor
to unravel the mys-
tery. With Angela
Lansburyand
Laurence Ofivtar.

22:35 Neon Rider
23:30 International

Art Magazine

ETV 2 (23)

15:30 AH Together

Now
16riX> Hot Shots
1&30 Opervox
17:00 Clip Art

17:30 Faces of

CuRure
18:00 Destinos
18:30 Art Workshop
19:00 Worid War I

19:30 Vis & Vis

19&0 HeHoPnfoa
2900 A New
Evening
2030 FamilyAlbum
21:00 Star Trek:

Deep&racs 9
21:45 Bach’S
Magnificat

22:45 Seventy Faces
23:15 israefi Pop

FAMILY
CHANNEL (3)

7.-00 Good Evening
with Guy Pines (rpt)

7:30 Love Story with

Yossi Siyas (rpt}

8:00 Dallas (rpt)

9:00 One Ufa to LivemMS The Your^ and
the Restless (rpt)

10:30 Days of Our .

Lives
11:15 Zingara (rpt)

I2ri)0 Bamaby Jones
12:45 The Streets of

San Francisco

1335 Hope and
Gloria
14.-00 Dafias

1430 DaVs of Our
Livos

15:35 The Nanny
16:00 Hercules

-

16:45 Zingara
17:30 Lapidankner
18:00 Local

Broadcast
18:30 One Lite to
Live

19rf5 Young and
Restless
2th00 Sunset Beach
20^0 Jaffa Portraits

21:15 The Commlsh
22,-05 The Meter fs

Running
22:30 Love Story

with Yossi Siyas
23:00 Friends (rpt)

23:25 ER {rpt)

00:15 ENG
Newsroom
1:05 Bamaby Jones
2:00 The Pomtman
2:45 Under Suspicion

3:40 Brisco County

MOVIE
CHANNEL (4)

11:30 Thicker Than
Blood (1993) (rpt)

13:05 Seeing Stars

13:55 The Funny
Farm (1982) -a
young comkriaoes
tough competition

15:35 Perry Mason:
The Musical Murder
(1990) - a theater

director is murdered
and Mason defends
the stage elector.

With Raymond Burr

and Debbie Reynolds
17:05 New In the
Cinema
17220 Without
Warning
18:55 No One Could
Protect Her (1995) -
a rape victim state
the rapist

20:25 Playing
Dangerous (1993) -
an 11 -year-old tois a
group of terrorists

22rtM> Cops and
Robbersons (1994) -
Two poSea detectives

use Chevy Chase's
home as a stakeout
for a mafioso, who
fives across the
street With Jack
Palance and Dianne
Wiest
23:35 Spill (1996)-
the president's secu-
rity chief must deal
with an environmen-
tal dfoaster

1:05 The Ptaymaker
(1994) - actress is

suspected of murder

CHILDREN (6)

6:30 Cartoons
9:00 Alice In

Wonderland
9:30 Center of

Things
9^15 Pink Panther
10:05 Center of

Things
10dM Weird Science
11:05 Welcome
Freshmen
11:30 Magical Hour
1220 Twisted Tales
of Fefix

12:30 Hugo
13:00 Make Befieve

Closet

13:10 Haflo, Spencer
1325 Return of the

Three Musketeers
14.-00 Denns the

Menace
14:30 Afice in

Wonderland
15dM> Center of

Things
15:15 Pink Panther
1550 Clarissa

Explains AH
16rt5 Center of
Things
16^5 Saved by the
BeS
17:00 Little Univer^y
18:00 Hugo
18:30 Avenger
Penguins
19dJ5 Sinba Lion

2 : 3 -A... » 8

Newsflash
Whadday-

.

Oresn

Treasure
asay

island

News
*IWV5 Sunset Anknartiacs Nature

Beach Photograph-

Money

Cantfid

Playing Married with ers

Funny Jaffa

Dangerous Children

Roseanne
James
Ensor; rm
Mad,rm

Bones Caneta
Portraits Foofish, rm

The The Cosby Nasty

Commlsh Show

House or

)an Shilon
Ufterent Culture

Live

The Meter te Cops and .

Worid
Prima

AngeBca
Asterix

Running Robbersons

Love Story National

Backtrack
with Yossi Geographic

Siyas

Friends

Explorer

FefinFs tast film. With
Roberto Benigni

CHANNEL B

6:00 Open University

[fpts)

8:00 Prehistoric

Predators (rpt)

9:00 Plants and
People: Toxus
930 The Daughters
I’ve Rateed - baffet

11:10 Henry Purcell

12:05 Sinfonietta

(ipt)

12:45 Pirates: Pirates

and Privateers (rpt)

13:15 Treasure
Islands: The Devil

and the Cross (rpt)

13:40 Nature

14.-05lsamo
NogixM(rpt)
15:00 House Of

Cirtture with Yair

Garbuz(rpt)
15:35 Interview with

Richard
Attenborough
16:05 National

Geographic Explorer

17:00 Open
University

19:10 Pirates, part 6:

Cutthroats
19:40 Treasure
Island, part 6: The
Holy GraH
20:05 Nature

Ptwtographers,jQart 2
20^5 James Ensor,

Tm Mad, I'm Foofish,

Pm Nasty - setf-por-

traft of the Belgian

19a0 Cream with

Michai Yanal

20riK) Anfenaniacs

20220 Married with

Chidren
20:45 Roseanne
21:15 Cosby Show
21-AO Different WPrld

SECOND
SHOWING (6)

22:00 Prima Angelica
(Spanish. 1973) -a
shy bachelor o(-45

returns to his home
town and recafis hb
chidhood during the

civil war. Directed by
Carlos Sauna.
23*5 LaVoca data
Lima (Italian, 1989) -

21:30 House of
Culture

22:00 Asterix -a
look at the timeless
charm of the oomic-
book
22:35 National

Geographic Explorer
23:30 Open
University

SUPER
CHANNEL

6:00 Great Houses of

the World
6:30 VIP
7:00 The Tckef (rpt)

7:30 NBC Nightly
New
8:00 Today
10:00 European
Squawk Box
11:00 European
Money Wheel
15:30 CNBC Squawk
Box (US)
17:00 Art and
Practice of

Gardening
17:30 interiors by
Design
18:00 The Site
19:00 National

Geographic
Television

20:00 The Ticket

20:30 VIP
21:00 Datefine
22:00 NBC
SuDersoorts

Gaette Wcxtd
Sport

MOVIES

23:00 The Tonight
Show with Jay Leno
OOdW Late Night with
Conan O'Brien
1:00 Later
1:30 NBC News
2:00 Tonight Show
3:00 Intemight

STAR PLUS

6:30 Nine to Five

7:00 Moibe Katzen
7:30 ETV
8:00 Charles in

8:raoprah Winfrey
9:30 Picket Fences
10:30 Santa Barbara
11:30 The Bold and
the Beautiful

12:00 Hindi shows
13^0 Lost in Space
14:30 Black Beauty
15:00 Charies in

Charge
15:30 MoHie Katzen
16:00 Hintfi shows
18:30 Star News
19rt>0 Are You Befog
Served?
19:30 Baywatch
20:30 The Bold and
the Beautiful

21:00 Santa Barbara
22:00 Star News
22:30 Space: Above
and Beyond
23:30 Halifax F.P.

1:30 Oprah Winfrey
2&0 Bamaby Jones

CHANNEL 5

6:30Bodtesin
Motion
16:00 Bodies in

Motion
16:30 NBA Playoff

18:15 Soccer. Work!
Championship
19:15 Ice Skating
World Championship
20:30 to be
announced
22:00 Spanish
Soccer
23:30 South
American Soccer
Magazine

EUROSPORT

9&0 Ice Hockey.
Wbrid Cfwnpfonsh/p
10:00 Tennis: ATP
Tour
10-.30 Motocross
11:00 Karting: ItaBan

Grand Prix

12:00 Triathlon:

World Cup, Japan
Opt)

13:00 tea Hockey:
Worid Championship
13:30 Soccer UEFA
Cup Final (rpt)

15:00 Mountain Bike:

WPrld Cup. Hungary

15:30 Motors

Magazine
16:30 Cycling: Tour

de Romany,
Switzerland
16:00 Ice Hockey:

Worid Championship
18:30 Tennis: ATP
Mercedes Super 92
0ri)0 Ice Hockey:
WOrld Championship,

Finland
21:30 Sumo
22&0 Boxing,
Germany
23:30 Tennis: ATP
Mercedes Super 9.

Germany (rpt)

00:00 Soccer
Netherlands Cup
Final

1:30 ice Hockey:
Worid Championship,
Finland (rpt)

2:00 Saning
Magazine

PRIME SPORTS

5:30 NBA Playotis
Game of the Week
8:00 Spanish Soccer
8:30 Cycling: Tour de
Langkawi
9:30 Goff: Indonesia
10^30 Motorcyding:
Spanish Grand Piw
12KK) NBA Playofls
14rt)0 Boating:

Singapore Straits

Regatta
14^30 Snowboard
Extreme
15:00 Luge: Worid
Cup
15:30 WWF Raw
1630 Football
WLAF
17:00 NBA Playoffs

19:00 Golf: Volvo
China Tour
20:00 Goff: US PGA
21:30 Luge: Worid
Cup
22:00 WWF Raw
23rtN) Footbalk

WLAF
23:30 Basketball
PBA Game of the

Week
1:00 International

Motoraports News
2HM) Spanish Soccer

BBC WORLD

News on the hour
7:30 The Money
Programme
8:00 Newsdesk
9:30 Hard Talc (rpt)

10:30 Money

8^0 Moneyline (rpt)

9:30 Worid Sport
10:30 Showtwz Today
11:30 CNN
Newsroom
12:30 world Report
13:30 American
Edition

13:45 Q&A(rpl)
14:00 Aslan News
14:30 VUOrid Sport
(rpt)

15:00 Asian News
15&0 Business Asia
16:00 Larry King Live

17:30 worid Sport

1^:30 Science and

19:30 Q&

A

20:45 American
Edition

21:00 Worid
Business Today
22:00 Larry King Live

23:00 European
News
23:30 Insight

(XW)0 Worid
Business Today
Update
00:30 Worid Sport
1:00 Worid View
2&0 Moneyfine

VOICE OF MUSIC

6:06 Morning
Concert
9rt>5 Schubert: String

quartet in A minor
“Rosamunds*;
Beethoven: Sonata in

Ellal op 31/3;
Dvorak: Cefio concer-
to in B minor;
Martinu: 4 Madrigals
for oboe, clarinet and
bassoon; Prokofiev:

Piano concerto no 3;

Khachaturian:
Spartacus ballet suite

12:00 Noon with

Gideon Hod
14:06 Encore
15KW Voice of Music

11:30 RknW (rpt)

12:30 Hard Talk (rpt)

13^0 Cities oi the

Future (rpt)

14HX) Newsdesk
15:30 Money
Programme
16:15 World
Business
16:30 Asa-Padfic
Newshour
17:30 Top Gear (rpt)

18:30 Hard TaDc

19:30 Clothes Show
20:00 Worid Today
21^J0 Hard Talk (rpt)

2230 Panorama
23:30 Tomorrow’s
Worid
00:00 Newsdesk
2:10 Newsnlght

CNN
INTERNATIONAL

News through the day
6:30 World Report
7:30 Insight (rpt)

I6re0 Mozart: Duo in

G for violin and viola

K423; Schumann:
Dichterfebe song
cycle; Beethoven:
String quartet in B
flat op 130; Ervrin

Schulhofl: Sextet ter

strings (1924)
18:00 New CDs

-

Mendelssohn:
Concerto in E flat for

2ptanos;
Rachmaninoff:
Sonata in G minor for

cello and piano op
19; Myaskovsky:
Sonata no 1 to D for

ceflo and piano op 12
20:05 Israeli CD

-

works by Shlomo
YofTe. Dov Carmel.
David Uri and Haya
Arbef
21:00 Clouds.
Celebrations and
Sirens
23:00 Art of the Song

QUICK CROSSWORD

wan
J
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across
5 Candid (5)

8 Famous physicist

(8)

9 Hoax (5)

10 Fteelers (8)

11 Supple (5)

14 Diocese (3)

16 Unlucky accident
(6 )

17 Frivolity (6)

18 Request (3)

20 Penitent (5)

24 Fruit sugar (8)

25 Pentateuch (5)

26 Formal defence (8)

27 W31ov^(5)

DOWN
1 Royal (5)

2 Oneness (5)

3 Dwarf(5)

^ denunciation (6)

6 Stay of execution
(8 )

7 New convert (8)

12 Fearful (8)

13 Deficiency (8)

14Mineral spring (3)

15 Moose (3)

19 Leading angel (6)

21 Climb (5)

22 Do without (5)

23 Wild (5)

JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUE Lost N0i*ay 430 -

Steeper 7 - To Km a MocfongblnJ 7:15 •

Score &46 - The Idtot 930G.G. GIL
Jerusalem Mafl (Malha) w 6788448
Relk^Akndcute«Michaei 5, 7:15, 945 •

Dante's Peete-flerce Creawres 5, 7ri5,

945 • Space Jam 5, 7:15, 945 • Mars
Attacks! 5. 7:15 - The Satet 5, 7:15, 945
JERUSALEM THEATER 20 Macus St
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Border first-aid stations being considered
Israel and Jordan are considering the establishment of first-aid

stations along the border. Health Minister Yehoshua Matza and
his Jordanian counterpart Ashraf Kurdi announced yesterday,
after they met at the World Health Assembly in Geneva.
According to the ministry spokesman, the atmosphere of die
meeting was “very warm and friendly ” Judy Siegel

MDA adds more medics
Twenty more medics were put on Magen David Adorn ambu-

lances yesterday, bringing the total to 93. The organization has
asked the government for 1 20, so that ambulance driver/medics
will not go out on call without either a volunteer or a profes-
sional medic on board. To pay for the extra staffers, the govern-
ment allowed MDA to raise its charges for those who caU for an
ambulance, which excludes road accident victims. These fees
currently cover only half of the cost, MDA says. Judy Siegel

Menahem Ben-Sasson new HU rector
Prof. Menahem Ben-Sasson was chosen
rector of the Hebrew University yester-
day, replacing Prof. Yehoshua Ben-Aiye.
Ben-Sasson. who specializes in Jewish
history, said that he intends to see to it

that the university maintains its place at
the top of the academic community.
Ben-Sasson, 45, has a PhD from the
Hebrew University and has been a mem-
ber of its faculty since 1985. He has
served as assistant dean of the School of
Humanities and beaded the Ben-Zvi
Institute. Jerusalem Past Staff

Memorial ceremony on the Internet
A memorial service marking both Holocaust Martyrs' and

Heroes' Remembrance Day and Remembrance Day for (be
Fallen of Israel's Wars uniting Jewish youth movement mem-
bers here and abroad will be broadcast live via fee Internet
today starting at 7:30 p.m.
The main ceremony will be held at Ammunition Hill in

Jerusalem, wife parallel events in New York and London.
Israel Scouts and Young Judea members infee US and the

Zionist Youth Federation in Britain will be represented, sending
a message of mutual goals on the basis of fee “optimistic values
of Zionism, Judaism and pluralism."

The event can be viewed at the Internet site httpJ/www.virtu-
al.co.il. on the home page Atid. Judy Siegel

Computerized licensing phone line launched
The Transport Ministiy yesterday launched a computerized

phone service for many of the vehicle licensing services it

operates. By calling (03) 502-7555, 24 hours a day, one can
renew a driver’s license or vehicle registration, receive a dupli-
cate of either a license or registration document, or report a lost

license or an address change. The service also provides various -

types of information pertaining to the Licensing Bureau.

Jerusalem Post Staff

Ichilov doctor found gullty of assault
Tel’Aviv Magistrate’$ Court yesterday/oumfftftf. Moshe

Lazar, head of the optic medicine ward at Tel Aviv's Ichilov

Hospital, guilty of assaulting a Bulgarian doctor wife whom be
had been romantically involved.

Lazar claimed unsuccessfully in his defense that Dr. Sanzana
Tuchva had attempted to perform oral sex on him as he was dri-

ving her from Ichilov, and feat he was forced to strike her to

prevent a traffic accident.

The court ruled that, whatever fee circumstances, his use of
force was unjustified. Itim

Winning cards
Here are the results of yesterday’s Chance draws: 1) the queen

of spades, king of hearts, 7 of diamonds, and 9 ofclubs; 2)
queen of spades, 10'of hearts, king of diamonds, and 7 of clubs.

East Europe Holocaust

victims get Congress boost
ByWllELKinTLBl

WASHINGTON - The cam-
paign to have compensation paid
to Holocaust survivors living in

Eastern Europe reached Capitol
Hill yesterday, with members of
Congress urging Germany to

make payments.
The American Jewish

Committee, which is leading fee

move, said that after numerous
appeals to German officials, it is

taking its case to Congress and
to the press because Bonn is

unresponsive.
"We came to the conclusion that

the problem was not going to be
seriously addressed," the organi-

zation’s president, Robert Rifkind,

told a press conference.

The AJC is seeking to have
Germany provide the same com-
pensation to the 20,000 Holocaust
survivors living in Eastern Europe
and fee former Soviet Union feat it

does to survivors elsewhere.
Germany had a long-standing pol-

icy of not paying compensation to

fee first category of survivors,

because it believed the funds
would end up in fee hands of fee

Communist regimes. Bm its poli-

cy has not changed since fee fell

of the Berlin Wall, and that has the

AJC concerned.

The group is now making the

argument feat, while the sur-

vivors go unpaid, about 3.300
veterans of fee Waffen SS, along
with their heirs, now live in fee

US and continue to receive pen-
sions as a result of war-related

injuries. It published an adver-

tisement to feat effect In yester-

day’s New York Times.

New York Congressman Gary
Ackerman, a leading supporter

of the AJC’s campaign, said he
is confident that Bonn will see

reason.

"We are not up to any legisla-

tion. We are hoping the govern-

ment of Germany — is going to be

supportive of our request, that

their understanding is deep.**

Ackerman said. “We’re not inter-

ested in anything punitive. There

is reason to be hopeful that they

fully understand fee issue."

He said he is encouraged by
Chancellor Helmut Kohl's quick

agreement to Ackerman's request

that fee German list of Waffen
pensioners in fee US be provided

to fee Justice Department so that it

could be searched for potential

war criminals.

Making peace
Internal Security Minister Avigdor Kahalani greets Greek Orthodox Patriarch Diodoros I yesterday, before their meeting at
which be tried to mediate the dispute between the Patriarchate and the Moslem Wakf. He also visited the Wakf yesterday.
Kahalani predicted it would be difficult to restore the status quo without bloodshed. The ministry announced after the meet-
ing that It is clear the Wakf had occupied two rooms belonging to the Patriarchate, but suggested a satisfactory compromise
might be the payment of compensation to the Patriarchate. The dispute over the construction of toilets at the adjacent
mosque is more difficult to resolve, the ministry said. The Christians maintain that the toilets are being built over the roof
of the Church of the Holy Sepulcher, which If true, would constitute a serious affront to the sanctity of the church and a
breach of the status quo. (Text: Haim Shapiro: photo: Brian Hcndler)

Hammer pledges

school trip ‘revolution’

Eitan: Highway will

worsen road problems

W CONSULATE GENERAL OF THE
UNITED STATES OFAMERICA

JERUSALEM
Notice to the Public

Visa Reception Hours
Effective May 19, 1997, and until further notice, non-immigrant

and Immigrant visa services for walk-hTpublic will be limited to

the following days:
NON-IMMIGRANT VISAS: Mondays, Wednesdays and

Fridays from 8:30 to 11 :00 am.
IMMIGRANT VISAS: Mondays and Thursdays from 8:30 to

11:00 am., or by appointment
Tuesdays • petitions (form 1-130) oronly, 8:30 -11 .-00 am.

By ARYEH DEAN COHEN

A “revolution" in school nip pro-

cedures to assure maximum securi-

ty and safety was promised yester-

day by Education Minister Zevulun
Hammer - just before the- State

Comptroller’s Report, which criti-

cized existing school trip proce-

dures, was released.

Hammer said the comptroller’s

report and the Pressler Commission
report chi the March 13 massacre of
seven schoolgirls at Naharayim
both indicated feat, for several
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years, trips had taken place feat

violated ministry guidelines.

‘There is no room for fee Trust
me’ and ‘It'll be okay' attitudes

when it comes to such an important

and sensitive area," Hammer said.

Recommendations from the two
reports that will be implemented
soon include fee establishment of
a central body to coordinate issues

relating to school trips. A 24-hour
command center will be estab-

lished to deal wife any problems
feat arise, and efforts will be made
to ensure chaperones are equipped
with weapons and communica-
tions equipment.
Hammer asked Michael Gal, a

reserve colonel and former director

of the Jerusalem Education
Authority, to supervise fee new
arrangements.

By UAT COLLINS

Environment Minister Rafael

Eitan said yesterday fee fact fee

State Comptroller's Report
severely criticizes virtually all

aspects of the Trans-Israel

Highway strengthens his opinion

feat it will not solve fee country's

transport problems and feat funds

should be invested instead in

developing public transportation.

Speaking at a conference in

Jerusalem on transport issues,

Eitan said: “The report confirms
what I have said for years: This

highway is redundant and will not

solve - and will probably worsen
- the country’s traffic problems,

while causing irreversible harm to

fee open landscape, environment,

agriculture and natural assets".

He said it is not too late to stop

the work on the road.

Former environment minister

Yossi Sand also strongly opposes
the highway.

The Society for the Protection of
Nature in Israel held a press con-

ference on fee subject and a

demonstration against iL

“The stare comptroller gave the

road a ticket," said SPNI director-

general Eitan Gedalyzon. He said

the report had listed all the major
problems fear the society has been
warning about.

SPNI is calling for a rail service

between peripheral towns and the

center of the country and to

encourage public transport by
changing taxes on private vehicles

and replacing car allowances with
a general travel allowance.
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Forecast; Further rise tn temperatures.

AROUND THE WORLD
LQM HUH
c F C f

Amsterdam 42 54 14 57 cfcudf
Bortm OS 41 12 64 pfciouay

Buenos Aires 16 et 29 84 dear
Cairo 16 01 29 84 daw
CMtcagc* 06 43 20 68 lam
Copwvnaoim 02 36 05 *1 ctoudy

RanWurf 03 3? 14 67 doudy
Geneva 0B 43 13 55 ram
Hong Kong 23 73 26 78 rein

Jtfbura 07 45 16 64 pfdoudy
Lisbon >2 5* 17 63 pfdoudy
London 03 37 11 52 dear
Lcotagetoa 48 64 29 84 dear
Madid 10 50 22 72 rah
Montrrt Of 34 f4 sr dear
Moscow 11 S2 2< 70 pfcknxly

NowYMc 07 45 15 69 pfcfcMdy

Puls 06 41 11 92 dew
Roma 10 50 20 0B dear
SncMwBn 02 36 06 43 cloudy

Sydney 17 63 24 78 rein

T<*yo SO 68 25 77 cloudy

Toronto 00 32 10 SO dear
Vienna 11 52 15 89 pfctouOy
Zurcn 04 39 06 46 rain

IAFhits
Hizbullah
again in

Lebanon
By DAVID RUPCE

The XAF struck at Hizbullah tar-

gets nonh of fee security zone yes-

terday for the second straight day,

following fighting on Tuesday
night in which at least two gun-

men were killed.

The IDF Spokesman said that

the planes attacked terrorist targets

in fee eastern sector and that the

pilots reported direct hits. All the

planes returned safely to base.

Reports from Lebanon said there

were two sorties against targets in

the Iqlim al-Toufife region, fol-

lowing a similar strike in the

Jezzine region on Tuesday. There
were no reports of casualties.

The fighting on Tuesday night

occurred in the K&ntara region. A
paratroop unit in the Wadi Saluki

area encountered a terrorist squad
and opened fire. Two gunmen
were killed and several others

wounded.
Other Hizbullah units opened

fire with mortars and light

weapons at the IDF troops and a
nearby South Lebanese Army
position in an apparent effort to

cover the retreat of the squad. IDF
and SLA gunners returned fire and
IAF helicopter gunships were
called in. There were no casualties

among IDF or SLA troops.

Military sources said feat some
of the long-range Hizbullah fire

had originated from inside vil- .

lages north of the zone, in viola-

tion of fee Grapes of Wrath under-
standings.

The five-nation monitoring
group established to supervise fee

understandings convened at

UNTFIL’s headquarters in

Nakoura yesterday to discuss
complaints by Israel and Lebanon.

Ministiy

hunts illegal

workers
Dozens of Ethiopian youths,

1 who received tourist visas from
t the Foreign Ministry to come here
i as part of a group of pilgrims;

deserted the group and are illegal-

I ly trying to find jobs here, fee
I Interior Ministry said.

Ministry officials and police
went to the group’s hotel yester-

day and found all fee youths had
disappeared. However, two.

returned to the hotel while fee •

officials were still there and, in an
attempt to escape, one fell to fee

ground from her fifth-floor room.
She was taken to Hadassah-
University Hospital in Ein Kerem,
Police arrested two Ethiopians

who came to visit other members
of the group yesterday. Both have
been working here illegally, one
for fee Nigerian Embassy.
Eyasu Ghebrememari showed

.

police a diplomatic identification

card. The Interior Ministry lodged-
a complaint against the qpibassy,
where he was a driver. (Itim)


